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Cover Illustration: 

In the summer of 1995, hardware I software codesign led to the successful release of one of 
the world's first full-featured MPEG2 demonstration boards. The board depicted in the 
cover photograph constitutes a source decoder for digital television set-top boxes, based on 
integrated circuits of a single vendor, Philips Semiconductors. Set-top boxes form a major 
part of the enabling technology for digital television distribution, which will in the near 
future tremendously enhance the number of television programmes and information services 
available to viewers. 

(Photograph courtesy of Philips Semiconductors B.V., Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 
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Abstract 

Between 1991 and 1996, a survey into hierarchical design methods for integrated circuits 
(ICs) was conducted at Philips Semiconductors' Product Concept and Application Labora
tory (PCALE) in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. The methods had originally been introduced 
for the design of digital ICs, and they appeared to provide for significant advances in design 
productivity, Time-to-Market, and first-time right design. These concepts have gained 
increasing importance in the semiconductor industry in recent years. In the course of time, 
the supportive quality of hierarchical methods and the aforementioned advantages were con
firmed. The applicability of hierarchical methods to hardware I software codesign, and 
mixed analogue I digital design was established following a similar approach. 

The presented hierarchical design methods include both informal and formal description lev
els. Hierarchical methods are however principally based on formal design descriptions at 
various levels of abstraction, in an attempt to keep design tasks comprehensible and manage
able. In literature, hierarchical design methods for digital IC design are regarded as common 
practice, but the application to driver software and analogue hardware development is new. 
In present day design practice, hierarchical methods are not exploited to the extent possible, 
not even for all-digital IC designs. The main reason for this is that the application of hierar
chical design methods is not always straightforward. 

When viewed superficially, formal design descriptions at high levels of abstraction merely 
delay the design process, instead of accelerating it. Descriptions at the higher levels of 
abstraction are therefore often omitted, and designers start their work at register-transfer 
level (RTL). In this case however, appearances are misleading, as even individual designs of 
present day complexity are difficult to manage at the RT level. It is therefore virtually impos
sible to perform system level design, such as hardware I software codesign or mixed ana
logue I digital design, at the RT level. Moreover, starting a design at the RT level increases 
the risk of design errors. The probability of functional errors is even substantially higher 
than for designs for which system level behavioural descriptions are created. Functional 
design errors generally have disastrous consequences for the productivity and the elapsed 
time of design projects, as they may impose the need for a redesign. 

The survey presented in this thesis focuses on the application of hierarchical design meth
ods, including the formal descriptions at higher levels of abstraction. During the evaluation, 
only commercially available formalisms and design tools were used. The analysis took place 
in three consecutive, partly overlapping phases: 
• at first, the application of hierarchical methods to digital IC design was evaluated. A total 

of five designs were realized according to the presented hierarchical method, and the sup
portive quality of the method was analysed in both a qualitative and a quantitative sense 

• subsequently, the supportive quality of hierarchical methods in relation to hardware I soft
ware codesign was analysed. On the basis of an extension to the original method, five 
designs were completed, for which hardware and driver software developments were per-
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formed concurrently. The supportive quality of the method was thus examined in a similar 
way as for digital IC design 

• eventually, a further extension to the method was applied to three mixed analogue I digital 
designs. The supportive quality of the method was once again evaluated in. both a qualita
tive and a quantitative sense 

The essence of the presented hierarchical design methods, and the underlying design disci
pline in particular, has not changed, despite the aforementioned extensions. The introduction 
of new design tools has not influenced this, because they could be embedded into the estab
lished discipline. An established and proven design discipline is furthermore essential for 
the prevention of design errors, and thus crucial for optimum design productivity. 

Hierarchical design methods provide for high levels of design support, both in a qualitative 
and a quantitative sense. In the qualitative sense, the presented methods support all phases in 
the product life cycle of electronic products, ranging from requirements analysis to applica
tion support. Hierarchical methods furthermore allow for efficient digital hardware design, 
hardware I software codesign, and mixed analogue I digital design, on the basis of commer
cially available formalisms and design tools. In the quantitative sense, hierarchical methods 
have prompted a substantial increase in design productivity. Throughout the six year obser
vation period, the number of square millimetres of normalized complexity an individual 
designer contributes every week has risen by more than a factor of five. Hierarchical meth
ods therefore enabled designers to keep track of the ever increasing design complexity, while 
effectively reducing the number of design iterations in the form of redesigns. 

Throughout the observation period, 1991 - 1996, the normalized complexity of the designs 
in the test set has grown by approximately 38% per year. Normalized complexity represents 
the silicon area of a design, normalized with respect to the feature size of the IC technology 
in which it is implemented. The annual increase of 38% implies a growth in design complex
ity of approximately two orders of magnitude per decade. At the same time, the elapsed 
design time was reduced by about 6.5% per year. One of the main reasons for the reduction 
in elapsed time is the improved codesign efficiency, allowing more designers to cooperate 
on a single design than before. On the other hand, the productivity of the individual designer 
increased substantially. The growth in design productivity, in terms of the number of 
designs per design team per year, is however not sufficient to secure the turnover objectives 
of the semiconductor industry by the tum of the century. Moreover, in view of the relentless 
annual price erosion, an increase in the value of semiconductor products is highly improba
ble. Individual semiconductor companies may therefore have to increase their design capac
ity, in order to meet the turnover objectives and retain market share. 

The number of designs per designer per year has decreased slightly across the observation 
period, by about 1.4% per year. The increase in productivity of individual designers appar
ently was barely enough to keep pace with the growth in design complexity, despite the 
introduction of new methods and design tools. Continuing investments in the exploration of 
new and improved design methods and tools are therefore necessary. It is furthermore worth
while to evaluate the applicability of high level design tools, such as architecture synthesis, 
to practical designs. The introduction of high level design tools could help move the design 
focus up to the level of behavioural descriptions, for which the productivity of the individual 
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designer is currently at its maximum. 

The trend analyses performed on the experimental results of the designs in the test set led to 
the definition of models which support estimation of schedules for design projects. The 
models are capable of predicting the development effort, in person weeks, required to imple
ment a design of given normalized complexity. Based on the effort prediction, estimates of 
the elapsed time and the required average person power can be derived. Following a similar 
approach, it is possible to create a schedule prediction for the individual consecutive phases 
in a design project. 
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Samenvatting 

Van 1991 tot 1996 is bij het Philips Semiconductors Product Concept en Applicatie 
Laboratorium in Eindhoven (PCALE) onderzoek verricht aan nieuwe, hierarchische 
ontwerpmethodieken voor ge1ntegreerde schakelingen (IC's). Deze methoden werden in 
eerste instantie opgezet voor het ontwerpen van digitale IC's, en ze blijken grote voordelen 
te hebben ten aanzien van ontwerpproductiviteit, "Time-to-Market" en "first-time right 
design". Deze begrippen zijn voor de halfgeleider industrie in toenemende mate van belang 
geworden. In de loop der tijd werden, naast de bmikbaarheid ("supportive quality") van de 
methode voor het ontwerpen van digitale hardware, ook voomoemde voordelen aangetoond. 
Hetzelfde werd gedaan voor toepassing van de methode op het simultaan ontwerpen van 
digitale hardware en bijbehorende besturings-software, zogenaamd hardware I software 
codesign, en voor het ontwerpen van gecombineerd analoog I digitale schakelingen. 

De onderzochte hlerarchische ontwerpmethoden zijn gebaseerd op deels informele, maar 
merendeels formele ontwerpbeschrijvingen op verschillende abstractie-niveau's, om aldus 
een ontwerpprobleem hanteerbaar te maken. In de literatuur worden dergelijke hierarchische 
methoden voor het ontwerpen van digitale IC's als gangbaar beschouwd, toepassing op het 
ontwikkelen van besturings-software en analoge hardware is echter nieuw. In de praktijk 
blijkt dat de methode niet ten voile benut wordt, zelfs niet voor het ontwerpen van digitale 
IC's. De voomaamste reden hiervoor is dat het toepassen van hierarchische methoden niet 
altijd vanzelfsprekend is. 

Formele ontwerpbeschrijvingen op hogere abstractie-niveau's werken ogenschijnlijk eerder 
vertragend dan versnellend voor het ontwerpproces. De hogere beschrijvingsniveau's 
worden in de praktijk daarom vaak achterwege gelaten, en ontwerpers beginnen hun werk 
op "register-transfer" niveau (RTL). Schijn bedriegt hier echter, aangezien zelfs individuele 
ontwerpen op RTL niveau bij de hedendaagse complexiteit slechts uiterst moeizaam 
hanteerbaar zijn. Het is dientengevolge uitgesloten dat systeemniveau ontwerp, zoals 
hardware I software codesign of gecombineerd analoog I digitaal ontwerp, op RTL niveau 
zou kunnen plaatsvinden. Bovendien is er sprake van een verhoogd risico op ontwerpfouten, 
indien bij het ontwerpen wordt uitgegaan van een RTL beschrijving als formele specificatie. 
De kans op functionele fouten is zelfs aanzienlijk groter dan bij ontwerpen waarvoor 
systeem niveau gedragsbeschrijvingen worden gemaakt. Functionele ontwerpfouten hebben 
over het algemeen desastreuze gevolgen voor de productiviteit en de doorlooptijd van 
projecten, aangezien ze de directe aanleiding kunnen zijn voor redesigns. 

Het onderzoek, dat in dit proefschrift wordt gepresenteerd, heeft zich toegespitst op de 
toepassing van hierarchische ontwerpmethoden, inclusief de formele beschrijvingen op 
hogere abstractie-niveau's. Het onderzoek heeft daartoe plaatsgevonden in drie 
opeenvolgende, deels overlappende fasen, waarbij uitsluitend gebruik is gemaakt van 
commercieel verkrijgbare formalismen, ontwerpgereedschappen, en hulpmiddelen: 
• allereerst is onderzoek verricht aan de toepassing van de methode op het ontwerpen van 
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digitale IC's. Een vijftal ontwerpen is volgens de methode voltooid, en voor elk ontwerp is 
de "supportive quality" van de methode op zowel qualitatieve als quantitatieve wijze 
geevalueerd 

• vervolgens is gekeken naar de "supportive quality" van de methode voor zogenaamd 
hardware I software codesign. Met een uitbreiding op de oorspronkelijke methode is een 
vijftal ontwerpen uitgevoerd, waarbij hardware en besturings-software ontwikkelingen 
simultaan plaatsvonden. Aldus is ook de "supportive quality" van de methode aangetoond 

• tenslotte is met een verdere uitbreiding op de methode een drietal gecombineerd analoog I 
digitale ontwerpen voltooid. Wederom is de "supportive quality" van de methode zowel 
qualitatief als quantitatief geanalyseerd. 

De essentie van de hierarchische ontwerpmethoden is ondanks de genoemde uitbreidingen 
niet veranderd, en met name de onderliggende ontwerpdiscipline is dezelfde gebleven. De 
introductie van nieuwe ontwerpgereedschappen heeft hierop geen invloed gehad, omdat 
deze steeds konden worden ingepast in de gevestigde discipline. Bovendien is een solide 
ontwerpdiscipline noodzakelijk bij bet voorkomen van ontwerpfouten. Beide argumenten 
tonen aan dat een beproefde ontwerpdiscipline van vitaal belang is voor een zo hoog 
mogelijke productiviteit. 

Hierarchische ontwerpmethoden voorzien in een h?ge mate van ontwerpondersteuning, 
zowel in qualitatieve als quantitatieve zin. In de qualitatieve zin ondersteunen de 
gepresenteerde methoden aile fasen in de "product life cycle" van een electronisch product, 
van analyse van de productvereisten, tot aan technische ondersteuning van de gebruikers van 
het uiteindelijke product. Bovendien maken deze methoden het mogelijk om met 
hedendaagse, commercieel verkrijgbare formalismen en gereedschappen zowel digitaal 
hardware ontwerp, als hardware I software codesign en gecombineerd analoog I digitaal 
antwerp aan te pakken. In de quantitatieve zin hebben hierarchische methoden bovendien 
significant bijgedragen aan een aanzienlijke groei in de ontwerpproductiviteit. Gedurende de 
zes jaar durende observatieperiode is het aantal vierkante millimeters genormalizeerde 
complexiteit, dat een ontwerper per week realizeert, zelfs met meer dan een factor vijf 
gestegen. Mede hierdoor zijn ontwerpers in staat gesteld de immer groeiende complexiteit 
van ontwerpen te bolwerken. Daarenboven is bet aantal benodigde iteratieslagen in de vorm 
van redesigns effectief gereduceerd. 

De genormalizeerde complexiteit van de onderzochte ontwerpen is gedurende de 
observatieperiode, 1991 - 1996, gestegen met ongeveer 38% per jaar. De genormalizeerde 
complexiteit representeert bet silicium oppervlak van een ontwerp, genormalizeerd naar de 
geometrische dichtheid die met een bepaalde IC techno Iogie bereikt kan worden. De stijging 
met 38% op jaarbasis resulteert in een complexiteitsstijging van ongeveer twee orden van 
grootte per decennium. Tegelijkertijd is de doorlooptijd van ontwerpprojecten verminderd 
met zo'n 6.5% per jaar, enerzijds door uitbreiding van het aantal ontwerpers dat simultaan 
aan een antwerp werkt, anderzijds door een verbeterde individuele productiviteit. De 
ontwerpproductiviteit, uitgedrukt in het aantal ontwerpen dat een ontwerpteam per jaar 
completeert, is echter niet voldoende gestegen om de omzetdoelstellingen voor de 
halfgeleider-industrie aan bet einde van deze eeuw binnen bereik te brengen. Bovendien is 
het, gezien de onophoudelijke jaarlijks prijs-erosie, hoogst onwaarschijnlijk dat de waarde 
van halfgeleiderproducten zal stijgen. Voor fabrikanten van halfgeleiderproducten is bet 
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daarom raadzaam om de ontwerpcapaciteit uit te breiden, teneinde de omzetdoelstellingen te 
halen en marktaandeel te behouden. 

Het aantal ontwerpen per ontwerper per jaar is gedurende de observatieperiode licht 
gedaald, met ongeveer 1.4% per jaar. Ondanks de introductie van nieuwe methoden en 
ontwerpgereedschappen is de productiviteit van de individuele ontwerper dus blijkbaar maar 
nauwelijks voldoende gestegen om de groei in complexiteit bij te benen. Voortdurende 
investeringen in de ontwikkeling van nieuwe ontwerpmethoden en gereedschappen zijn 
daarom noodzakelijk. Bovendien is het raadzaam om zo spoedig mogelijk de toepasbaarheid 
van ontwerpgereedschappen op hoge abstractie-niveau's, zoals onder meer architectuur 
synthese, in de praktijk te toetsen. Door deze stap zou de ontwerpfocus zich namelijk 
.kunnen verplaatsen naar het niveau van gedragsbeschrijvingen, waar de productiviteit van 
de individuele ontwerper momenteel het hoogst is. 

De trend analyses, die op de gevonden ontwerpresultaten zijn uitgevoerd, hebben geleid tot 
het opstellen van modellen, die het schatten van planningen voor ontwerpprojecten 
ondersteunen. De modellen maken het mogelijk om uitgaande van een schatting van de 
genormalizeerde complexiteit van een ontwerp een voorspelling te doen van de benodigde 
ontwerp-inspanning, uitgedrukt in mensweken. Uitgaande van deze voorspelling kunnen 
vervolgens een verwachte doorlooptijd en een schatting van de benodigde gemiddelde 
menskracht berekend worden. Op vergelijkbare wijze kan, indien noodzakelijk, een 
planning voor elk van de opeenvolgende fasen van een ontwerpproject geschat worden. 
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Chapter 

I 

1 

Introduction 

Four fundamental observations led Charles R. Darwin 
(1809 - 1882) to the definition of the theory of evolution 
(in: "On the origin of species by means of natural selec
tion, or the preservation of favoured races in the struggle 
for life", 1860, [18]): 
• individuals within species exhibit variations in all char

acteristics and properties 
• for all organisms, the number of reproductive cells 

yielded greatly exceeds the number of specimens that 
eventually grow to maturity 

• the average number of a species remains approximately 
constant 

• the struggle for existence must therefore result in a high mortality. 

On the basis of these observations, Darwin arrived at three conclusions [18]: 
• some variations have a higher likelihood of survival than others. Specimens parenting next 

generations are naturally selected from the individuals most efficiently adapted to their 
environment 

• offspring inherit a resemblance to their parents, but are not identical (heredity and evolu-
tion: T. Dobzhansky (1900- 1975) in: "Genetics and the origin of species", 1937) 

• efficient adaptations to the environment are therefore preserved. 
If we accept that Darwin's conclusions apply to human development ("The descent of man, 
and selection in relation to sex", 1877, [19]), we can determine whether homo sapiens has 
evolutionary advantages over other species, and if so, why. 

Throughout human history, man is seen to excel in adapting to different habitats. This even
tually led to the conquest of particularly hostile environments, such as outer space. Man's 
capability to adapt to such settings is intrinsically related to the application of tools and 
methods. In addition, man may directly communicate his ideas to other members of the 
same species, through speech and writing. Newly acquired competencies are therefore pre
served for, and passed on to current and future generations. Ergo, according to Darwin's 
conclusions, the human race can be considered to have an evolutionary edge over other spe
cies. 

Methodology, in essence, seeks to capitalize on man's evolutionary advantages. It investi
gates favourable approaches to the application of tools, to allow us to promptly adapt to 
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changing conditions. Methodology furthermore requires that such methods are documented, 
to enable preservation and proliferation. 

Methodology defines methods and tools as two explicitly different concepts. The distinction 
is demonstrated by the following examples: 
• fire may be a very useful tool, if handled carefully. Without the right methods however, its 

application can be hazardous 
• the essence of some widely used tools (for example hammers and nails) has not changed 

substantially for centuries. More sophisticated products have resulted from advanced meth
ods and improved designs 

• craftsmanship confirms the distinction between being able to apply tools, and being able to 
excel using tools. The difference is called practice, which is equivalent to method. 

The distinction between methods and tools leads to the controversy: do new tools lead to 
improved methods, or do new methods result in (a demand for) improved tools? This thesis 
addresses the apparent paradox, in the context of methods for electronic system design. 

At the heart of this thesis lie the fundamentals of methodology; the art of using available 
tools in the most favourable way. First and foremost is the observation that a set of tools 
does not by nature constitute a useful method. The latter is particularly true for the increas
ingly complex task of developing electronic systems. A potentially universal method for the 
development of electronic systems, named hardware I software codesign, is therefore formu
lated, and analysed. Hardware I software codesign as a design method is closely related to 
the product life cycle of electronic systems and provides support for all levels of design, 
including the system level. Design flows for electronic systems, that is, practical realizations 
of the hardware I software codesign method, are defined, and appropriate tools are selected. 
The supportive quality of these design flows is subsequently assessed, on the basis of vari
ous system designs in the field of video processing. 

Throughout the thesis the following definitions are used: 
• method - a collection of aligned tasks that need to be fulfilled in order to develop a 

system 
• design flow - the practical realization of the design tasks specified in a method 
• tool - any means that can aid the execution of individual design tasks. 

1.1 Design Methodology in the Semiconductor Industry 

The introduction of semiconductors instigated an era of extreme growth for the electronics 
industry, which today is one of the world's largest and fastest growing industries. The semi
conductor industry in fact drives the electronics industry, and therefore contributes substan
tially to its growth [51]. At present, the semiconductor industry alone yields an annual 
turnover of around 100 billion (US) dollars, and involves a work force of approximately 
1,000,000 people world wide [51]. Furthermore, because semiconductor devices are essen
tial to key strategic areas in electronics, such as data processing, telecommunications, and 
consumer products, growth is expected to continue into the next century [94]. 

The invention of the transistor (1947, [2], [72] and [78]), a primitive device by today's 
standards, marked the prelude to a revolution in. the electronics industry, and society in gen-
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eral. Because of its potential for miniature realization, the transistor prompted new applica
tion areas for electronic systems, and magnified penetration in existing fields. The resulting 
diffusion of electronic systems induced a cost reduction strive, which in tum expedited min
iaturisation. These days, miniaturisation seeks to integrate increasing numbers of functions 
on individual silicon dies, to cater for improved cost efficiency [51]. Miniaturisation conse
quently leads to integrated circuits exhibiting smaller features (currently below 0.5 micron) 
and inconsistent as it may seem, larger silicon area (currently up to several hundreds of 
square millimetres) [51], [94]. 

1.1.1 Semiconductor Device Complexity and Design Methods 

Since the early 1950s, the complexity of transistor based electronics has consistently grown 
at an immense rate, as a result of miniaturisation. The average growth rate in integrated cir
cuit (IC) complexity may be measured by examining the average number of transistors on 
individual silicon dies. Since 1950, this number has grown approximately two orders of 
magnitude every decade, as is illustrated in figure 1 (derived from [94]). This prominent 
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Figure I. Approximate Integrated Circuit Complexity Increase, 
1950-2000 (source: [94]) 

trend is expected to continue in the near future [94]. 

In addition to the growth in system complexity, requirements on Time-to-Market for elec
tronic products have been calling for dramatic reductions [51], [94]. Life times of electronic 
products have decreased drastically by approximately an order of magnitude for most prod
ucts. Several economic models therefore recognize a reduction of the Time-to-Market as the 
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key prerequisite for profit in innovative areas of business, such as the electronics industry. 
The strive for Time-to-Market reductions therefore is another trend expected to continue in 
the near future. ' 

The exercise of developing increasingly complex electronic systems, and reducing Time-to
Market in the process, requires advanced design methods [51], the focus of this thesis. Fig
ure 2 demonstrates what can be viewed as a fundamental method, or discipline, of design. 

Analyse 

~=task 

~ = description I implementation 

Figure 2. Basic Philosophy (Method) of Design [49], [39] and [66] 

The diagram illustrates the concepts of tasks, and descriptions or implementations. Essen
tially, a product design starts when a specification, or accurate list of product requirements is 
composed, in some form or other. The initial design task is to synthesize an implementation, 
by any means appropriate, and either manually or automatically. The resulting implementa
tion, or product, is subsequently analysed for adherence to the product specification. 

If, for example, a specification dictates that a "means of transportation" is to be developed, a 
designer could start by synthesizing an automobile. Upon completion of the implementation, 
analysis of the prototype motorcar· may indicate that the actual assignment had been to 
design an aeroplane. If the original idea had been expressed as a "means of airborne trans
portation", it would have narrowed down the number of options substantially, thus increas
ing the chances of a successful realization. As the example clearly demonstrates, a 
specification has to be comprehensive, accurate, and as unambiguous as possible. 

The basic design method depicted in figure 2 has always been applied widely in the electron
ics and semiconductor industries. From the 1950s onwards, intricately detailed specifica
tions of individual transistors were defined. At a certain point in time however, due to the 
enormous growth in device complexity (number of transistors per design), such transistor 
level designs became humanly intractable and extremely time-consuming. A single synthe
sis I analysis cycle between specification and implementation was therefore no longer suffi
cient. In other words, intermediate design stages had to be introduced, to handle increased 
complexity. The concept of hierarchical design, as explained in the following section, was 
therefore· introduced. 
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1.1.2 Hierarchy in Design Methods 

Defining specifications and synthesizing implementations which are sufficiently comprehen
sive, accurate, and unambiguous, is often laborious. It is therefore constructive to partition a 
design process (such as the one in figure 2) into multiple subsequent stages, thus introducing 
hierarchy [49], [39], [16], [65] and [66]. The consecutive stages constitute a hierarchical 
design method, each stage adding detail, precision, and singularity to the previous one, as 
indicated in figure 3. The diagram illustrates that an implementation in one stage (n) may 

Design Method: Design Flow (example): 

~=task 

= description I implementation 

Figure 3. Hierarchical Design Method (respecting [49], [39], [16], [65] and [66]) 

serve as a specification for the next (n+ 1), thus creating a (top-down) flow of development 
tasks and (intermediate) implementations. In other words, each description I implementation 
level consists of a partial implementation of the device, as well as an increasingly more 
detailed specification. Hierarchical design methods can hence be extended to encompass as 
many design levels as required to handle the complexity of a given design. 

The design flow depicted on the right in figure 3 is an example of an implementation of a 
hierarchical design method. The design flow dictates the level of detail for each of the 
description levels, and the way the individual design tasks are executed. In the example, the 
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start of the design flow is a list of requirements, which at the first stage are recorded in a pro
saic (textual) specification (synthesis). Confirmation of the prosaic specification is required 
to safeguard that all requirements are met (analysis). For the textual specification to be trans
lated into a formal specification, design details are codified in a formal way (synthesis). To 
ensure that the formal specification meets the conventional specification, both descriptions 
are compared (analysis). The formal specification is subsequently converted into a prototype 
product (synthesis). The prototype itself is tested (analysis) to verify that it is consistent with 
the formal specification. 

Table 1 demonstrates how a hierarchical design flow (such as the one in figure 3) could be 

Table I. Simplified Example of Practical Hierarchical Design Flow Application 

Description level Formalism What is described I implemented? 

list of natural 
requirements language "means of airborne transportation" 

(e.g. English) 
Q) 

conventional H natural number of seats, 
specification "' language & cruising speed, 
(textual) drawings, etc. operating range 

('I 

Q) 

formal ~ mechanical manufacturing .... 

~I 
"' specification diagrams, etc. instructions, 

(strict syntax, dimensions, 
semantics) tolerances 

M 
Q) 

H 
materialization "' materials prototype 

(metal, aeroplane 
plastic, etc.) 

applied to the example of the development of an aeroplane. The table indicates that in order 
to complete the first design stage, a designer has to answer such questions as: 
• how many passengers does the aeroplane have to carry? 
• how much engine thrust is required to obtain the desired cruising speed? 
• does the resulting fuel consumption allow for a sufficiently large operating range? 
When recording such design requirements in a conventional (textual) specification, a 
designer is however not interested in the print on the seat cushion fabric, nor the exact 
dimensions of the ailerons. The example therefore demonstrates that at the description levels 
associated with the early stages of a design, descriptions tend to be more abstract and less 
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detailed, than for lower levels. 

1.1.3 Levels of Abstraction in Integrated Circuit (IC) Design 

The semiconductor industry applies hierarchical design methods (similar to the example in 
figure 3) to the development of integrated circuits (ICs). In this case, higher levels of 
abstraction mean that the number of objects a designer has to consider decreases by an order 
of magnitude. Higher levels of abstraction therefore expedite design specification. They fur
thermore facilitate documentation of, and communication on design specifics [31]. The def
inition of the abstraction levels is inherent to the three IC design scopes: the geometry, 
structure, and function domains. 

Table 2. Digital IC Design Domains in Historical Perspective 

IC Design 
Domain 

function 
(behavioural) 

structure 

geometry 
(physical) 

Essence of descriptions in a particular domain 

algorithms 

operators 

logic gates 

transistors 

diffusion areas, 
metal layers, 
silicon dioxide 
insulators 

Description 
complexity (number 
of lines 0f code) for 
a typical design 
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The introduction of higher levels of abstraction in the early stages of IC design is the result 
of an evolution that corresponds to the pattern of growth in IC complexity (as illustrated in 
figure 1 ). Traditionally, the development of semiconductor devices, discrete devices and later 
ICs, started and ended in the geometry, or physical domain. At the time, individual transis
tors were designed as composite geometries (table 2), miniature fragments of IC layout. 
Integrated circuit design then gradually matured into the combining of elements drawn from 
libraries of standard transistor geometries. Each individual library element (transistor) was 
characterized by a specific set of parameters. IC design consequently entered the structure 
domain (table 2). The focus of digital IC design subsequently moved to the logic gate level, 
a further abstraction because each logic gate represents a small cluster of transistors. Stand
ard cell design became one of the leading implementation methods. Fairly recently, the dig
ital IC design focus began moving into the function or behavioural domain, with the 
introduction of register-transfer (operator) level, and architectural level synthesis [77], [10], 
[11] and [31]. The latter move corresponds to a transition from a "capture-and-simulate" 
based (bottom-up) design style, used predominantly in the geometry and structure domains, 
to "describe-and-synthesize" oriented (top-down) methods [31], [45]. 

The design method presented in this thesis, hardware I software codesign, applies higher 
levels of abstraction to support system level design. In table 2, the level of abstraction for 
each of the design domains is characterized by the approximate number of lines of code 
required to describe a typical design (following [34 ]). The numbers demonstrate that a mod
erately complex IC requires about a thousand lines of code at the algorithmic level, whereas 
millions of lines are needed to describe it at the transistor and lower levels. System complex
ity is therefore managed most effortlessly and efficiently at the algorithmic level. An addi
tional advantage is that the algorithmic level bears the closest resemblance to the manner in 
which a designer reasons at system level. 

1.1.4 Design Flow Characteristics 

The design flows formulated and analysed in. this thesis are all examples of hierarchical 
design method implementations (figure 3). Both hardware I software codesign as a method, 
and the deduced design flows depend on higher levels of abstraction to handle increasingly 
complex designs. 

The design flows are applied to the design of digital hardware, (embedded) driver software, 
and analogue hardware respectively [45]. The digital hardware design flow supports each of 
the IC design domains (geometry, structure, and function, table 2), and provides for formal 
documentation at high abstraction levels. The digital flow, and the presented digital designs 
are primarily based on standard cell implementations. The analogue hardware and driver 
software design flows provide similar support for the associated fields. The individual design 
flows are combined into a hierarchical system design flow, supporting all design activities 
from system concept to realization. 

In the context of this thesis, the term synthesis represents both manual activities and (partly) 
automated tasks. Manual synthesis refers to both formal (procedural) design routines, as 
used for filter design for instance, and informal (intuitive) design practices, such as manual 
schematic entry. Automatic synthesis denotes forms of tool-supported generation of imple-
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mentations, such as RTL synthesis. In the thesis, the term analysis refers to both subjective 
and objective comparisons of specifications and corresponding implementations. Subjective 
comparisons are sometimes used for validation of video systems, by attentively evaluating 
image quality for example. Objective comparisons are used for bit-accurate verification of 
specification compliance. 

1.2 Goal, Scope, and Outline of the Thesis 

1.2.1 Objective and Scope of the Thesis 

The primary objective of the work presented in this document is to formally characterize 
existing hierarchical design methods in the context of electronic system development, and to 
assess their supportive qualities. Deduced design flows are characterized by means of their 
description levels and tasks, and by the design flow implementations applied to various 
recent designs. The supportive qualities of hierarchical design flows are analysed both quali
tatively and quantitatively. The qualitative analysis determines whether hierarchical design 
methods provide for productive development support throughout the product life cycle of 
electronic systems. The quantitative analysis assesses the efficiency of the support provided 
by hierarchical methods, in terms of number of redesigns, elapsed design time, development 
effort, and design productivity. 

Evaluation of the supportive quality of design methods is not a topic which is commonly 
reported in literature. In fact, very few papers deal with the subject, and most of them in rela
tion to design productivity and design schedules, such as [84], [27], [28], [61] and [29]. 
These articles describe the derivation of empirical models of design productivity, for designs 
which were developed in the 1983- 1988 time frame. The design productivity models are 
used to estimate person power and design schedules for ASIC (Application Specific Inte
grated Circuit) designs [29]. The most interesting models are used to validate the experimen
tal results presented in this thesis, in chapter 4. 

The design flow evaluation underlying this thesis started a few years ago with the examina
tion of a hierarchical design flow for the development of digital application specific ICs 
(ASICs) [39]. At the time, the method was applied to subsystem level design as well. As sys
tem requirements changed during the period of design flow evaluation, design practice was 
transformed from "mapping an application onto an architecture" to ''finding a suitable archi
tecture for an application" [51]. The application of the method to other fields of electronic 
design therefore entered the scope. The design of (embedded) driver software was examined 
first, when designs became increasingly software configurable. This led to a hierarchical 
hardware I software codesign flow [45], which supports subsystem level design. At a later 
stage, the hierarchical method was applied to mixed analogue I digital design, and conse
quently, overall system level design [45]. 

The design flows were evaluated during various design projects carried out by the Digital 
Video Processing (DVP) group of Philips Semiconductors' Product Concept and Applica
tion Laboratory Eindhoven (PCALE), The Netherlands. The scope of the survey is limited to 
these standard cell design projects, and may therefore not be considered representative, in 
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the empirical sense, of other parts of electronic design practice. The projects however, 
present a rather large cross section of the DVP group's every day design routine, and range 
from exclusively digital designs to mixed analogue I digital designs including (embedded) 
driver software. 

No attempt is made to assess the quality and efficiency of the standard cell designs presented 
in this thesis. As a result of growing design complexity and the increase in functionality and 
software programmability, design quality and efficiency are increasingly difficult to meas
ure. In hardware I software codesign, for instance, differences in quality or efficiency may 
result from seemingly unimportant details. The number of software steps needed to handle a 
hardware generated interrupt is an example of such a design detail. In an interrupt driven 
system, a single interrupt handling instruction may determine whether a system is feasible or 
not. So, in practice, silicon area, gate count, and packaging figures do not represent accurate 
measures for design quality nor efficiency. These figures only determine an approximate 
indication of the complexity of individual designs. In this thesis, they are strictly used to 
compare individual designs, relative to one another, and to evaluate the supportive quality 
and efficiency of the hardware I software codesign method. 

The development of tools for electronic design is largely outside the scope of this thesis. 
Design flows have been implemented strictly on the basis of commercially available tools 
and formalisms for standard cell design. Furthermore, design flows are required to be essen
tially tool and formalism independent. Throughout the period of the design flow evaluation, 
the introduction of new tools has resulted in partial automation of some tasks in the flows. 
Emerging tools however never eliminated design tasks nor description levels, and as a con
sequence, have not changed the essence of the method. Electronic design tool specifics are 
therefore not described in this thesis. Design tools are characterized by definition of the part 
of a design task they are applied to. An overview of most of the widely used electronic 
design tools can be found in [84]. 

Recent results of research into system level design appear to suggest the introduction of new 
and higher levels of design abstraction. In contrast with the design descriptions presented in 
this thesis, such design levels could, in a concise way, encompass the dynamic data flow 
characteristics of a system. Khan networks and communicating sequential processes are 
some of the formalisms proposed to support dynamic data flow modelling. However, as 
such novel techniques have not been applied to the designs presented in this thesis, they are 
not incorporated in the analyses. Dynamic data flow modelling, although interesting for 
future design projects, is therefore outside the scope of the thesis. 

1.2.2 Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2, "System Design Flows, Requirements and Implementation" 

Chapter 2 describes how hierarchical design flows can be matched to every stage in the life 
cycle of electronic products. The chapter begins by assessing the characteristics of consumer 
electronics product life cycles, and the resulting requirements on design flows for electronic 
systems. The requirements include technical as well as economical aspects of design flows. 
The chapter furthermore lists the essential characteristics of the tasks and description levels 
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that implement a design flow. In summary, chapter 2 describes the reasons for evaluating 
design flows, the evaluation criteria applied, and the means by which a design flow may be 
implemented. 

Chapter 3, "Evaluation Projects and Design Flows" 

Chapter 3 lists the design projects in the test set of the design flow evaluation. The chapter 
begins by detailing the essentials of digital video broadcast applications, because most of the 
designs evaluated in this thesis were developed for such applications. The chapter continues 
by presenting a set of experimental designs, focused mainly on digital hardware applica
tions, the design flows applied, and the experimental results of design flow application. The 
experimental results comprise key aspects of the designs needed to evaluate the supportive 
quality of the flow such as development effort and elapsed time. Similar aspects are listed 
for various hardware I software codesigns, two rapid prototyping designs, and several mixed 
analogue I digital designs. 

Chapter 4, "Supportive Qualities of Hierarchical Design Methods" 

Chapter 4 evaluates the supportive quality of hierarchical design methods, and the resulting 
hierarchical design flows, on the basis of the experimental results presented in chapter 3. 
The chapter begins by analysing the apparent trends in device complexity, elapsed time and 
development effort, and design productivity. The chapter continues by assessing the trends 
in hierarchical design flow application, and the advantages of hierarchical methods. It fur
thermore attempts to corroborate the applicability to present day designs of the design pro
ductivity models presented in [84], [27], [28], [61] and [29]. 

Chapter 5, "Conclusions and Recommendations" 

Chapter 5 summarizes the principal conclusions and recommendations resulting from the 
research presented in the thesis. The conclusions apply to the overall tendencies in design 
productivity, and to the effect of hierarchical design methods on productivity, the so called 
supportive quality. The recommendations encompass various suggestions for the enhance
ment of system design productivity. 

1.3 Design Flow Representation 

This section summarizes the representation conventions and symbols used throughout the 
thesis. It furthermore presents definitions of the Y-chart and design cube representations, in 
sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 respectively. For a detailed overview of the definitions and abbrevia
tions used in the thesis refer to the "Glossary of Definitions and Abbreviations" on page 215. 

1.3.1 Glossary of Symbols 

Table 3 contains an overview of the symbols used in this thesis, and their respective interpre
tation. The conventions listed in the table below are maintained throughout the thesis. The 
description level representations in table 3 denote subsets of the corresponding formalisms. 
VHDL (LL), for instance, symbolizes a gate level subset of the hardware description Ian-
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Table 3. Glossary of Symbols 

Symbol Interpretation Symbol Interpretation Symbol Interpretation 

8 ~ description 
pqr 

project 
level 

design task 
milestone 

(both symbols are 
(both symbols are used, depending on (both symbols are 
used, depending on 

) pqr 
the context) 1XYZ used, depending on 

the context) the context) 

digital analogue 
(embedded) 

driver 
hardware hardware 

software 

&if rapid 
hierarchical 

system PFSPD 
prototype, = = design flow stimuli file 

CPLD board OC5QQ 
= = (icon) 
(0000) 

VHDL(HL) 
high level 

VHDL(Ml) medium level 
subset of 

bit accurate subset of 
VHDL 

comparison VHDL 
(register 

(behavioural) 
transfer) 

VHDl (ll) 
library level 

Verilog (Ml) medium level Verilog (LL) 
library level 

subset of 
subset of 

Verilog 
subset of 

VHDL Veri log 
(gates) 

(register 
(gates) 

transfer) 

guageVHDL. 

1.3.2 TheY-Chart, a Tripartite Representation of Design 

In [66], [30] and [79] a design representation based on so called Y-charts is developed for 
digital circuit design. The Y-chart representation is modified in [38] to represent analogue 
hardware design. A typical modified Y-chart encompassing both analogue and digital hard
ware design is depicted in figure 4. The axes in the Y-chart represent the main description 
scopes in a design process: the function, structure, and geometry domains, in conformance 
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Figure 4. The ModifiedY-chart for Design Flow Representation [38] 
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with table 2. In each description domain, along the axis, different levels of hierarchy are 
defined, on concentric circles. Positioned at the centre of theY is the lowest level of abstrac
tion in all domains, the physical realization itself. Moving further away from the centre, the 
domain specific description levels become more abstract. 

In the function domain, also referred to as the behavioural domain, functionality as well as 
interfaces and constraints are specified. Constraints may be defined to assure that a design is 
verifiable, testable, manufacturable and maintainable. The lowest hierarchical level in the 
function domain, the circuit level, is governed by network equations and transistor func
tions. The next level up, the macro level, is based on Boolean expressions and/or transfer 
functions. At the component level, register transfer descriptions (digital), and component 
functions (analogue) are used. Both types of descriptions define the desired behaviour of the 
individual components of a system. The top hierarchical level in the function domain is 
formed by the overall functional description of a system, the system algorithm. 

The structure domain bridges the function and geometry domains. It is a mapping of a 
behavioural representation onto basic structural elements. At the lowest hierarchical level 
such structural elements are individual transistors. The next level up, the macro level, is 
defined in terms of gates (digital) or (sub)circuits. At the component level, operators such as 
multipliers and registers (digital) and multipliers and integrators (analogue) are used. The 
top hierarchical level in the structure domain is formed by the overall structural description 
of a system, defined in terms of system building blocks. 

The physical domain ignores a design's functionality and binds its structure to three dimen-
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sional space, for instance on a printed circuit board, or silicon. At the lowest hierarchical 
level the geometry of a device or system is represented by a mask layout. The next level up, 
the macro level, is described in terms of cell placement. At the component level, device 
ftoorplans are used. The top hierarchical level in the geometry domain is formed by the 
board partitioning of a system. 

Table 4 contains examples of the elements of a modified Y-chart (sources: [66], [30], [38] 

Table 4. Examples ofY-ch art elements 

Domain Function Structure Geometry 
Level 

System Algorithm (e.g. Building block at Partitioning 
informal "prosaic" system level (e.g. (e.g. system board 
specification, or filters,ADC, DAC, space allocation) 
formal algorithm) memories, buses, 

processors) 

Component Register transfer I Operator (e.g. Floorplan 
algebraic function of adder, amplifier, (e.g. preliminary 
individual system multiplier, integrator, block layout) 
components (e.g. register file) 
signal flow graph, 
state-variable diagram, 
procedural 
description) 

Macro Boolean I transfer Gate I Circuit (e.g. Cell (e.g. cell based 
function (e.g. operational layout, or macrocell 
frequency response, amplifier, and I or I layout) 
impulse response, DC invert gate, flip flop) 
transfer function, 
boolean equation) 

Circuit Network equation Transistor (i.e. Mask layout (e.g. 
(e.g. transistor transistor, diode, component mask 
functions) capacitor, resistor) layout) 

and [79]). In a Y-chart, description I implementation levels (figure 2) in a design flow are 
portrayed as small ellipses. The ellipses indicate the approximate position and level of hier
archy of a description. They furthermore indicate how the individual descriptions in a design 
flow are related. In a Y-chart, design tasks are represented as directed arcs (arrows, table 3) 
[38], indicating the kind of information that is input to a task, as well as expected outputs. 
Arcs representing synthesis tasks generally form part of a clockwise spiral to the centre of 
theY-chart. Arcs representing analysis tasks are usually anti-clockwise and outward bound. 
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1.3.3 The Design Cube for Description Level Representation 

An important step during the implementation of hierarchical design flows is the selection of 
formalisms for the individual description levels. Many suitable formalisms are available, 
ranging from hardware description languages (for instance Verilog, or VHDL), through 
high-level programming languages (for instance C, or Pascal), to plain text (for instance 
English). Most of these formalisms provide for mixed-level design supp011, and therefore do 
not uniquely define how a design has to be described at a particular abstraction level. More
over, the design flows described in this thesis are essentially tool and formalism independ
ent. In this thesis, design flow description levels are therefore not defined by means of a 
formalism. 

Regardless of the formalism(s) selected, individual description levels predominantly differ 
in only three mutually independent characteristics: timing concept, signal representation, 
and description style. These characteristics may be represented as the orthogonal sides of a 
so called design cube, as depicted in figure 5 for digital IC design (derived from [25]). The 

.. ," ' 
" .. ; .. ~ ~ - - - - - ~ 7 ; - - - ~ - - -

' 

· Clock related 

Propagation 

Bit values 
Composite bit values 

Figure 5. The Design Cube for Digital IC Design [25] 

Description 
Style 

design cube is a three dimensional graph of the description space that is commonly sup
ported by most formalisms. 

For each of the description dimensions, three levels of abstraction are defined along the axes 
of the design cube (figure 5). The most abstract concept of timing is that of causality, which 
only defines the sequence in which events are taking place. More detail is added by defining 
timing in relation to one or multiple clocks, or ultimately, the inclusion of propagation 
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delays. The most abstract signal representation is based on abstract value representations 
such as arrays, records, enumerated types, or real (floating point) numbers. More detail is 
added by defining composite bit types such as integers and bit vectors, or ultimately, indi
vidual bit values, or multi-value logic. Furthermore, three description styles are recognized, 
the most abstract one describing behaviour only. More detail is added in data flow descrip
tions, or ultimately, structural descriptions. 

In a design cube, description I implementation levels (figure 2) in a design flow are portrayed 
as small ellipses. The position of an ellipse indicates the timing concept, data types, and 
description style used. It furthermore indicates how it is related to other descriptions in a 
design flow. In a design cube, design tasks are represented as directed arcs (arrows, table 3) 
[25], indicating the kind of description transformation a task is required to include. Arcs rep
resenting synthesis tasks are generally directed towards the origin of a design cube. Arcs 
representing analysis tasks are usually directed away from the origin. 
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System Design Flows, 
Requirements and 

Implementation 

An effective system design flow supports all phases in 
the life cycle of an electronic product (section 2.1). A 
system design flow therefore must account for the inputs 
associated with each of the life cycle phases. The flow is 
furthermore required to support the tasks and activities 
within each phase, and to provide for the desired outputs 
and deliverables. These preconditions and postcondi
tions constitute a set of technical requirements on system 
design flows (section 2.2.1). When trying to assess all 
design flow requirements however, economic aspects 
may not be ignored (section 2.2.2). Over the past years, 
the importance of these economic requirements has 

increased considerably, and is expected to continue growing rapidly [51]. This chapter pro
poses a hierarchical system design flow to meet both the technical and the economic require
ments (section 2.3). It furthermore reviews the tools and formalisms currently available for 
the practical implementation of the tasks and description levels in such a hierarchical design 
flow (sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 2.3.6). 

2.1 Life Cycles of Electronic Products 
Life cycles of electronic products can be regarded both from a technical and from an eco
nomic standpoint Both perspectives on the life of electronic products are dealt with in the 
following sections. 

2.1.1 Product Life Cycles, a Technical Perspective 

Technical life cycles of electronic products are generally presented as a cyclic process con
sisting of multiple consecutive phases. The life cycle of a new electronic product starts when 
the market requirements for such a product are analysed. The technical life cycle ends when 
a product is released for delivery to users, and application support to such end-customers 
commences. Product development programmes are usually financed and approved on a 
phase-by-phase basis, to enable effective project risk control [39]. For this purpose a phase 
review structure, consisting of multiple so called milestones, is usually overlaid on top of the 
technical life cycle [39], [76] and [50]. Each milestone dictates which activities are under-
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taken and which deliverables must be available prior to the start of a particular process 
phase. Technical life cycle phases and the associated project milestones, as applied within 
Philips Semiconductors' application laboratories, are depicted in figure 6. 

Definition of Milestones: 

ARA Approval for Requirements 
Analysis 

ACD Approval for Concept 
Development 

ATS Approval for Type Study 

ATD • Approval forType Development 

RPP Release for Prototype Production 

VOP Version 0 Prototypes 

ES 

CQS 
/RFS 

Engineering Samples 

Customer Qualified Samples I 
Release For Supply 

Figure 6. Technical Life Cycle of Electronic Products 

The first phase in a technical life cycle involves analysis of product requirements, prior to 
the beginning of the actual design activities. Product requirements may result from applica
tion support observations of predecessor products, and from consultations of prospective 
end-users of a new product. As soon as product requirements have been identified, a concept 
development phase involving system implementation studies is started. During concept 
development, a product is contrived on the basis of both existing and newly defined mod
ules. A type study phase is subsequently entered for any newly defined modules, each mod
ule consisting of an individual IC type and associated driver software. During the type study 
phase the feasibility of a new module is assessed. If a module design is proven to be feasible, 
type development is started, resulting in a type database that, after design verification is 
released for prototype production. Release of type databases marks the conclusion of the 
module design activities for a new product. 
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After prototype production, both individual type and module evaluation, and overall concept 
and product evaluation start. Individual prototypes are verified and validated, and if correct, 
released for (a posteriori) concept evaluation. If during product concept evaluation, the 
product is proven to be customer qualified, it is released for shipment to end-users, who may 
wish to start trial production runs. Eventually, large-scale production may start. Customer 
qualification involves both functional and electrical verification of prototypes first, and at a 
later stage, multiple batches of preproduction samples. If either individual types, or the over
all product fail to pass customer qualification, a (partial) redesign may be required. Other-

Table 5. Phases in the Technical Life Cycle of an Electronic Product 
(respecting [39], [76] and [50]) 

Life Cycle Ending at 
Activities in Phase Deliverables at Milestone 

Phase Milestone 

require- ACD o assembly of product o list of product requirements 
ments (approval requirements 
analysis for 

concept o analysis of requirements o functional target specification 

develop-
o feedback to, and review by o customer feedback report 

ment) 
prospective customers 

o composition of project plan for o provisional project plan 
product development 

concept ATS o design of basic product concept o product concept description 
develop- (approval 

o definition of concept ment for type l d"lgo '"mm>cy 
study) evaluation environment 

o a priori product concept 
verification 

o feedback to, and review by o target module specification 
prospective customers 

o identification of types that have o type innovation request(s) 
to be redefined, or newly 
defined 

o refinement of project plan for o updated project plan 
product development 

type study ATD o analysis of type feasibility o preliminary type specification 
(approval (design space exploration) 
for type 
develop-
ment) 
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Table 5. Phases in the Technical Life Cycle of an Electronic Product 
(respecting [39], [76] and [SO]) (Continued) 

Life Cycle Ending at 
Activities in Phase Deliverables at Milestone 

Phase Milestone 

type ATD • definition of design • design strategy description 
study (approval environment (technology, 
(cont.) for type libraries, tools, etc.) 

develop-
• definition of type evaluation • evaluation plan ment) 

strategy 

type RPP • implementation of type • production-ready design 
develop- (release database 
ment for proto-

type • design finishing (production • type specification update 

produc- preparation) 

tion) • definition of production test • design sign-off report 
vectors 

• definition of type evaluation • updated evaluation plan 
environment 

produc- VOP • manufacturing of prototypes 

} functioning prototypes tion (version 0 
proto- • production testing 

types) 
• selection of functioning • production test report 

prototypes 

type ES (engi- • installation of type evaluation 

j 
evaluation neering environment 

samples) 
• functional verification of 

• functionally correct 
prototypes 

prototypes 

• verification of type quality and • quality and reliability report 
reliability 

• update of type specification • type data sheet 

• identification of (possible) • (if necessary) request for type 
redesign modifications redesign 
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Table 5. Phases in the Technical Life Cycle of an Electronic Product 
(respecting [39], [76] and [50]) (Continued) 

Life Cycle Ending at 
Activities in Phase Deliverables at Milestone 

Phase Milestone 

concept CQS/RFS • installation of concept 

} wUd prod"" ooooopt 

evaluation (customer evaluation environment 
qualified 

• a posteriori product concept samples I 
release evaluation 

for supply) 
• update of product specification • product data sheet 

• identification of (possible) • (if necessary) request for 
redesign modifications product redesign 

• verification of product quality • product release 
and reliability 

application - • release of product -
support documentation, and sales 

support information 

• provision of product design-in -
and application support to 
customers 

• communication of product -
application experience to next 
generation product innovation 
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wise the final phase of the life cycle of the product is entered, in which design-in and 
application support is provided to end-customers utilizing the product. An overview of the 
activities and deliverables in each of the phases in the life cycle (figure 6) is included in table 
5. 

2.1.2 Product Life Cycles, an Economic Perspective 

In addition to the technical life cycle illustrated in figure 6, the economic life cycle of a prod
uct may be defined as illustrated in figure 7 [64]. The implicit hypothesis is that a product 
during its life passes through several phases, distinguished by growth in product sales. The 
life cycle of a product isS-shaped as a result of the process of innovation and diffusion [63]. 
The introductory phase is characterized by trials and demonstrations of the new product, to 
raise the attention of potential clientele. Shortly after the introduction of a new product, sales 
volume therefore grows only moderately. Once the product has proven itself successful how
ever, a phase of rapid sales growth commences, when increasing numbers of customers pur
chase the product. The sales volume saturates when the potential market penetration is 
attained, and the majority of sales represent replacement purchases. New and substitute 
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productr 
sales 

volume 
introduction • growth maturity decline ' (introduction) 

Figure 7. Phases in the Economic Life Cycle of a Product [64] 

products eventually cause a decline in sales volume of the product. The duration of the indi
viduallife cycle phases, and of the life cycle as a whole, is observed to vary widely for dis
tinct products [64]. 

In theory, the technical life cycle (figure 6, table 5) enters the application support phase 
when a product is considered qualified for release into the introductory phase of the eco
nomic life cycle (S-curve, figure 7), at the CQS I RFS milestone. In practical situations, 
changing requirements and market pressure may cause a product to be introduced prema
turely (prior to CQS I RFS), or not to be introduced at all. To ensure that a suitable substitute 
product is available before sales volume starts to decrease, the requirements analysis phase 
for a successor product must start (ARA) prior to the strike of decline. When exactly 
requirements analysis has to start to ensure continued profitability depends on the duration 
of the design cycle (ARA to CQS I RFS, figure 6), and the duration of the growth and matu
rity phases (figure 7), and is difficult to predict in practice [64]. 

Increasing penetration, intensified competition, and growing functional integration, are all 
reducing the lifetime of electronic products [51], [33]. The economic life cycle of electronic 
products is therefore accelerated, and the onset of decline (figure 7) occurs sooner. To main
tain a competitive edge under these circumstances, it is essential to accelerate the pace of 
product development through: 
• the creation of new and substitute products by looping the technical product life cycle 

almost immediately (ARA shortly after, or even before CQS I RFS). If even that is not 
rapid enough, concurrent development of several product generations may be necessary (as 
is quite common for high performance micro processor generations for instance) 

• the acceleration of individual design phases and therefore the design cycle, through struc
tured and hierarchical design methods, as studied in this thesis. 
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2.2 Requirements on Electronic System Design 
The technical and economic aspects of electronic product life cycles, as discussed in the pre
vious section, result in requirements on system design flows. Section 2.2.1 describes the 
technical requirements on design flows in terms of preconditions and postconditions for 
each life cycle phase. Section 2.2.2 summarizes the principal economic requirements on the 
development of electronic products. The electronic industry hinges on ICs, and therefore on 
the semiconductor industry, for the definition of future product performance and rating [51]. 
As a consequence, the economic requirements on electronic product development, presented 
in section 2.2.2, translate into equivalent requirements on IC and module design. 

2.2.1 Technical Requirements 

To support electronic product life cycles, a system design flow has to handle the inputs, 
activities, and required deliverables in each of the eight phases of the technical life cycle 
(figure 6, table 5). If the life cycle is taken as a guideline for the structure of the system 
design flow, it is possible to define preconditions and postconditions for the design flow 
stages in each of the phases, as is shown in table 6. 

Table 6. Pre- and Postconditions for System Design Flow Phases 

Life Cycle 
Phase 

require
ments 
analysis 

concept 
development 

type study 

type 
development 

Preconditions 

• project focus definition (application 
area, prospective customers) 

• approval for project preparation 

• functional target specification 

• knowledge of existing and competing 
product concepts 

• concept improvements resulting from 
fundamental research 

• target module specification 

• design space definition (selection of 
technology, libraries, tools, etc.) 

• preliminary type specification 

• knowledge of manufacturing 
restrictions {type design library, 
design rules, etc.) 

Postconditions 

• functional target specification 

• product concept description 

• target module specification 

• preliminary type specification 

• type partitioning proposal 

• production-ready design database 

• production test vectors 
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Table 6. Pre- and Postconditions for System Design Flow Phases (Continued) 

Life Cycle 
Phase 

production 

type 
evaluation 

concept 
evaluation 

application 
support 

Preconditions 

• production-ready design database 

• production test vectors 

• functioning prototypes 

• preliminary type specification 

• type quality and reliability 
requirements 

• valid prototypes 

• product quality and reliability 
requirements 

• valid prototypes 

• valid product concept 

• type data sheet 

• product data sheet 

• product application guide 

Postconditions 

• structurally correct prototypes 

• valid prototypes (fully functional, and 
reliable) 

• type data sheet 

• valid product concept 

• product data sheet 

• sales support (type and product 
promotion) 

• application support (customer 
support) 

The precondition for the requirements analysis phase is an indication of the project focus, 
with respect to the prospective field of application of the product for instance (table 6). The 
postcondition of the initial phase is a functional target specification of the product, including 
all principal product requirements. The concept development phase utilizes the product 
requirements, knowledge of existing and competing products, and any new and innovative 
insights, to define a concept for the product. Requirements for any newly defined modules 
are extracted from the definition of the product concept. For new modules, the type study 
phase is subsequently entered, taking the target module specification, and design space 
restrictions into account. 

After design space exploration, a provisional specification of the type is released. The pre
liminary type specification includes a partitioning proposal, describing which type segments 
are to be realized in digital hardware, analogue hardware and software. During type devel
opment, the individual segments are then developed, and implemented within the bounda
ries of production restrictions (design rules). The result of type development is a valid 
manufacturing database. This database contains detailed manufacturing directions, and fac-
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tory test vectors, among others. 

In the production phase, prototypes are implemented. Production test vectors subsequently 
allow for separation of structurally correct, and defective prototypes. During type evalua
tion, structurally correct prototypes are tested for correct functionality, quality and reliabil
ity, and released for application and concept testing. If the test in the application 
environment, the product concept, is successful, module and product are released. 

A system design flow of high supportive quality must cater for all preconditions and post
conditions mentioned above. However, the following additional technical requirements 
apply to system design flows as well: 
• the number of steps in the system design flow must not be less than eight, the number of 

life cycle phases. Moreover, small consecutive design flow steps are advantageous, 
because they facilitate easy detection of, and speedy recovery from design errors 

• as many of the postconditions (as defined in table 6) as possible must be of a formal nature. 
Strict syntactic and semantic rules diminish the possibility of ambiguities, and therefore the 
risk of errors. Furthermore, the stricter the design rules, the easier it is to pursue and detect 
design errors 

• the tasks and activities in a design flow must constitute a perfect and logical sequence, with 
as few interruptions as possible. Any deviation from a sequence may give rise to ad hoc 
solutions, and therefore to design errors. 

2.2.2 Economic Requirements 

Semiconductor sales have been growing consistently, and are expected to continue expand
ing rapidly, both in terms of volume (quantities) and value (turnover) [51], [94]. After all, the 
predicted total turnover of the semiconductor industry three years from now (1998) is twice 
today's (1995) total amount [94]. Because of both continuing miniaturization and relentless 
price erosion, today's product catalogue is unlikely to cater for a sizable improvement in 
product sales. To meet the objectives, large numbers of advanced designs are therefore 
needed. In other words, production volume and value have to be significantly boosted, if not 
doubled, by semiconductor products developed within the next three years [51]. Today's 
product catalogue, in comparison, was accumulated in the course of many years. In addition 
to an expansion of semiconductor manufacturing capacity, a substantial increase in design 
productivity is therefore imperative, for the industry to meet the prognoses [51]. 

Throughout their existence, the complexity of semiconductor devices has been growing con
sistently as well (figure 1 on page 3), another trend which is expected to continue [51]. The 
following examples illustrate how design productivity may be adversely affected by grow
ing device complexity: 
• design verification and testing are proving to be important bottlenecks in the development 

of semiconductor devices. In fact, increased device complexity implies reduced accessibil
ity, due to pin count limitations [21]. The time, and therefore the cost, involved in verifica
tion and testing may escalate, and thus threaten design productivity 

• portable electronic equipment, which is becoming progressively more popular, puts rigor
ous demands on power dissipation. Yet, highly complex devices, such as micro processors, 
tend to dissipate more than their less complex counterparts. Design for low power applica-
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tions therefore adds new focal points to the already laborious task of designing complex 
ICs, and therefore poses a threat to design productivity. 

The examples indicate that it may prove difficult to maintain the current IC design produc
tivity standards, let alone improve on them, if device complexity keeps growing at the cur
rent rate. 

The perhaps most important demand for increased design productivity however stems from 
the need to be competitive, and therefore shorten the break even time (as defined in figure 8) 
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cash flow 
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flow due to 
development 
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Figure 8. Early Product Life Cycle Cash Flow 

time 

of electronic products [24]. As is illustrated in figure 8, reduction of a product's break even 
time can be accomplished through: 
• expansion of the sales growth rate, to maximize the positive cash flow, if at all possible 
• reduction of the cost of product development, to reduce the negative cash flow 
• reduction of the Time-to-Market, through increased design productivity. 
The first option, involving sales growth rate, can usually not be manipulated by an individ
ual company, whereas the latter two can. An economic model developed by McKinsey & 
Co. [68], [35] however recognizes a reduction of the Time-to-Market (option three) as the 
key factor for profit. The survey demonstrates that if a technology-based company intro
duces a product six months late, without exceeding the development budget, it earns thirty
three percent less profit, over five years. In contrast, punctual product introduction, exceed
ing the budget by as much as fifty percent, reduces profits by a mere four percent. 

The aforementioned economic aspects of product life cycles all define the same requirement 
on system design flows, the need for increased design productivity, and for reduced Time-to
Market. The McKinsey & Co. survey [68], [35] indicates that this objective may, if neces
sary, be achieved at higher development costs, without severe consequences for profitability. 
This opens up the possibility of applying concurrent engineering and other tactics, even if 
they have an adverse effect on the cost of development. The design challenge therefore is to 
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reduce the Time-to-Market for more systems (volume), which are more complex (value) 
than in the past. 

2.3 Implementation of a Hierarchical 
System Design Flow 

This section proposes a hierarchical system design method to meet both the technical and 
the economic requirements previously summarized. Section 2.3.1 explains which techniques 
are applied to make a system design flow meet the requirements. The subsequent section 
(2.3.2) describes the structure of a hierarchical system design flow in detail. The remainder 
of the section (2.3.3 through 2.3.7) is devoted to the explanation of the individual descrip
tions and tasks as defined in this section. Section 2.3.8 summarizes the principal results of 
the qualitative analysis of hierarchical design methods and their supportive qualities. 

2.3.1 Meeting the Technical and Economic Requirements 

To meet the requirements on system design flows listed in section 2.2, the following tech
niques and disciplines are applied: 
• standard cell design for digital circuitry 
• multiple levels of design hierarchy, constituting a closed sequence of design phases 
• high levels of abstraction 
• formal descriptions and executable specifications 
• concurrent engineering. 
These techniques together constitute the hierarchical system design flow described in the 
following section (2.3.2). The various techniques are explained in more detail below. 

At present, standard cell design is one of the most productive ways of performing digital 
hardware development, together with gate array design. Gate array design was used for the 
rapid prototypes described in section 3.4. The advantages of full-custom and semi-custom
cell design methods with respect to silicon area efficiency still apply to most designs. For 
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) however, the implicit design schedule 
advantages of standard cell design are valued higher [28], [61]. This is in agreement with the 
economic model of product Time-to-Market developed by McKinsey & Co. [68], [35]. The 
digital circuitry in the test set used in this thesis therefore primarily comprises standard cell 
designs. The only exception is the micro controller core in DeMIPS-CO (section 3.3.2), 
which is a semi-custom cell-based design. 

Multiple levels of hierarchy divide a design flow into a series of consecutive design stages. 
If such design stages are compact and well-defined, they help keep the design process 
humanly tractable [39], [60] and [34]. To get optimum development support throughout the 
life time of a product, the consecutive design stages are conformed to the eight phases in a 
product's technical life cycle. To monitor and control the design process, the life cycle mile
stones (ARA to CQS I RFS) are applied to the design flow, thus formalizing the deliverables 
of each design stage. At the start of a design stage the preconditions specified in table 6 are 
consequently assumed to be available as inputs. Following the same reasoning, a design 
stage is considered complete as soon as all postconditions are provided for. The consecutive 
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hierarchical design stages constitute a closed sequence catering for all required deliverables, 
to avoid error-prone ad hoc solutions. 

Formalized high levels of abstraction allow handling of growing design complexities. This 
is best illustrated with the help of an example of a typical digital IC design, as shown in fig
ure 9 [60], [34]. A prototypical design flow could consist of three or four consecutive stages, 
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Figure 9. Managing Design ComplexityThroughAbstraction [34] 

at different levels of abstraction. The levels of abstraction are characterized by the number 
of lines of code required to formally describe the design, and the timing concepts and signal 
representations used (figure 9). The example demonstrates that the design is handled most 
conveniently at the two most abstract levels, in the function domain. At both the algorithmic 
and operator levels, the amount of code is humanly tractable, and the timing concepts and 
signal representations are straightforward. The aforementioned design is represented by the 
lightest columns in figure 10, and it starts at the operator level and ends at the geometry 
level. A similar design flow could be applied to a design that is an order of magnitude more 
complex, as indicated by the centre and right most columns at each of the description levels 
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in figure 10. For such a design, the amount of code at the operator level would however 
become humanly incomprehensible and therefore intractable (figure 10). To keep the design 
manageable, the preferred approach would therefore be to move the start of the design one 
level up, from the operator level to the algorithm level, as indicated by the darkest columns 
in figure 10. 
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Formal descriptions help prevent design errors and support effective project monitoring and 
control. The strict syntactic and semantic rules of a formalism diminish the chances of a 
description containing ambiguities, and therefore reduce the risk of errors. Moreover, exe
cutable formal descriptions document a design's behaviour in an accurate and manageable 
way, which is an additional advantage. Interpretation discussions on design behaviour can 
be settled by executing the descriptions, which can be dealt with without knowledge of the 
formalism. Project monitoring and control benefit from strict version management of both 
the executable formal descriptions and the associated stimuli. The status of a project in a 
particular design stage can instantly be archived by recording the version number of the 
descriptions and associated stimuli. 

Concurrent engineering may provide for a considerable Time-to-Market reduction, possibly 
at the expense of manpower, as illustrated in figure 11. To enable concurrent engineering, a 
system design flow must allow for codesign. According to literature [45], [60], [85], [13], 
[8] and.[67], codesign requires support for: 
• parallel development flows, allowing designers to actually work on various parts of a 

design simultaneously, without mutual interference 
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Figure I I. Time-to-Market Reduction Through Concurrent Engineering 

• cospecification, enabling simultaneous specification of hardware type, product board and 
driver software 

• partitioning and integration, allowing for system behaviour to be divided into hardware and 
software for concurrent development, and at a later stage hardware I software integration 

• performance and complexity estimation, supporting partitioning trade-offs 
• covalidation and verification, providing for system level evaluation of product behaviour 
• cosynthesis, taking software constraints into account during hardware synthesis, and vice 

versa, thus allowing for system level optimization. 
The proposed hierarchical design flow allows for efficient codesign because it includes most 
of these aspects, as is demonstrated in the following sections, and in chapter 3. 

2.3.2 The Proposed Hierarchical System Design Flow 

The hierarchical system design flow depicted in figure 12 meets the technical and economic 
requirements, as established in this thesis. The design stages of the flow constitute multiple 
levels of hierarchy, which correspond to the eight phases in the life cycle of an electronic 
product. The design flow therefore provides for design support throughout a product's life 
time. The design flow is founded on formal specifications at the highest levels of abstraction 
and as a result is capable of sustaining present day design complexity. Most of the descrip
tion levels in the design flow consist of formal and executable documentation. This form of 
design documentation prevents ambiguities and design errors, thus contributing to a reduc
tion of the Time-to-Market of a product. Moreover, because the design flow supports code
sign, it allows for even further reductions in Time-to-Market. 

Most of the design stages between the ARA and AID milestones do not discriminate 
between digital hardware, analogue hardware, and software implementations. The descrip
tion levels and tasks between ARA and AID are described in section 2.3.3. The design 
stages between the ATD and ES milestones do distinguish the digital, analogue, and soft
ware design areas. These design stages in the different areas may be performed concur
rently, thus allowing for codesign. The description levels and tasks associated to these stages 
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are therefore described separately for digital hardware design (section 2.3.4), driver software 
development (section 2.3.5), and analogue hardware design (section 2.3.6). The stages 
between the ES and CQS I RFS milestones gradually compose the system, first the design 
module and eventually the product. These design stages therefore combine digital and ana
logue hardware, and software, thus allowing for coverification, and are described in section 
2.3.7. 

Figure 13 shows a paradigmatic representation of the practical system design flow. The dia-
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gram clearly demonstrates the flow's capabilities for codesign support, such as parallel 
development, cospecification, and coverification. The specification stage corresponds to the 
requirements analysis phase, the algorithm stage to concept development, including both the 
system and concept descriptions. The behavioural level represents the type study phase, and 
portrays the structure of the module description. Type development takes place at the regis
ter-transfer (type description) and library (type database) levels. This form of symbolic por
trayal is used in the remainder of the thesis to indicate the part of the design flow 
corresponding to individual designs. For this purpose, icons such as the one depicted in fig
ure 13 and below in section 2.3.3 are included, wherever deemed necessary. 

2.3.3 System Level Design, Descriptions and Tasks (ARA to ATD) ---- System level design comprises the requirements analysis, concept devel
opment, and type study stages of the design flow (figure 12). It therefore 
starts immediately after the ARA milestone is passed, on the basis of the 

••••) project focus definition, which defines the product's application area and 
its prospective customers. System level design ends at the ATD milestone, 

(0000 when the individual type development phases for digital hardware, ana-
= = 

logue hardware and software begin, on the basis of the type specification 
Q900) 

(module description), as is indicated in the icon on the left. For the designs 
= 

in the test set, system level design was perfonned by creating synchronous data flow models 
of the systems in question. These design descriptions did not incorporate explicit models of 
the dynamic data flow aspects of the systems. 

Table 7 presents the contents and characteristics of the system level design descriptions. The 

Table 7.System Level Design Descriptions (ARA toATD) 

Description Sym-
Contents Characteristics 

level bol 

A Functional - • product requirements informal, verbal (textual) 
R Target • desired product behaviour description (e.g. in English) 
A Specification 

A System - • product functionality formal, executable description 
c Description • desired system behaviour (e.g. in a programming or 
D hardware description language, 

(Al) non clock-true, non bit-true) 

Concept - • functionality of existing formal, executable description, 
Description modules partitioned into several modules 

• desired behaviour of newly (e.g. in a programming or 
(AL) defined modules hardware description language, 

• concept partitioning non clock-true, bit-true) 
(architecture of concept) 
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Table 7.System Level Design Descriptions (ARA toATD) (Continued) 

Description Sym-
Contents Characteristics 

Level bol 

A Module - • prospective module formal, executable description 
T Description behaviour divided into a digital hardware, an 
s • module partitioning analogue hardware, and a 

(HL) (architecture of module) software segment 
• accurate pin-to-pin (cospecification) (preferably in a 

specification of module single formalism, e.g. a 
functionality (bit-true, and programming or hardware 
clock-true) description language, dock-true, 

bit-true) 

(AL) = algorithm level, (HL) = high level (figure 13) 

lowest system level design description, the module description (MD), is the first level in the 
design flow formally distinguishing digital hardware, analogue hardware and software 
implementations. The three areas of design are combined in one module description (MD -
HL) consisting of digital hardware, analogue hardware, and software segments (at the 
behavioural level in figure 13). The MD description consequently is a form of cospecifica
tion, and therefore an example of codesign support. The levels above the module description 
(MD) do not include segmentation and therefore do not separate the three design domains. 
Because these levels specify overall system behaviour however, they are examples of 
cospecification as well. 

Table 8 details the system level design tasks. The only tasks that distinguish between digital 

A 
c 
D 

Table 8. System Level Design Tasks (ARA to ATD) 

Task 

System 
Codification 

System 
Validation 

Sym-
bol 

sc 
~ 

sv 
~ 

Objectives 

• formal and executable 
documentation of desired 
system behaviour 

• confirmation of correct 
system behaviour 

Functional fd • system functionality 
Decomposition ~ partitioning across 

multiple modules 

Execution 

code generation, and merging of 
various functions into a system 
algorithm (e.g. through a 
combination of textual and 
schematic entry) 

objective or subjective 
assessment of flawless behaviour 
through execution of the system 
algorithm (i.e. through simulation) 

mapping of system functionality 
onto existing and newly defined 
modules, under various cost 
constraints (e.g. silicon area) 
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Table 8. System Level Design Tasks (ARA to ATD) (Continued) 

I Task 
Sym-

Objectives Execution 
bol 

A A Priori apcv • confirmation of correct objective or subjective 
c Concept ~ concept behaviour, and of comparison of system 
D Verification favourable partitioning description (SD) and concept 

description (CD) (e.g. through 
simulation), and estimation of 
system complexity 

A Module mp • formal and executable division and mapping of module 
T Partitioning ~ documentation of the functionality ontoAHW. DHW. 
s behaviour of a newly and SW implementations 

defined module respectively 
• module partitioning (into 

AHW, DHW, and SW) 

Module mv • confirmation of correct objective or subjective 
Verification ~ module behaviour comparison (coverification) of 

• confirmation of module module description (MD) and the 
feasibility corresponding part of the 

concept description (CD), and 

I 

estimation of module (AHW. 
DHW. SW) complexity 

hardware, analogue hardware, and software implementations are module partitioning (mp) 
and module verification (mv). Module partitioning in fact separates digital hardware, ana
logue hardware, and software functionality and consequently divides the system description 
into three segments. Module verification establishes whether the division was performed 
properly. The other system level design tasks operate on the whole of the other system level 
descriptions (SD and CD). 

Figure 14 portrays the section of theY-chart representing system level design descriptions 
and the associated tasks. The functional target specification (FTS, table 7) is not a formal 
description and its contents and level of abstraction may vary from one design to another. 
The FTS can therefore not be accurately positioned in theY-chart, but the major part of the 
specification typically lies above the highest abstraction level in the function domain (figure 
14). The system (SD - AL) and concept (CD - AL, table 7) descriptions are by definition 
positioned at or near the system level. The concept description however contains more detail 
about system partitioning and structure than the system description, and is therefore posi
tioned away from the function domain, somewhat towards the structure domain. 

The module description (MD- HL) describes the architecture of a single module, in digital 
hardware, software, and analogue hardware segments. The digital hardware segment is 
described in a bit-true and clock-true fashion. The software segment describes the software 
functionality in a causal way. In this segment, software tasks are specified concurrently, but 
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the input I output interface to hardware is related to a clock (clock-true). The analogue hard
ware segment operates in discrete time and is based on real data types. The module descrip
tion (MD) is therefore less abstract than the algorithmic SD and CD specifications, but 
definitely more abstract than any descriptions at the component level in the Y-chart. The 
MD description consequently lies between the system and component levels on what could 
be seen as an extra Y-chart level, the module level. The MD specification defines more than 
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just a module's function, it defines the peripheral structure and internal architecture. The 
MD ellipse is therefore placed half way between the function and structure domains. 

In the design cube for system level design (figure 15) the SD and CD descriptions are 
located at the point most distant from the origin of the cube. At this position, the timing con
cept is causality, abstract data types represent signals, and only a system's behaviour is 
described. The digital hardware and software segments in the MD specification feature 
clock related timing (clock-true), at least at the interfaces. The analogue hardware MD seg
ment operates in discrete time and is therefore also clock-related. The digital hardware and 
software segments use both abstract and composite bit value signal representation, the ana
logue segment mainly applies real (floating point) signal representations. All three MD seg
ments only describe a module's behaviour, not its prospective structure. In the design cube, 
the MD ellipse is therefore positioned to the lower right of the SD and CD descriptions. 

2.3.4 Digital Hardware Design, Descriptions and Tasks (ATD to ES) 

= 

0 
0 
0 
= 

-
oo•o 

Digital hardware design comprises the type development, production, and 
type evaluation stages of the digital part of the design flow (figure 12). 
Digital design begins on the basis of the digital segment of the module 
description (MD - HL), at the ATD milestone, as is indicated in the icon 
on the left. This segment of the module description specifies the function
ality of the digital part of the module in a bit-true and clock-true fashion, at 
least at the interfaces of the module. It does not have to contain details 
about the prospective implementation however. Digital hardware design 

ends at the ES milestone, when functionally valid and reliable silicon prototypes are released 
for module assembly. 

Table 9. Digital Hardware Design Descriptions (ATD toES) 

Description 
Contents Characteristics 

Level 

Module • prospective digital formal, executable description of 
Description hardware behaviour digital hardware segment (pin-
(Digital DHW • accurate pin-to-pin compatible, bit-true, clock-true) 
Hardware (HL) specification of digital (e.g. in a hardware description 
Segment) hardware functionality language) 

A Type - • type behaviour format, executable description of 
T Description • type architecture type structure, at register-transfer 
D • type implementation level (data flow) (e.g. in a 

(ML) hardware description language) 

Type Database - • type structure formal, executable description of 
• type layout type structure, at library level 
• production test vectors (logic gates), in addition to layout 

(LL) • manufacturing database (geometry) view and production 
test vectors 
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Table 9. Digital Hardware Design Descriptions (ATD toES) (Continued) 

Description I 
Sym-

Contents Characteristics 
Level bol 

- -·· 

R Prototype - • prototype silicon structurally tested and selected 
p' prototype silicon 
p 

v 
0 
P, 

-

(Hl) - high level, (Ml) = medium level, (ll) = library level (figure 13) 

Table I 0. Digital Hardware Design Tasks (ATD to ES) 

Task 
Sym-

Objectives Characteristics 
bol 

A Type tas • type architecture manual or tool-supported 
T Architecture ~ • type implementation at synthesis of type architecture and 
D Synthesis register-transfer level RTL implementation 

(RTL} 

A Priori Type aptv • confirmation of correct objective comparison of type 
Verification ~ function, architecture, and description (TD) and the digital 

RTL implementation hardware part of the module 
description (MD), and estimation 
of hardware implementation 
complexity 

Database ds • type implementation at manual or tool-supported 
Synthesis ~ library level synthesis of library level 

• type layout implementation, tool-supported 
• type production test layout generation, manual or tool-

vectors supported test vector generation 

Database dv • confirmation of correct objective comparison of library 
Verification ~ implementation level implementation and module 

• confirmation of correct description (MD), 
layout layout versus schematic checks, 

• confirmation of correct timing verification (pre-layout and 
test vectors, with high post-layout), 
coverage fault grading and test vector 

coverage check 
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Table I 0. Digital Hardware Design Tasks (ATD to ES) (Continued) 

Task 
Sym-

Objectives Characteristics 
bot 

R Prototype pm • digital hardware mapping of type database onto 
p Manufacturing ~ prototypes silicon, through several 
p lithographic steps. and mounting 

of the parts into packages 

Production pts • selection of structurally application of production test 
Testing I ~ correct prototypes vectors to prototypes, selection 
Selection of correct samples only 

v Type Q&R tqr • electrically qualified and assessment of electrical 
0 ~ reliable prototypes characteristics of prototypes, 
p through measurements on 

selected stimuli 

A Posteriori aptmv • functionally correct objective comparison of 
Type & Module ~ prototypes prototype behaviour and the 
Verification • release for module digital hardware part of the 

assembly module description (MD), in 
combination with the software 
and analogue hardware parts of 
the module description (MD) 

Table 9 contains an overview of the contents and characteristics of the digital hardware 
design descriptions, table 10 lists the digital hardware design tasks. Throughout the digita1 
hardware design stage, the digita1 hardware segment of the module description (MD - HL) is 
used as a pin-compatible, executable specification (bit-true, and clock-true) of the type that 
is being designed. On the basis of the MD, the type description (TD - ML) is generated, 
through either manual or tool-supported architecture synthesis. The type description (TD -
ML) describes type functionality, architecture, and implementation in a structural way. This 
description is usually referred to as register-transfer or RTL description. 

The type database (TDB LL) is the actual manufacturing database for the type. It contains, 
among others, a formal, executable description of device structure, expressed in terms of 
library elements. In practice these library elements are logic gates, also referred to as stand
ard cells, or occasionally datapath elements. The database furthermore contains a layout 
(geometry) view of the type, and production test vectors. 

In a semiconductor factory, the type database is implemented on silicon through several lith
ographic steps and processes. Produced parts are structurally tested using the test vector set, 
and selected prototypes are subsequently packaged. Packaged parts are returned from the 
factory after an additional structural test run, which aims to detect and select correct parts 
only. Selected prototypes are subsequently subjected to a posteriori type and module verifi
cation. This form of verification comprises functional tests, first stand alone, later in the con-
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text of the module (coverification). If the prototype parts are found to be functionally 
correct, or at least useful in the system, a preliminary assessment of type quality and reliabil
ity is performed. The prototypes are eventually released for module assembly. 

Figure 16 places the digital hardware design descriptions and tasks in the context of the Y-
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Figure 16. Digital Hardware Design in a Y-chart 

chart. The module description is included in the chart because it is considered a pin-compat
ible, executable specification of the type (bit-true, clock-true). The type description (TD 
ML) is located at component level in the structure domain because it describes the structural 
implementation of the type in terms of registers, and the logic in between as transfers or 
operators (therefore Register Transfer Level, or RTL). 

The type database (TDB LL) entry in theY-chart consists of four major parts: 
• a gate level description, located at the macro level in the structure domain 
• an equivalent transistor level representation, located at the circuit level in the structure 

domain 
• a layout representation, or geometry view, located at the circuit level in the geometry 

domain 
• a set of production test vectors, not specifically represented in the chart. 
The first two parts of the type database are more or less equivalent. It only takes an elemen
tary transformation to translate the gate level description into an equivalent transistor repre
sentation. The layout representation however is generated through a process of cell 
placement and routing, which is less straightforward. Moreover, the layout must be verified 
through layout versus schematic comparison, and timing checks. Production test vectors are 
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generated either automatically for structural scan-type testing, or manually for functional 
testing. Functional test vectors can generally be extracted from the stimuli sets used for 
design verification elsewhere in the design flow. Depending on the test strategy, the vector 
set has to be verified through coverage assessment and I or fault grading. 

In the design cube for digital hardware design (figure 17) the digital hardware segment of the 
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Figure 17. Digital Hardware Design in the Design Cube 

module description is included as type specification. The type description (TD ML) is posi
tioned at the centre of the cube. At this position, timing is clock related, composite bit types 
represent signals, and the design is described in a data flow (RTL) fashion. The gate level I 
transistor level descriptions in the type database (TDB) are placed at the origin of the design 
cube. These descriptions feature propagation delay timing models, and bit value (multi-value 
logic) signal representation in an entirely structural description. 

2.3.5 Driver Software Design, Descriptions and Tasks (ATD to ES) 

0 
0 
0 
= 

- = ceeoo) -·-Qg 

Driver software design comprises the type development, production, and 
type evaluation stages of the software part of the design flow (figure 12). 
Software design begins on the basis of the software and micro controller 
emulator segments of the module description (MD - HL), at the AID 
milestone, as is indicated in the icon on the left. The software segment 
specifies the software tasks in a concurrent form, under the assumption of 
abundant processing power. If necessary, all software tasks could in prin
cipal be executed simultaneously. The micro controller emulator synchro-
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nizes hardware interaction, or input I output access, of the software to the micro controller 
clock. Software design ends at the ES milestone, when functionally valid prototype software 
is released for module assembly. 

A 
T 
D 

Table II. Driver Software Design Descriptions (ATD to ES) 

Description Sym-
Level bol 

Module -Description 
(Software sw 
Segment) (HL) 

Module 
Description 
(Micro 
Controller 
Emulator) 

Type -Description 
(Software 
Segment) (ML) 

Type 
Description 
(Micro 
Controller 
Emulator) 

Type Database -(Software 
Segment) 

(LL) 

Contents 

• prospective software 
behaviour 

• accurate specification of 
software functionality 

• routines describing micro 
controller input I output 
behaviour 

• software behaviour 
• software architecture 
• task scheduling 

• routines describing micro 
controller input I output 
behaviour 

• software behaviour 
• software architecture 
• task scheduling 
• software implementation 

Characteristics 

formal, executable description of 
driver software segment 
(concurrent software tasks which 
assume abundant processing 
power; and call the micro 
controller emulator for 
interaction with hardware) 
(e.g. in a hardware description 
language) 

executable model of elementary 
micro controller input I output 
handling {clock-true) responding 
to calls from MD software 
segment (e.g. in a hardware 
description language) 

formal, executable description of 
driver software (sequential 
software tasks, scheduled by an 
elementary real time kernel. 
individual tasks call the micro 
controller emulator for 
interaction with hardware) 
(e.g. in a programming language) 

model of elementary micro 
controller input I output handling 
(dock-true), responding to calls 
from driver software (e.g. in a 
hardware description language) 

formal, executable description of 
software segment (sequence of 
elementary micro controller 
instructions, micro code of 
compiled TO software segment) 
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Table II. Driver Software Design Descriptions (ATD to ES} (Continued) 

Description Sym-
Contents Characteristics 

Level bol 

A Type Database • routines describing micro instruction level execution model 
T (Micro controller instruction of micro controller behaviour 
D Controller execution 

Emulator) 

R Prototype - • prototype software functionally tested prototype 
p software (e.g. in a programming 
p language, or as compiled micro 

code) 

v 
0 
p 

(Hl) high level, (ML) medium level, (LL) library level (figure 13) 

Table 12. Driver Software Design Tasks (ATD to ES} 

Task 
Sym-

Objectives Characteristics 
bol 

A Type tas • software task priority manual or tool-supported 
T Architecture ~ setting (architecture) merging and priority setting 
D Synthesis • software implementation (scheduling) of software tasks 

in sequential form 

A Priori Type aptv • confirmation of correct objective comparison 
Verification ~ software functionality and (coverification) oftype 

scheduling description (TD) and the software 
segment of the module 
description (MD) and estimation 
of software complexity (required 
processing power) 

Database ds • software implementation compilation of sequential 
Synthesis ~ in micro code software implementation into 

micro code 

Database dv • confirmation of correct objective comparison of micro 
Verification ~ compilation code implementation and module 

description (MD) (coverification) 

R Prototype pm no activities 
p Manufacturing ~ 
p 
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Table 12. Driver Software Design Tasks (ATD to ES) (Continued) 
-

• Task 
Sym-

Objectives Characteristics 
bol 

R Production pts no activities 
p Testing I ~ 
p Selection 

v Type Q&R tqr no activities 
0 ~ 
p 

A Posteriori aptmv o functionally correct objective comparison of software 
Type & Module ~ prototype software prototype behaviour and the 
Verification o release for module driver software segment of the 

assembly module description (MD), in 
combination with the digital and 
analogue hardware parts of the 
module description (MD), if 
deemed necessary 

Table 11 contains an overview of the contents and characteristics of the driver software 
design descriptions, table 12 lists the driver. software design tasks. Throughout the driver 
software design phase, the software segment of the module description (MD- HL) is used as 
an executable functional software specification. This specification is based on concurrent 
software tasks, therefore assuming processing power to be abundantly available. Multiple 
tasks could, if necessary, be executed simultaneously, without restrictions. On the basis of 
the MD, the type description (TD ML) is generated, through either manual or tool-sup
ported software task priority setting and task scheduling. The type description (TD - ML) 
describes software functionality, and architecture in a sequential way. The TD still assumes 
processing power to be abundantly available though. The type description may be consid
ered a software implementation in a high level programming language. The type database 
(TDB- LL) however is the actual micro code implementation of the driver software. 

The production stage has no actual meaning for driver software design, but during type eval
uation the functionality of the software is verified. Type Q & R could involve functional ver
ification of the software under hostile environmental conditions [58]. This form of 
verification is however usually performed on assembled prototype products, not on stand
alone software [58]. In practice, type Q & R therefore holds no activities, whereas concept Q 
& R does. A posteriori type and module verification includes executing the driver software in 
real time, on an in-circuit emulator or similar device. A posteriori verification is performed 
in combination with the hardware segments of the module, and therefore allows in-circuit, 
real time co verification of prototype driver software and hardware. 

During driver software design, the micro controller emulator evolves in concurrence with 
the software itself. At module description (MD) level, the emulator consists of a set of hard
ware interaction routines, or input I output (I/0) functions. These routines are called from 
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the software segment of the MD whenever one of the software tasks requests interaction 
with the hardware. At type description (TD) level, the micro controller emulator is different 
only in the sense that it accepts calls from another formalism than the one it is constructed in 
(i.e. a programming language, instead of a hardware description language). 

At type database (TDB) level, the micro controller emulator consists of an instruction execu
tion model of the micro controller. This model is capable of executing machine (micro) code 
instructions, and is used for cycle based analysis of software execution. During type evalua
tion, the micro controller emulator consists of a hardware in-circuit emulator. Such emula
tors, or similar devices, allow real time, in-circuit verification of software functionality. 
After module assembly, a need for a micro controller emulator no longer exists, because the 
actual hardware micro controller is in place. To control software execution, monitoring tools 
may be used instead. 

Figure 18 places the driver software design descriptions and tasks in the context of theY-
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Figure 18. Driver Software Design in a Y-chart 

chart. The module description is included in the chart because it is considered an executable, 
functional specification of the driver software (concurrent tasks, abundant processing 
power). The type description (TD - ML) is located at component level in the structure 
domain because it describes the structural implementation of the driver software in terms of 
sequentially executed software tasks. The driver software type database (TDB- LL) entry in 
the Y -chart consists of the machine instruction code executable of the driver software and is 
therefore located at the lowest hierarchical level in the structure domain, the circuit level. 
Software by definition never enters the geometry domain, nor the physical realization at the 
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centre of the Y -chart. 

In the design cube for driver software design (figure 19) the software and micro controller 
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Figure 19. Driver Software Design in the Design Cube 

segments of the module description (MD) are included as type specification. The timing of 
the MD emulator is related to the processor clock, the MD software tasks are concurrent, 
and therefore causal only. The software and emulator segments of the type description (TD 
ML) are positioned at the centre of the cube. At this position, timing is clock related, com
posite bit types represent signals, and the design is described in a sequential (data flow) fash
ion. The software and emulator segments in the type database (TDB) are placed at the origin 
of the design cube. These descriptions feature cycle accurate timing models, the software 
equivalent of hardware propagation delays. They furthermore use bit value (multi-value 
logic) signal representation in an entirely sequential (structural) description. 

2.3.6 Analogue Hardware Design, Descriptions and Tasks (ATD to ES) 

0 
0 
0 

= = 

Analogue hardware design comprises the type development, production, 
and type evaluation stages of the analogue part of the design flow (figure 
12). Analogue design begins on the basis of the analogue segment of the 
module description (MD HL), at the ATD milestone, as is indicated in 
the icon on the left. This segment specifies the functionality of the ana
logue part of the module on the basis of discrete, clock-related timing and 
floating point (real) signal representation. It does not contain details about 
the prospective implementation however. Analogue hardware design ends 
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at the ES milestone, when functionally valid and reliable silicon prototypes are released for 
module assembly. 

Table 13. Analogue Hardware Design Descriptions (ATD to ES) 

Description Sym-
Contents Characteristics 

Level bol 

Module - • desired analogue hardware formal, executable description of 
Description behaviour analogue hardware segment 
(Analogue AHW (discrete, clock-related timing, 
Hardware (HL) floating point signal 
Segment) representation) 

A Type - • type function formal, simulatable description of 
T Description • type architecture type structure, at circuit level 
D. • type implementation (e.g. in a circuit simulator 

(ML) modelling language) 

Type Database - • type structure formal, simulatable description of 
• type layout type structure, at library level, in 
• production test vectors addition to layout database and 

(LL) • manufacturing database test vectors 

R Prototype 
Glt 

• prototype silicon functionally tested and selected 
p prototype silicon 
p 

v 
0 
p 

(HL) = high level, (ML) = medium level, (LL) = library level (figure 13) 

Table 14. Analogue Hardware Design Tasks (ATD to ES) 

Task 

A Type 
T Architecture 
D Synthesis 

A Priori Type 
Verification 

Sym
bol 

tas 
~ 

aptv 
~ 

Objectives 

• type architecture 
• type implementation at 

circuit level 

• confirmation of correct 
function, architecture, and 
circuit level 
implementation 

Characteristics 

manual synthesis of type 
architecture and circuit level 
implementation 

objective or subjective 
comparison of type description 
(TD) and the analogue hardware 
part of the module description 
(MD), and estimation of hardware 
implementation complexity 
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Table 14. Analogue Hardware Design Tasks (ATD to ES) (Continued) 

Task 
Sym-

Objectives Characteristics 
bol 

A Database ds • type implementation at manual or tool-supported 
T Synthesis ~ library level synthesis of library level 
D • type layout implementation, tool-supported 

• type production test layout generation, manual or tool-
vectors supported test vector generation 

Database dv • confirmation of correct objective or subjective 
Verification ~ implementation comparison of library level 

• confirmation of correct implementation and module 
layout description (MD), 

• confirmation of correct layout versus schematic checks 
test vectors, with high 
coverage 

R Prototype pm • analogue hardware mapping of type database onto 
p Manufacturing ~i prototypes silicon, through several 
p lithographic steps, and mounting 

of the parts into packages 

Production pts • selection of functionally application of production test 
Testing I ~ correct prototypes vectors to prototypes, selection 
Selection of correct samples only 

v Type Q&R tqr • electrically qualified and assessment of electrical 
0 ~ reliable prototypes characteristics of prototypes, 
p through measurements on 

selected stimuli 

v A Posteriori aptmv · • functionally correct objective or subjective 
0 Type & Module ~ prototypes comparison of prototype 
p Verification • release for module behaviour and the analogue 

assembly hardware part of the module 
description (MD), in combination 
with the software and digital 
hardware parts of the module 
description (MD) 

Table 13 contains an overview of the contents and characteristics of the analogue hardware 
design descriptions, table 14lists the analogue hardware design tasks. Throughout the ana
logue hardware design stage, the analogue hardware segment of the module description 
(MD- HL) is used as an executable specification of the desired behaviour of the type that is 
being designed. On the basis of the MD, the type description (TD - ML) is generated, 
through manual architecture synthesis. A selection of analogue library circuits such as oper
ational amplifiers, multipliers, AID and D/A converters, is combined to implement the 
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desired analogue functionality. The TD may therefore include some of the non-ideal (para
sitic) behaviour encountered in such modules. The type description (TD- ML) consequently 
describes type functionality, architecture, and implementation in a structural way. The type 
description may be executed by means of a SPICE-like circuit simulator [92]. 

The type database (TDB- LL) is the actual manufacturing database for the type. It contains, 
among others, a formal, executable description of device structure, expressed in terms of 
library elements. In practice these library elements are transistors. The database furthermore 
contains a layout (geometry) view of the type, and production test vectors. 

In a semiconductor factory, several lithographic steps and processes lead to the implementa
tion of the type database on silicon. Produced circuits are analysed using the test vector set, 
and selected prototypes are packaged. After an additional analysis run, which aims to detect 
and select correct parts only, packaged prototypes are returned from the factory. A posteriori 
type and module verification are subsequently carried out on selected prototypes. During a 
posteriori verification, functional tests are performed, first stand alone, later in the context of 
the module (coverification). If functionally correct, or at least useful in the system, the pro
totype parts are subjected to a preliminary assessment of type quality and reliability. Ana
lysed prototypes are eventually released for module assembly. 

Figure 20 places the analogue hardware design descriptions and tasks in the context of the 
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Figure 20. Analogue Hardware Design in a Y-chart 

Y -chart. The module description is included in the chart because it is considered an executa
ble specification of the desired behaviour of the type (discrete, clock -related timing, floating 
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point (real) signal representation). The type description (TD ML) is located at macro level 
in the structure domain. It describes the structural implementation of the type in terms of 
analogue macros, circuits such as amplifiers, multipliers, integrators, and AID and D/ A con
verters, consisting of multiple transistors. 

The type database (TDB LL) entry in theY-chart consists of three major parts: 
• a transistor level representation, located at the circuit level in the structure domain 
• a layout representation, or geometry view, located at the circuit level in the geometry 

domain 
• a set of production test vectors, not specifically represented in the chart. 
The first part of the type database is the implementation of the type in transistors. The layout 
representation is generated through a process of transistor placement and routing. The layout 
is verified through layout versus schematic comparison. Production test vectors are gener
ated manually for functional testing. 

In the design cube for analogue hardware design (figure 21) the signal representation axis 
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Figure 21. Analogue Hardware Design in the Design Cube 

was modified to also cover analogue design. The levels of abstraction were modified to 
abstract values at the top level, floating point (real) values at the intermediate level, and 
physical values (voltages, currents) at the lowest level. Furthermore, the interpretation of the 
propagation delay timing concept must be extended to also include frequency domain analy
sis. 

The analogue hardware segment of the module description is included as type specification 
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in the design cube (figure 21). The type description (TD- ML) is positioned at the centre of 
the bottom plane of the cube. At this position, the timing concept is propagation delay based, 
but this includes frequency domain analysis. Floating point (real) data types represent sig
nals, and the design is described as a combination of circuit macros, not unlike the data flow 
convention for digital design. The transistor level description in the type database (TDB) is 
placed at the origin of the design cube. This description features propagation delay timing 
models, and physical signal representation (voltages, currents) in an entirely structural 
description. 

2.3.7 Concept Evaluation and Application Support, 
Descriptions and Tasks (ES to CQS I RFS) 

The backend of the hierarchical system design flow comprises the concept evaluation and 
application support stages (figure 12). The backend of the flow begins on the basis of the 
engineering samples (ES) resulting from the digital hardware, software, and analogue hard
ware design phases. The backend essentially does not finish, and continues to provide appli
cation support until the end of a product's life time, when it is taken off the market. The 
backend of the flow may however also give rise to a demand for a new and improved prod
uct, and may therefore lead to a new design project, beginning at the ARA milestone (figure 
7). 

Table 15 contains an overview of the contents and characteristics of the descriptions in the 

Table I 5. Concept Evaluation and Application Support 
Descriptions (ES to CQS I RFS) 

Description 
Level 

Module 
Description 

E Module 
S Prototype 

Product 

Contents 

• module behaviour 
• module partitioning 

(architecture of module) 
• accurate pin-to-pin 

specification of module 
functionality (bit-true, and 
clock-true) 

• digital hardware prototype 
• prototype software 
• analogue hardware prototype 

• combination of existing and 
newly defined modules 

Characteristics 

formal, executable description divided 
into a digital hardware, an analogue 
hardware, and a software segment 
( cospecification) 
(preferably in a single formalism. e.g. a 
programming or hardware description 
language) 

merging of digital hardware, software, 
and analogue hardware on a module 
board, or a section of a product board 

product realization on a product 
board, conforming to the functional 
target specification 
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Table 15. Concept Evaluation and Application Support 
Descriptions (ES to CQS I RFS) (Continued) 

Description 
Level 

C Type and 
Q Product 
S Documentation 
I 
R 
F 
s 

Contents 

• type data sheets 
• type qualification reports 
• product data sheets 
• product qualification reports 
• application notes 
• product service documentation 

Characteristics 

informal, verbal (textual) descriptions 
(e.g. in English) 

backend of the design flow, table 16 lists the associated backend tasks. Throughout the 

E 
s 

E 
s 

c 
Q 
s 

R 
F 
s 

Table 16. Concept Evaluation and Application Support 
Tasks (ES to CQS I RFS) 

Task 

Module 
Assembly 

Product 
Assembly 

Concept Q&R 

A Posteriori 
Concept& 
Product 
Verification 

Product 
Release 

Objectives 

• assembly of a functional module 
on the basis of digital hardware, 
software and analogue 
hardvvare prototypes 

• assembly of the product on the 
basis of existing and nevvly 
defined modules 

• electrically qualified and reliable 
modules and product 

• functionally correct modules 
• functionally correct product 

• market introduction of product 
• release of type and product 

documentation 
• start of type and product 

manufacturing in large numbers 
• communication of product 

application experience to next 
generation product innovation 

Characteristics 

design, layout generation, and assembly 
of a subsystem, or module board 

design, layout generation, and assembly 
of a system board or cabinet 

assessment of electrical 
characteristics of modules and 
product, through measurements on 
selected stimuli 

objective or subjective comparison of 
module and product behaviour vvith 
the concept description (CD) and vvith 
the functional target specification 

introductory phase of the economic 
product life cycle (figure 7) 
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design flow backend, the module description (MD HL) is maintained as an executable ref
erence for both concept evaluation and application support. Any questions or dilemmas that 
may arise may be resolved by gathering appropriate stimuli and applying them to the execut
able module description, and subsequent1y evaluating the results. 

The module prototype contains engineering samples of the digital and analogue hardware 
and software parts of the design. It may be realized by means of a stand-alone module board, 
or as part of the final product board, where a stand-alone board has the advantage of 
increased accessibility. In a similar way, the product may be realized by means of single 
board, or multiple module boards in a cabinet. Concept Q&R verifies that both the module 
and the product meet the quality and reliability standards. A posteriori concept and product 
verification confirm that the product performs according to the functional target specifica
tion and the concept description. As soon as this has been established, the product may be 
released for market introduction, and production in large numbers. 

Following the release of the product, the application support phase ensures that customers 
get the information they need to use both newly defined types and the assembled product. It 
furthermore provides for service documentation, in case any of the products ever need to be 
repaired. Application support eventually leads to inputs for the development of new and 
improved products. 

2.3.8 Discussion 

Qualitative analysis of the supportive qualities of hierarchical design flows indicates that 
properly dimensioned flows, such as the one depicted in figure 12 on page 31, are capable of 
sustaining all major development activities. The consecutive design stages of a hierarchical 
flow can be adapted to the eight phases in the product life cycle. The result is a design flow 
which, in principle, provides for all facilities required to meet the technical requirements on 
electronic system design. This is elaborated further in chapter 3, which examines the appli
cation of hierarchical design flows to various experimental designs. 

Hierarchical design flows furthermore expedite concurrent design of digital hardware, driver 
software and analogue hardware. In theory, this means that hierarchical system design flows 
present the opportunity to also meet the economic requirements on electronic system design. 
This is examined in chapter 3 for various examples of hardware I software codesign, and 
mixed analogue I digital design. A quantitative analysis determining the effects of hierarchi
cal design flows and the inherent codesign provisions on design productivity is documented 
in chapter 4. 
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Evaluation Projects and 
Design Flows 

The supportive quality of the hierarchical design method 
presented in the previous chapters was assessed for sev
eral design projects carried out at the Eindhoven Product 
Concept and Application Laboratory (PCALE) of Philips 
Semiconductors. The design projects in the test set were 
all based on at least part of the hierarchical system 
design flow and ranged from digital hardware, through 
hardware I software, to mixed digital/ analogue designs. 
The design projects were part of the daily design curric
ulum of PCALE's Digital Video Processing (DVP) 
group. Since the mid 1980s, the DVP group has been 
involved in the development of digital television (TV) 

systems. At first the group's efforts were aimed at the introduction of a so called high defini
tion television (HDTV) system. From the end of 1992 onwards, the introduction of compres
sion based normal definition television, a so called digital video broadcast (DVB) system, 
became the DVP group's main focus. 

Section 3.1 summarizes the fundamentals of digital video broadcasting (DVB) and explains 
some of its advantages over present day television distribution systems. The section further
more provides a functional overview of a stand-alone DVB receiver, a so called set-top box. 
Most of the module designs described in this chapter are applied in set-top boxes. Section 
3.2 presents an overview of some of the purely digital designs for digital video broadcast 
systems. The section describes characteristics of the designs, the part of the hierarchical 
design flow used, and experimental results of application of the design flow. Sections 3.3 and 
3.5 describe hardware I software codesigns and mixed analogue I digital designs in a similar 
form. 

Section 3.4 portrays two hardware I software codesigns to which rapid prototyping was 
applied. Rapid prototyping is the implementation of a design's functionality on the basis of 
programmable hardware, so called programmable logic devices (PLDs) which are a sort of 
gate arrays, to obtain a (near) real time implementation. Such a (near) real time implementa
tion allows for a posteriori module and concept verification, months before actual silicon is 
available. Section 3.4 describes the characteristics of the designs, the part of the design flow 
used, and experimental results of rapid prototyping. 
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3.1 Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) Applications 
Present day standards for broadcast television (TV), established several decades ago, seem 
to be in for replacement. Most operational TV standards are based on processing and trans
mission of analogue signals. Moreover, picture information is generally conveyed in rigid 
synchronous transmission formats. Synchronous here means that picture display at the 
receiver is synchronized to the transmission format. In contrast, most future broadcast TV 
standards being developed today rely on digital signal processing, and take the leap to digital 
transmission. Moreover, most newly defined TV standards have the benefit of increased flex
ibility, as a consequence of asynchronous multiplexing and transmission. 

3.1.1 Fundamentals of Digital Video Broadcast Systems 

Future standards for broadcast television are destined to meet far-reaching requirements, pri
marily to resolve the decisive imperfections of today's TV standards. Some of the most sub
stantial preconditions on new TV standards therefore are: 
• improved picture quality through either higher image resolution (HDTV), or fault tolerant 

transmission, or a combination of both 
• enhanced sound quality (with Compact Disc (CD) or equivalent specifications) 
• an increased number of television programmes, within the existing broadcast infrastructure 
• extended flexibility to adapt to changing service characteristics, and to the addition of 

entirely new services. 

Recent adaptations to analogue television standards, such as PALplus, a standard for ana
logue widescreen (16:9) television, demonstrate that it is very complex to partially meet the 
above requirements, within the restrictions of existing broadcast standards. Meeting all the 
above requirements, at the same time maintaining compatibility with existing standards is 
consequently virtually impossible. 

Present day developments in the field of digital television standards therefore rely on four 
basic strategies to meet the aforementioned requirements: 
• elimination of compatibility with existing standards 
• compression, or according to Shannon [71], source coding, of audio and video representa

tions, in the digital domain, to reduce channel capacity demands 
• medium dependent error coding and modulation, or channel coding [71], to allow for virtu-

ally error-free transmission, and efficient bandwidth utilization 
• statistical multiplexing, to allow for flexibility, and efficient data rate utilization. 
Figure 22 demonstrates how these techniques may be combined to form a digital television 
broadcast system. Compression is applied to the audio and video source information, and the 
resulting compressed data streams are multiplexed into a transport stream. Forward error 
correction (FEC) coding is applied to the transport stream, and parity check words are 
inserted in the stream. The resulting data stream is modulated and broadcast. 

The digital television standards which are being defined these days are not altogether com
patible with existing broadcast systems. Standards for DVB make it impossible for instance 
to watch digital broadcasts with existing analogue receivers, which form the majority of the 
installed base. Moreover, unless special precautions are taken, it is impracticable to watch 
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Cable Satellite Terrestrial 

Figure 22. Example of a Digital Video Broadcast Chain 
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analogue broadcasts using new digital receiver equipment. Such special precautions amount 
to the incorporation of a full-featured analogue receiver in a digital Integrated Receiver 
Decoder (IRD). The new digital standards do however rely on the same studio equipment. 
And apart from the receiver, home equipment such as video monitors and loudspeakers can 
continue to be used. Besides, the new digital standards must be compatible with present day 
distribution media, on account of the requirement for increased numbers of programmes 
within the existing infrastructure. Analogue and digital television standards are expected to 
coexist for quite some time to come. 

Audio and video compression are based on some fairly novel techniques to reduce the trans
mission and storage capacity for digital representations of audio and video information [89], 
[91]. These techniques are being standardized by an international committee known as the 
Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG). Audio and video compression techniques are based 
on lossy reduction of audio and video data rates, by capitalizing on aspects of the human 
audiovisual system. The resulting data rates for broadcast quality video lie between approxi
mately 1.5 Mbits/s and 15.0 Mbits/s, depending on the content of the picture material and 
the desired picture quality. For two-channel audio (e.g. stereo) data rates vary between 32 
kbits/s and 448 kbits/s, also depending on the desired audio quality. 

Medium dependent channel coding implies that (near) optimum transmission schemes are 
selected for the three most commonly used television distribution media: cable, satellite and 
terrestrial transmission (figure 22). Channel coding according to Shannon [71] comprises 
both forward error correction (FEC) coding and modulation. For the aforementioned distri
bution media the following techniques are proposed [12], [70]: 
• quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), in combination with Reed-Solomon error cor

rection coding, for cable media 
• quarternary phase shift keying (QPSK), in combination with both Viterbi and Reed-Solo

mon error correction coding, for satellite media 
• orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) of amplitude modulated carriers, in 

combination with Trellis error correction coding, for terrestrial media. 
For cable and satellite distribution the above channel coding methods were recently recorded 
in international standards [86], [88], for terrestrial media discussions are ongoing, and the 
presented selection is merely one of the proposals. All of the presented channel coding meth
ods provide for a useful data rate (commercial payload) of approximately 40 Mbits/s per 
channel in each of the media. This data rate is based on the fact that digital distribution chan
nels are restricted to the bandwidth currently allocated to a single analogue TV programme. 

Statistical multiplexing is the merging of audio, video and auxiliary service data streams, on 
the basis of statistical characteristics of the individual streams. Individual audio, video and 
auxiliary data streams are first separated into consecutive packets. The packetized elemen
tary streams of multiple TV programmes are then combined into a single transmission 
stream of packets, according to strict syntactic and semantic rules [90]. The bandwidth cur
rently allocated to a single analogue TV channel in any medium, could for instance hold up 
to 10 digital, compressed television programmes, depending on the desired audio and video 
quality. This implies that the individual viewer could receive several hundreds of TV pro
grammes. Support mechanisms for programme selection were therefore devised [90], to 
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allow individual viewers effortless access to the information. The programme tables corre
sponding to the selection mechanisms are generated during multiplexing, and simultane
ously inserted into the transmission data stream. A digital television data stream is 
consequently self-contained, and self-explanatory. 

Stream multiplexing is often accompanied by some form of scrambling for conditional 
access (CA), to deny unauthorized viewers access to the information. This is explained fur
ther in the following section. 

3.1.2 DVB Set-top Box Architecture 

In the near future, DVB receivers are implemented in so called digital television set-top 
boxes, in the long run digital receivers will be integrated in digital TV sets. At present 
medium-specific set-top boxes, capable of receiving digital TV from just one of the three 
main media, are entering the market. Because of the wide variety in channel coding 
schemes, it is at this stage uneconomical to incorporate channel decoders for all media in a 
single set-top box. In future, set-top boxes and digital TV sets should be capable of interfac
ing to all three media: cable, satellite and terrestrial transmission. 

The first application for DVB and digital set-top boxes lies in the pay-TV arena, which cur
rently already features analogue set-top boxes. Subscription based pay-TV stations allow a 
viewer access to the broadcast information at the cost of a certain form of subscription fee. 
Pay-TV stations typically broadcast programmes in scrambled form, to deny unauthorized 
TV receivers access to the information. Subscribers however, are provided with analogue 
pay-TV set-top boxes, which are equipped with so called Conditional Access (CA) mecha
nisms. The conditional access decoder descrambles the incoming information on the basis of 
decryption keys. Such keys are supplied to the decoder partially in the incoming stream, and 
partially on so called smart cards. Only paying subscribers receive regular smart card 
updates. A key feature of digital set-top boxes therefore is a descrambler in conjunction with 
a smart card reader interface (figure 23). 

The order in which audio and video information is encoded in a DVB transmitter (figure 22) 
is reversed for decoding in a DVB receiver. The decoding order in a receiver is therefore: 
demodulation, error decoding, demultiplexing and decompression, as illustrated in figure 23. 
The first step is demodulation of the incoming signal, and subsequently error detection and 
correction are performed on the resulting bit stream whenever necessary. The resulting data 
stream, an MPEG2 transport stream [90], is passed through a so called descrambler, which 
in conjunction with the smart card reader implements the conditional access (CA) mecha
nism. Programme selection tables, in combination with inputs from the set-top box's user 
interface, control the demultiplexer and help it separate the desired audio, video and auxil
iary data streams from the incoming data stream. Decompressed audio and video informa
tion is eventually passed to the output interface of the set-top box. 

The channel decoding module of a digital set-top box consists of three main parts: tuning, 
demodulation and error correction. As in analogue television receivers, the tuner accounts 
for channel selection from the wide spectrum that is input to a set-top box. The tuner further
more takes care of frequency conversion, from radio frequencies (RF) to an intermediate fre-
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Figure 23. DVB Set-top Box Architecture [89], [90], [91 ], [44] and [7] 

quency (IF). In the intermediate frequency domain, the demodulator takes over, by retrieving 
basic symbols from the carrier waveform(s). The demodulator furthermore converts modula
tion symbols into a standard bit representation. The output of the demodulator therefore is a 
baseband transport bit stream. A forward error correction engine subsequently decodes the 
stream, correcting it whenever necessary, on the basis of parity information embedded in the 
stream. The resulting data stream, an MPEG2 transport stream, is therefore virtually error
free. 

The first source decoding step is descrambling, which acts on individual MPEG2 transport 
packets in the incoming stream. Selected transport packets are descrambled on the basis of 
scrambling keys, which are retrieved from the transport stream in encrypted form. The 
scrambling keys are decrypted in software, by a micro controller, with the aid of a dedicated 
Conditional Access (CA) device such as a smart card. The decrypted keys are re-inserted 
into the descrambler to control Pseudo Random Bit Sequence (PRBS)-based descrambling. 
Descrambling may be based on proprietary algorithms, but an international DVB scrambling 
standard was defined as well [88]. The smart card reader (figure 23) provides a set-top box 
with the physical interface to a detachable CA smart card. 

Demultiplexing separates audio, video and other digital data streams from the incoming 
MPEG2 transport stream. The individual streams are subsequently directed to the associated 
source decoders and other peripherals, such as the micro controller. The demultiplexer also 
supports synchronization of audio and video decompression and presentation. It furthermore 
monitors the incoming stream for so called program specific information (PSI), which con
tains the tables that constitute programme selection support. Because such data streams may 
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have a proprietary format, processing of them is done in software. 

The audio decompression module in a set-top box consists of an audio decoder and a digital 
to analogue converter (DAC). The audio decoder accepts selected (MPEG) compressed 
audio information at the coded bit rate (32 kbits/s to 448 kbits/s). Decompressed digital 
audio data are output in bit serial format. A standard audio digital-to-analogue converter 
(DAC) subsequently converts the audio data to the analogue domain, where it is ready to be 
amplified and presented to the listener. 

Symbols: 

A 

D 

G 

descrambler B demultiplexer c micro controller 

video decompression E audio decompression F audio D/A conversion 

video CVBS encoding and H DRAM (16 Mbits) PROM I SRAM 
D/A conversion 

Figure 24. MPEG2 Source Decoding Demonstration Board 
(first generation) [44] 

The video decompression module consists of a video decoder, 16 Mbits of RAM, a compos
ite video (CVBS) encoder and a set of video digital-to-analogue converters (DACs). The 
video decoder accepts selected (MPEG) compressed video information at coded bit rates up 
to 15.0 Mbits/s, and stores the data in an input buffer located in the 16 Mbits of RAM. The 
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information is decoded and reference frames are stored in reference buffers located in RAM 
as well. Decompressed digital video data are output to a CVBS (Composite Video, Blank
ing, Sync) encoder which converts the digital baseband representation to a frequency modu
lated form which corresponds to the input interface of existing television sets. The resulting 
baseband waveforms are eventually converted to the analogue domain by a set of video 
DACs. 

The micro controller module in a set-top box consists of a micro controller core, communi
cation peripherals, software code memory (ROM), and application memory (RAM). In b~sic 
DVB receivers, software is in charge of initializing the decoder hardware and performing 
control tasks, such as decryption and programme selection support. These tasks require only 
simple micro controller cores. If a set-top box however has to support interactive TV appli
cations, and the associated sophisticated graphics, higher micro controller performance may 
be required. The communication peripherals in the micro controller module provide for 
communication and control paths to set-top box internal and external peripherals. Internal 
peripherals include the smart card reader and front panel control interfaces. External periph
erals include video tape recorders, personal computers and even printers. 

The photograph in figure 24 portrays a source decoding demonstration board [44] developed 
in the summer of 1995. The board contains some of the ICs that were developed for set-top 
box applications, in the course of the research project underlying this thesis. These ICs are 
part of the test set for design flow evaluation presented in this chapter. The demonstration 
board implements a full-featured MPEG2 based DVB source decoder for application in Inte
grated Receiver Decoders (IRDs). Such IRDs could be included in set-top boxes and inte
grated digital television sets. The board includes the aforementioned modules: 
descrambling, demultiplexing, audio decompression, video decompression, as well as the 
micro controller module. The photograph shows that only a minimum of peripheral hard
ware is required. Furthermore, driver software requirements are moderate, as is shown in the 
following sections, where the individual module designs are discussed. 

3.2 Digital Hardware Design 
The hierarchical design flow detailed in chapter 2 was first applied to several digital ICs for 
application in an HDTV source decoding module. At the time, source decoding, or decom
pression, was primarily based on pixel interpolation techniques. The HDTV related designs 
presented in the following section therefore include pixel relocation, also known as shuf
fling, and pixel interpolation operations. After two generations of HDTV source decoders 
had been developed, part of the design flow was applied to one of the first designs for digital 
video broadcasting set-top boxes, a digital CVBS encoder. 

In addition to describing the characteristics of the HDTV designs, section 3.2.1 details the 
more recent CVBS encoder design for DVB set-top boxes. The set-top box part was 
designed in a fully digital fashion, because the analogue circuitry in the device consists of 
DACs and a clock generator only, at the time both standard library elements. Section 3.2.2 
details the segment of the system design flow used for each of the parts, the entire digital 
segment for the HDTV designs, and only the lower part of this segment for the DVB set-top 
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box part. Section 3.2.3 presents the experimental results of design flow application and 
therefore lists all relevant parameters required to enable assessment of the supportive quality 
of hierarchical design flows. Section 3.2.4 discusses these experimental results, and the 
advantages and disadvantages of using hierarchical design flows. 

3.2.1 Digital Hardware Design, Characteristics of Evaluated Projects 

The multi-purpose line-memory (MPLM02) and two-dimensional filter structure (TDFS) 
designs are part of a project which was aimed at the development of a first generation of 
HDTV source decoding modules. These designs were incorporated in set-top HDTV 
decoder boxes successfully demonstrated during the 1992 Olympic Games, when live 
HDTV transmissions were broadcast via satellite, from Barcelona, Spain. The luminance 
input processor (LIP) and two-dimensional interpolator (TDI) designs are part of a chip-set 
developed for the second generation of HDTV source decoder modules. Upon completion of 
prototypes of the second generation of HDTV set-top decoders, the European HDTV project 
was cancelled. Work was then started on the development of systems for digital broadcasting 
of normal definition television. The digital CVBS encoder (DENC2), although for a large 
part a derivative of an already existing digital encoder (DEN C), was one of the first designs 
specifically aimed at DVB set-top box applications. 

I. MPLM02 (April 1990- July 1991) 
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Figure 25. Functional Block Diagram of MPLM02 [82] 

MPLM02 is short for Multi Purpose Line Memory 02, also known as deshuffler, a pixel 
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demultiplexer and input formatter which was developed for the decompression module in 
first generation HDTV source decoders [82]. MPLM02 was among the first projects to be 
designed according to a hierarchical system design flow, at PCALE. The device itself was 
aimed specifically at HDTV applications and is therefore not applied in present day DVB 
systems. 

The entirely digital MPLM02 is a CMOS (1.2 I!) IC, which in fact contains two pixel 
deshufflers (A and B), as is indicated in the simplified block diagram in figure 25. Each com
bination of a 6 kbit video line memory (RAM) and the associated demultiplexers and multi
plexers forms a single deshuffler. MPLM02 is capable of storing two entire video lines of 
720 8-bit samples (pixels). The video line memories are controlled by a flexible memory 
address generator embedded in the central control block. The chip includes two separate 
clock domains, the signal processing runs off a 27 MHz chip clock, the line memmies are 
operated at 13.5 MHz. 

Input video samples, consisting of 8 bits, are demultiplexed by a factor of 4 and subse
quently stored in the line memories. The 32 bit line memory outputs are applied to 4 nibble 
multiplexers. Each multiplexer selects 1 nibble (4 bits) from the total of 16 nibbles. Selected 
nibbles are fed to a real time adjustable output delay (T). All on chip processing is controlled 
in real time by a finite state machine which is embedded in the central controller. The central 
controller itself is mastered by the overall HDTV source decoder controller, a separate 
device, through a 4 bit control input. 
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Figure 26. Functional Block Diagram ofTDFS [3] 
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II. TDFS (March 1990 -july 1991) 

TDFS is short for Two Dimensional Filter Structure, also known as interpolator, a pixel 
interpolating filter which was developed for the decompression module in first generation 
HDTV source decoders [3]. TDFS was among the first projects to be designed according to a 
hierarchical system design flow, at PCALE. The device itself was aimed specifically at 
HDTV applications and is therefore not applied in present day DVB systems. 

The entirely digital TDFS is a CMOS (1.2 f.!) IC, which in fact contains four pixel interpola
tors (A through D), as is indicated in the simplified block diagram in figure 26. TDFS is 
capable of storing four entire video lines, in a total of about 24 kbits of on-chip RAM. The 
multiplexers between the line memories in combination with the variable delays (T) allow 
for several delay configurations, and the selectors are capable of routing any of the pixels to 
the inputs of the interpolators (Interp.). This makes the TDFS a versatile filter structure 
which can be used to perlorm several pixel interpolation functions, including the median fil
tering applied in HDTV decompression. The chip runs off a 27 MHz chip clock, the on-chip 
line memories are operated at 13.5 MHz. 

Ill. LIP (August 1991 -August 1992) 
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Figure 27. Functional Block Diagram of LIP [83] 

LIP is short for Luminance Input Processor, a pixel filter and deshuffter which was devel
oped for the decompression module in second generation HDTV source decoders [83]. The 
LIP replaces four first generation HDTV ICs and consists of a compatibility improvement 
section and a deshuffler section. The device itself was aimed specifically at HDTV applica-
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tions and is therefore not applied in present day DVB systems. 

The entirely digital LIP is a CMOS (1.0 t.t) IC, which contains four pixel deshufflers (A 
through D), and three additional line memories, as is indicated in the simplified block dia
gram in figure 27. A single LIP deshuffler is approximately equivalent to one of the deshuf
fters in the MPLM02 device. The LIP contains a total of about 42 kbits of RAM memory 
and is capable of storing seven entire video lines. The video line memories are controlled by 
a flexible memory address generator embedded in local control blocks, not shown in the dia
gram. All on chip processing runs off a single 27 MHz chip clock, including the RAMs. 

In addition to deshuffling, the LIP performs so called compatibility improvement filtering, 
and therefore includes both a spatial and a temporal video filter. These filters are combined 
in the projection and interpolation section, and the filter datapath. All on chip processing is 
controlled in real time by a finite state machine which is located in the central controller. The 
central controller itself is mastered by the overall HDTV source decoder controller (off 
chip), through a 4 bit control input. 

IV. TOI (August 1991 -August 1992) 

line memory 

Figure 28. Functional Block Diagram ofTDI [4] 

TDI is short for Two Dimensional Interpolator, a pixel filter which was developed for the 
decompression module in second generation HDTV source decoders [4]. It replaces three to 
four first generation TDFS ICs and includes three versatile interpolators and two vertical 
pixel filters. Despite its versatile nature, the device itself was aimed specifically at HDTV 
applications and is therefore not applied in present day DVB systems. 
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The entirely digital TDI is a CMOS (1.0 ~-t) IC, which in fact contains three pixel interpola
tors (20, 40 and 80), in accordance with the HDTV compression modes, as is indicated in the 
simplified block diagram in figure 28. TDI is capable of storing eight entire video lines, in a 
total of about 48 kbits of on-chip RAM. The switch matrix connected to the four line memo
ries on the left allows for several delay configurations, and it is capable of routing any of the 
pixels to any of the inputs of the interpolators. The TDI therefore is a versatile filter structure 
which can be used to perform several interpolation functions, in particular the median filter
ing applied in HDTV decompression. The entire chip runs off a 27 MHz chip clock, includ
ing the on-chip RAMs. 

V. DENC2-CO (September 1992 ·April 1993) 

DENC2-CO is short for Digital Encoder 2, a composite video (CVBS) encoder and digital to 
analogue converter (DAC), which was developed for early generations of source decoders in 
digital television set-top boxes [87]. The device itself, and several derivatives thereof are 
best sellers in present day DVB systems. Both devices marked "G" in figure 24 are digital 
CVBS encoders, the smaller part on the right is DENC2, the larger part on the left is Euro
DENC, a recent derivative of DENC2. 

The mixed analogue I digital DENC2 is a CMOS (1.0 ~-t) IC, which contains 1 kbits of on
chip RAM, 3 10-bit DACs, and a clock generator, as is indicated in the simplified block dia
gram below (figure 29). The digital video encoder transforms digital YUV video data into 
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Figure 29. Functional Block Diagram of DENC2 [87] 

analogue NTSC or PAL CVBS and S-video signals. The device accepts MPEG decoded 
data as 8 or 16 bit multiplexed YUV data, and it includes a display synchronization and 
clock generator. The basic CVBS encoder function consists of subcarrier generation and col-
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our modulation as well as insertion of synchronization signals. The IC also contains closed 
caption and extended data services encoding and supports anti-taping signal generation. 

DENC2 can be programmed via I2C or alternatively, an 8 bit parallel micro controller inter
face (flC interface). All on chip processing runs off a single 27 MHz chip clock, connected 
to the clock generator. 

3.2.2 Digital Hardware Design, Method and Design Flows 

This section reviews the practical realization of hierarchical design flows, for each of the 
design projects mentioned in the previous section. Because MPLM02 and TDFS were devel
oped for the same generation of HDTV decoders, the difference in design flow implementa
tion was negligible. The design flow implementations for the second generation HDTV 
decoder devices, LIP and TDI, were slightly different from the first generation, but mutually 
identical. The design flow for the DENC2 comprised a smaller part of the entire system 
design flow, and is therefore described separately. The DENC2 design flow represents a 
more traditional approach to IC design. The experimental results therefore allow for com
parison of hierarchical design with more traditional, less hierarchical methods. Aspects of 
practical design flow implementation which are addressed include: formalisms and tools, 
and synthesis and analysis techniques. 

I. MPLM02 (April 1990 -July 1991 ), and 

II. TDFS (March 1990 -July 1991) 

= 

= 

------
The system description, or algorithm, of the HDTV distribution system 
was defined in pan-European cooperation with several partners from gov
ernment and industry, in the high level programming language Fortran 
[39]. All of the partners contributed small pieces of algorithm to the 
HDTV project. System validation was performed on the resulting HDTV 
algorithm. It was therefore evaluated on the basis of a set of critical 
sequences of HDTV imagery. The merits of individual algorithm contribu
tions were assessed through subjective comparisons between processed 

and original image sequences. 

The HDTV algorithm includes both the image encoding and the decoding processes. To 
model non-ideal transmission channels, noise and inter symbol interference characteristics 
were added to the algorithm's channel model. The resulting algorithm consequently forms a 
complete model of the proposed HDTV distribution chain, and thus became the basic refer
ence for HDTV developments. 

HDTV developments moved from the research phase into the implementation phase, when 
the HDTV algorithm was partitioned into modules. Algorithm partitioning involved several 
system level optimizations, as well as the assignment of algorithm functions to modules, on 
the basis of estimates of module complexity. The resulting architectural concept was subse
quently used for implementation of HDTV decoders. The HDTV algorithm, the Fortran 
description itself, was partitioned accordingly, thus creating functional references for the 
individual modules, resulting in an overall concept description (figure 12 on page 31). 
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The module description, or high level (HL), was written in the high level programming lan
guage Pascal for reasons of cross-platform compatibility. The module description was cre
ated as a pin-compatible, formal, functional reference (bit-true, clock-true) of the module 
under development, through manual text entry. The result was verified through simulation 
and comparison with the corresponding part of the concept description. Comparison in this 
case was not bit-true, because the system and concept descriptions are based on real (float
ing point) data types, whereas the module descriptions include only integer and composite 
bit data types. 

For the TDFS, an overall type description was created through manual text entry, in a hard
ware description language (HDL) called Helix, one ofVHDL's ancestors. The type descrip
tion of the TDFS was used as a functional reference for the entire device, in particular the 
parts that were developed using a datapath generator. The type description was verified 
through simulation in combination with bit-true comparison, with the module description. 
For the MPLM02, a partial type description was created in much the same way, but it was 
used as an input to automatic logic synthesis only. The module description served as an 
overall functional reference of the device, in particular for those parts of the design which 
were mapped onto library level implementations straight away, by means of manual sche
matic entry. 

The library level description in the type database was generated through manual schematic 
entry, semi-automatic datapath generation and automatic logic synthesis, and implemented 
in that same HDL, Helix. The resulting library level implementation was verified through 
simulation and bit-true comparison with the module description. Automated cell placement 
and routing, manual block placement, and a combination of manual and automatic layout 
generation subsequently resulted in a GDS II geometry representation. All description levels 
used are listed in table 17 (for a definition of the description levels refer to figure 12, on 
page 31). 

Table 17. Digital Hardware Design Descriptions for MPLM02 and TDFS 

Description Level 

ARA Functional Target 
Specification 

ACD System Description 

Concept 
Description 

Formalisms, Formats 

• English 
• specification templates 

• Fortran 
• PFSPD (110 stimuli) 

• Fortran 
• PFSPD (1/0 stimuli) 

Characteristics 

informal, verbal (textual) 
description of desired system 
behaviour 

formal, executable description of 
desired system behaviour, 
performing 1/0 to PFSPD files 
(non clock-true, non bit-true) 

formal, executable description, 
partitioned into several modules, 
performing 110 to PFSPD files 
(non clock-true, bit-true) 
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Table 17.Digital Hardware Design Descriptions for MPLM02 andTDFS 

Description Level Formalisms, Formats Characteristics 

ATS Module Description • Pascal (HL) formal, executable description of 
• PFSPD (1/0 stimuli) a selected module (pin-compatible, 
• English (tentative device dock-true, bit-true), 

specification [82], [3]) informal tentative device 
specification 

ATD Type Description • Helix (ML) formal, executable description of 
• PFSPD (110 stimuli) type structure, at register-transfer 

level (data flow) 

Type Database • Helix (LL), 1.2J.L standard formal, executable description of 
cell and datapath (TDFS) type structure at library level (logic 
libraries gates), 

• GDS II (type layout) in addition to layout (geometry) 
• process specific design view and production test vectors 

rules 
• tester specific format 

(test vectors) 

RPP Prototype • 1.2 ll silicon structurally tested and selected 
prototype silicon 

VOP 

ES Module Prototype • HDTV test cabinet merging of digital and analogue 
specification hardware on a module (or 

• circuit board design rules subsystem) board 

Product • HDTV test cabinet product realization in a test 
specification cabinet first, on a product board 

• HDTV product board later, conforming to the functional 
specification target specification 

• circuit board design rules 

CQS Type and Product • English informal, verbal (textual) 
/RFS Documentation • type and product data descriptions and board schematics 

sheet templates and layout 
• circuit board schematic 

and layout rules 

PFSPD Philips File Helix = Pascal-like proprietary Fortran high level programming language 
Standard for Pictorial Hardware Description Language GDSII format for design geometry 
Data representation 

Both system validation and a priori concept verification were performed through system 
description execution, in combination with subjective assessment of image quality. Most 
other analysis tasks were executed through model simulation in combination with objective 
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(bit-true) comparison with a functional reference, in most cases the module description 
(HL). In fact, even the measurement results obtained during a posteriori type and module 
verification are objectively (bit-true) compared with the module description (HL). Verifica
tion of the module description itself however is partially based on subjective comparison, for 
reasons mentioned earlier. In this context, subjective comparison is based on perceptual cor
relation of image quality. Images resulting from module description simulations are thus 
compared to reference image sequences obtained from system or concept descriptions. An 
overview of the digital hardware design tasks is included in table 18 (for a definition of the 
tasks refer to figure 12, on page 31). 

ACD 

ATS 

ATD 

Table 18. Digital Hardware Design Tasks for MPLM02 and TDFS 

ask 

System Codification 

System Validation 

Functional 
Decomposition 

A Priori Concept 
Verification 

Module Partitioning 

Module Verification 

Type Architecture 
Synthesis 

Tools, Techniques 

• text editors 
• source level debuggers 

(Fortran) 

• description execution on 
critical HDTV sequences 

• subjective evaluation of 
image quality 

• algorithm studies 
• complexity estimation 
• • text editors and source 

level debuggers (Fortran) 

• description execution on 
critical HDTV sequences 

• subjective evaluation of 
image quality (non-bit-
true) 

• architecture studies 
• complexity estimation 
• text editors and source 

level debuggers (Pascal) 

• description execution on 
critical HDTV sequences 

• subjective comparison of 
image quality (non-bit-
true) 

• complexity estimation 
• text editors (Helix) 

Execution 

manual code generation, and 
merging of various functions into 
an overall system algorithm 

subjective assessment of system 
behaviour (comparison of image 
material) 

mapping of system functionality 
onto newly defined modules 

subjective comparison of system 
description (SD) and concept 
description (CD), differences are 
measured and accepted if 
insignificant enough 

division and mapping of module 
functionality in a module 
description (MD) 

subjective comparison of module 
description (MD) and the 
corresponding part of the concept 
description (CD), differences are 
measured and accepted if 
insignificant enough 

manual synthesis (procedural and 
intuitive) of type architecture and 
RTL implementation 
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Table 18. Digital Hardware Design Tasks for MPLM02 and TDFS (Continued) 

Task 

ATD A Priori Type 
(cont.) Verification 

RPP 

VOP 

Database Synthesis 

Database 
Verification 

Prototype 
Manufacturing 

Production Testing 
I Selection 

Type Q&R 

Tools, Techniques 

• description execution on 
selected (artificial) stimuli 

• objective comparison (bit
true) 

• schematic entry 
• logic synthesis 
• datapath generation 

(TDFS) 
• automatic cell placement 

and routing 
• manual block placement 
• partially automatic layout 

generation 
• automatic test pattern 

generation for scan-test 

• description execution on 
selected (artificial) stimuli 

• objective comparison (bit
true) 

• layout versus schematic 
check 

• design rule check 
• static timing verification 
• automatic test generation 

• 1.2 11 process lithographic 
steps 

• packaging 

Execution 

objective comparison of type 
description (TD) and module 
description (MD) (only forTDFS) 

manual (partly tool-supported) 
synthesis of library level 
implementation, 
tool-supported layout generation, 
manual and tool-supported test 
vector generation 

objective comparison of library 
level and module description 
(MD), 
layout versus schematic checks, 
timing verification (pre-layout), 
test vector coverage check 

mapping of type database onto 
silicon, and mounting of parts into 
packages 

• production test I selection application of production test 
equipment vectors to prototypes, selection of 

correct samples only 

• qualification test 
equipment 

• selected stimuli sets 
• objective comparison (bit

true) 

assessment of electrical 
characteristics of prototypes 
through measurements on 
selected stimuli (usually on 
multiple lots of prototypes, for this 
project however restricted to a 
single lot, due to time pressure) 
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Table 18. Digital Hardware Design Tasks for MPLM02 and TDFS (Continued) 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

VOP A Posteriori Type & • real time prototype objective comparison of 

(cont.) Module Verification testing on selected prototype behaviour and module 
(artificial) stimuli, on a description (MD) 
video simulator 

• chip-only evaluation board 
• objective comparison (bit-

true) 

ES Module • board design tool sets design, layout generation, and 

Assembly • board assembly tools assembly of a subsystem, or 
module board 

Product Assembly • board I cabinet design design, layout generation, and 
tool sets assembly of a system board or 

• board I cabinet assembly cabinet 
tools 

Concept Q&R • qualification test assessment of electrical 
equipment characteristics of modules and 

• selected stimuli sets product, through measurements 
• objective comparison (bit- on selected stimuli 

true) 
• subjective I objective 

assessment of electrical 
characteristics 

A Posteriori • real time product testing objective comparison of product 
Concept & Product on selected (artificial) behaviour with the concept 

Verification stimuli, on a video description (CD), and subjective 
simulator comparison with the functional 

• product evaluation board target specification 
• objective comparison (bit-

true) 
• subjective comparison 

(non bit-true) 

CQS Product Release • release of type and introductory phase of the 

IRFS product documentation economic product life cycle 
• type and product 

manufacturing 
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Ill. LIP (August 1991 -August 1992), and 

IV. TDI (August 1991 -August 1992) ---- The design flows for the second HDTV generation devices LIP and TDI 
differed only slightly from the one previously described. The HDTV algo
rithm, or system description, was different from the first generation alga-

CO 0 • Q rithm because some new compatibility improvement techniques had been 
adopted, replacing the existing ones. A new concept description was 

00 eO) derived from the modified algorithm, on the basis of fewer devices of 
= -

higher complexity. Higher levels of device complexity were enabled by ocse·o 
the availability of a new library, in a 1.0 J..l IC production process. The 

= -
datapath library, as used for the TDFS, was no longer applied in second generation devices. 
The module descriptions for the second generation devices were written inC instead of Pas
cal, as a result of changed requirements on cross-platform compatibility. Tables 17 and 18 
therefore apply to the LIP and TDI designs as well, with the aforementioned exceptions. 

V. DENC2-CO (September 1992 -April 1993) -0 
0 
= 

(OOOQ: 

DENC2, a digital CVBS encoder for early set-top box applications, was 
developed as a stand-alone derivative of an existing chip (the DENC). 
DENC2 is not part of a chip set such as the designs previously described. 
The design of DENC2 therefore was not part of a system level approach to 
set-top box design. At the time a system description, or algorithm, of set
top boxes was not available. The DENC2 design was started on the basis 
of a requirements document written by a prospective customer. 

= -
= -

The customer requirements document was translated into a tentative 
device specification, in the type study phase (ATS ~ ATD) of the design. The informal ten
tative device specification (from which [87] is derived) is usually positioned next to the for
mal device specification, the module description (refer to MPLM02, TDFS, LIP, and TDI 
designs). For DENC2-CO however, only an informal specification was generated, and a 
module description was not created, in an attempt to save development time. The informal 
tentative device specification therefore was the only functional reference for type develop
ment, as is indicated in tables 19 and 20. 

Table 19. Digital Hardware Design Descriptions for DENC2-CO 

Description Level Formalisms, Formats Characteristics 

ATS Module Description o English (tentative device informal, verbal (textual) 
specification [87]) description of desired device 

behaviour 

ATD Type Description o SGBL (ML) formal, executable description of 
o BLMs (1/0 stimuli, type structure, at register-transfer 

command files) level (data flow) 
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Table 19. Digital Hardware Design Descriptions for DENC2-CO (Continued) 

ATD 
(cont.) 

RPP 

VOP 

ATD 

Description Level Formalisms, Formats Characteristics 

Type Database • BLM (LL), 1.0 l..l standard formal, executable description of 
cell libraries type structure at library level (logic 

• GDS II (type layout) gates), 
• process specific design in addition to layout (geometry) 

rules view and production test vectors 
• tester specific format 

(test vectors) 

Prototype • 1.0 l..l silicon structurally tested and selected 
prototype silicon 

GDS II ; format for SGBL; System Generic Block BLM = behavioural language model, used to 
geometry representat:ion Library, a set of BLM models represent basic operators 

defined at RTL level 

Table 20. Digital Hardware Design Tasks for DENC2-CO 

Task 

Type Architecture 
Synthesis 

A Priori Type 
Verification 

Database Synthesis 

Tools, Techniques 

• architecture studies 
• schematic entry of SGBL 

blocks 

• description execution on 
selected (artificial) stimuli 

• subjective evaluation 

• SGBL substitution 
• automatic cell placement 

and routing 
• manual block placement 
• partially automatic layout 

generation 
• automatic test pattern 

generation for scan-test 

Execution 

manual synthesis (procedural and 
intuitive) of type architecture and 
RTL implementation 

subjective evaluation of type 
description (TD), comparison with 
PAL I NTSC standard 
specifications, and tentative device 
specification 

tool-supported library level 
equivalent substitution, 
tool-supported layout generation, 
manual and tool-supported test 
vector generation 

75 
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Table 20. Digital Hardware Design Tasks for DENC2-CO (Continued) 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

ATD Database • description execution on objective comparison of library 
(cont.) Verification selected (artificial) stimuli level and type description (TD), 

• objective comparison (bit- layout versus schematic checks, 
true) timing verification (pre-layout), 

. • layout versus schematic test vector coverage check 
check 

• design rule check 
• static timing verification 
• automatic test generation 

RPP Prototype • 1.0 Jl process lithographic mapping of type database onto 
Manufacturing steps silicon, and mounting of parts into 

• packaging packages 

Production Testing • production test I selection application of production test 
I Selection equipment vectors to prototypes, selection of 

correct samples only 

VOP Type Q&R • qualification test assessment of electrical 
equipment characteristics of prototypes, 

• selected stimuli sets through measurements on 
• objective comparison (bit- selected stimuli 

true) 

A Posteriori Type & • real time prototype subjective comparison of 
Module Verification testing on selected prototype behaviour and PAL I 

(artificial) stimuli, on a NTSC standard specifications, and 
video simulator tentative device specification 

• chip-only evaluation board 
• subjective evaluation 

Work on the type description was started immediately, on the basis of the customer require
ments document and the tentative device specification. At the time, the increased risk of 
functional errors was accepted, as a prerequisite for saving development time. The type 
description was generated through manual schematic entry, using building blocks of the so 
called System Generic Block Library (SGBL). The SGBL library consists of RT-level opera
tors, which allow a circuit to be described in dataflow description style. SGBL designs are 
simulated by executing library models (BLMs) attached to the individual operators in the 
library. 

The type database was created through straightforward substitution of the individual SGBL 
operators by 1.0 11 standard cell equivalents. Such a 1.0 11 gate level equivalent was created 
for each individual operator in the SGBL library. The resulting netlist was input to place
ment and routing. Cell placement was performed automatically, as was cell routing. At the 
higher levels of layout hierarchy placement was performed manually, and routing partially 
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automatically. 

DENC2-CO required a significant functional modification, mainly due to a misunderstanding 
between the development team and the prospective customer. An executable, formal specifi
cation, a module description, could have avoided this. The functional error in the DENC2-
CO design was found during initial concept evaluation, in the customer's application. 
Because of the functional error however, DENC2-CO never made it through the concept 
evaluation and application support phases of the design ftow (figure 12 on page 31 ). The 
redesign, DENC2-C I, became one of the first successes in the IC market for DVB set-top 
boxes. 

3.2.3 Digital Hardware Design, Experimental Results 

Table 21 lists the key aspects of the MPLM02 and TDFS designs with respect to the support-

Table 21. Digital Hardware Design, Experimental Results of the 
MPLM02 andTDFS Projects 

I. MPLM 02 II.TDFS unit: 

design period April 1990 -July 1991 March 1990 -July 1991 approximately 

silicon area 57 106 mm2 

silicon feature 1.2 1.2 !lm 
size 

number of 2 2 

metal layers 

IC package PLCC 68 PLCC 68 package type, 

number of pins 

gate count, 25,000 45,000 approximately 

RAM count, + I 2 kbits RAM + 24 kbits RAM 

ADC/ DAC 

count 

programmability serial (dynamic) control serial (dynamic) control protocol, 

data, data, number of 

14 configuration registers 499 configuration registers control bits 

basic clock 27 27 MHz 

frequency (13.5 RAMs) (13.5 RAMs) 

design flow System Design ---7 System Design ---7 

DHW Design ---7 DHW Design ---7 

Limited Backend Design Limited Backend Design 
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Table 21. Digital Hardware Design, Experimental Results of the 
MPLM02 and TDFS Projects (Continued) 

I. MPLM 02 II.TDFS unit: 

design period April 1990- July 1991 March 1990 -July 1991 approximately 

design phase approxi- number of approxi- number of (weeks), 
mate persons mate persons (persons) 
elapsed involved elapsed involved 
time time 

ARA ~ACD • the system description took several years to write, 

ACD ~ATS 
involving many researchers of government and industry 
partners 

• the concept description took several years to write as 
well, involving a team of multiple researchers 

ATS ~ATD 14 2 20 2 

ATD ~ RPP 23 2 22 3 

RPP ~VOP 5 n.a. 5 n.a. 

VOP ~ ES 6 2 6 2 

ES ~ CQS 10 2 10 2 

• as a result of time pressure on the project, only a limited 
form of quality and reliability verification was performed, 
on a single lot of prototypes 

• in MPLM02, a process sensitivity remained undetected at 
first, but was discovered during product assembly and 
testing of the first HDTV decoder boxes. Last minute 
design changes were required 

approximate 48 53 weeks 
total elapsed 
time 
(ATS ~ ES) 

total 86 118 person weeks 
development 
effort 
(ATS ~ ES) 

rede- func- 0 0 
sign tional 
modi-
fica- elec- 2 0 

tions trical 
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ive quality of hierarchical design methods. The MPLM02 and TDFS were among the first 
designs to be developed according to a hierarchical design flow. The design flow phases 
between the ARA and ATS milestones were passed in the course of several years of prepara
tory work, including the development of the system and concept descriptions. Because of 
time pressure on the project, quality and reliability assessment during the type and concept 
evaluation phases were limited to measurements on a single lot of prototypes. This was suf
ficient to detect one of the electrical problems in the MPLM02. The second electrical prob
lem was not found until multiple lots of silicon prototypes became available. This in fact 
happened at an extremely inconvenient point in time, namely just before the HDTV decoder 
box prototypes were to be released. 

Table 22 lists the key aspects of supportive quality for the LIP and TDI designs, for which a 

Table 22. Digital Hardware Design, Experimental Results of the 
LIP and TDI Projects 

Ill. LIP IV.TDI unit: 

design period August 1991 -August 1992 August 1991 -August 1992 approximately 

silicon area 91 56 mm2 

silicon feature 1.0 1.0 ~-tm 

size 

number of 2 2 
metal layers 

IC package PLCC 68 PLCC 68 package type I 
number of pins 

gate count, 60,000 35,000 approximately 
RAM count, + 42 kbits RAM + 48 kbits RAM 
ADC/DAC 
count 

programmability serial (dynamic) control serial (dynamic) control protocol, 
data, data, number of 
20 configuration registers 18 configuration registers control bits 

basic clock 27 27 
frequency 

design flow System Design -7 System Design -7 

DHW Design -7 DHW Design -7 

Limited Backend Design Limited Backend Design 
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Table 22. Digital Hardware Design, Experimental Results of the 
LIP andTDI Projects (Continued) 

Ill. LIP IV.TDI unit: 

design period August 1991 -August 1992 August 1991 -August 1992 approximately 

design phase approxi- number of approxi- number of (weeks), 
mate persons mate persons (persons) 
elapsed involved elapsed involved 
time time 

ARA-7ACD • the system description took several years to write, 

ACD-7ATS 
involving many researchers of government and industry 
partners 

• the concept description took several years to write as 
well, involving a team of multiple researchers 

ATS-7ATD 18 2 10 2 

ATD -7 RPP 24 2 20 2 

RPP -7VOP 4 n.a. 4 n.a. 

VOP -7 ES 6 2 6 12 
ES -7 CQS 5 2 6 2 

• as a result of time pressure on the project, only a limited 
form of quality and reliability verification was performed, 
on a single lot of prototypes 

approximate 52 40 weeks 
total elapsed 
time 
(ATS -7 ES) 

total 96 72 person weeks 
development 
effort 
(ATS -7 ES) 

rede- func- 0 0 
sign tional 
modi-
fica- elec- 0 0 

tions trical 

design flow identical to the MPLM02/ TDFS design flow was applied. Although the HDTV 
system description had continued to evolve, the design flow phases between the ARA and 
ATS milestones were based on the same preparatory work as for the MPLM02 and TDFS 
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designs. However, a new concept description was developed, in line with the extended 
device densities allowed by a new generation of processes ( 1.0 Jl instead of 1.2 Jl). Because 
of time pressure on the project, quality and reliability assessment were once again limited to 
measurements on a single lot of prototypes. This time it did not lead to undetected problems, 
simply because multiple lots of prototypes were never produced. At the release of the second 
generation HDTV decoder prototypes, the project was cancelled. 

Table 23 summarizes the key aspects of supportive quality for the DENC2-CO design, which 

Table 23. Digital Hardware Design, Experimental Results of the 
DENC2-CO Project 

V. DENC2-CO 

design period September 1992 -April 1993 approximately 

silicon area 116 mm2 

silicon feature 1.0 J.tm 
size 

number of 2 
metal layers 

IC package PLCC 68 package type I 
number of pins 

gate count, 40,000 approximately 
RAM count, + I kbits RAM 
ADC/ DAC + 3 DACs 
count 

programmability 12C, or 8 bit parallel memory 1/0, protocol, 

923 configuration registers number of 
control bits 

basic dock 27 MHz 
frequency 

design flow DHW Design -7 

Initial Backend Design 

design phase approximate elapsed time number of persons involved {weeks), 
(persons) 

ARA-7ACD • a system description was not written, and neither was a 

ACD -7ATS 
concept description 

• the design was started on the basis of a customer 
requirements document, which was even thought to 
replace the module description 
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Table 23. Digital Hardware Design, Experimental Results of the 
DENCl-CO Project (Continued) 

V. DENC2-CO 

design period September 1992 -April 1993 approximately 

ATS~ATD 4 4 

ATD~RPP 24 5 

RPP~VOP 4 n.a. 

VOP ~ ES 2 14 

ES ~CQS 0 0 

• as a result of the detection of a functional error, quality 
and reliability verification were not performed for 
DENC2-CO 

approximate 34 weeks 
total elapsed 
time 
(ATS ~ ES) 

total 144 person weeks 
development 
effort 
(ATS ~ ES) 

rede- E. . 
sign tional 
modi-
fica- elec· 0 

tions trical 

was designed according to part of the hierarchical design flow. In an attempt to save develop
ment time only the phases following the ATD milestone were executed. The design flow 
phases between the ARA and ATS milestones were skipped altogether. During the type study 
phase (ATS --7 ATD), the tentative device specification was derived from a customer require
ments document, and tasks were partitioned among the individual designers. 

Following the ATD milestone for DENC2-CO, most of the development effort was devoted 
to simulations of the design, individual blocks first, the overall design later. The type 
description simulations were found to be particularly time consuming, due to: 
• the low level of abstraction of the type description, and the inherent large amount of data 
• the system validation simulations which had to be executed in addition to the a priori type 

verification simulations, which normally take place at type description level 
• the lack of an executable, formal, functional reference for the design. Simulation results 
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had to be manually verified with the tentative device specification, and specifications of the 
PAL and NTSC standards. 

The type description simulations predominantly determined the level of the total develop
ment effort, which in comparison to the HDTV designs is relatively high. The approximate 
total elapsed time for the DENC2-CO project is considerably lower though, because more 
people cooperated on the design project. 

3.2.4 Digital Hardware Design, Discussion 

The large number of distinct formalisms and formats (section 3.2.2) indicates that the hierar
chical design flows used in the 1990- 1992 time frame were not streamlined. At a certain 
point in time a designer had to master at least three design description formalisms, Fortran, 
Pascal or C, and Helix, which is obviously far from optimum. More importantly, multiple 
formalisms cost time and effort, considering that any time a description is created in a new 
formalism, work must start from scratch. The primary reason for having so many formalisms 
and formats was a lack of cross-platform compatibility. At the time (1990 - 1992), computer 
and measurement equipment were restricted in the use of formalisms and formats. More 
recent equipment has improved a lot in this particular aspect, and present day design flows 
are consequently based on a single formalism, VHDL. 

The experimental results of digital hardware design (section 3.2.3) indicate that it makes 
sense to start designs at higher levels of abstraction, if only to have an unambiguous func
tional reference. Higher levels of abstraction are therefore useful, even in the absence of 
architecture synthesis tools. Such tools are gradually becoming available just now, and 
higher levels of abstraction provide such tools with an input platform. The type description 
(ATD --7 RPP) of the DENC2 design, for which no executable functional references were 
available, took a lot more effort (person weeks) to complete than the type descriptions of 
some of the equally complex HDTV designs (tables 21, 22 and 23). 

The hierarchical design flow applied to the design of digital hardware (section 3.2.2) meets 
the requirements for codesign. The flow allows for: 
• parallel development: allowing for simultaneous design of multiple ICs in a system 

(HDTV designs), and the cooperation of multiple designers on several blocks of a single 
design (DENC2) 

• cospecification of multiple parts of a system, at the concept description and module 
description levels (HDTV designs) 

• partitioning of the concept description into several module descriptions, and integration of 
these modules during concept and product development (HDTV designs) 

• covalidation and verification through cosimulation at various levels in the design flow. 
These provisions for codesign enabled the development of DENC2 in a relatively short 
period of time (only 34 weeks), at the expense of extra effort in terms of manpower. 

In summary, the advantages of hierarchical design flows over non-hierarchical flows are: 
• a reduced risk of functional errors, as a result of mandatory functional verification at most 

levels in the flow 
• an integrated environment for system development 
• a short throughput time, and consequently a short Time-to-Market. Approximately two 
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years were needed for the development of each of the two generations of HDTV source 
decoders, from algorithm release to decoder assembly 

• a possibility to join forces of multiple design teams in the development of a chip set. For 
each of the two generations of HDTV source decoders, four design centres cooperated in 
the development of six new IC types and a programmable logic controller 

• a possibility to perform functional simulations at high hierarchical levels, resulting in lim
ited simulation run times. Abstract functional descriptions, the module descriptions of indi
vidual ICs are used to match system behaviour with algorithm specification. 

Key element in the proposed hierarchical design flows is the so called module description. A 
module description (HL) provides for: 
• an executable functional reference for design simulation and verification, both I C-only and 

at (sub)system levels 
• a possibility to perform type studies, and verify implementation aspects and implementa

tion alternatives, through simulation of the description 
• design tool independence. For both generations of HDTV source decoders, three IC design 

tool sets, and a programmable logic development tool were applied 
• a means for unambiguous communication between system architects and IC designers, and 

between IC designers in different design teams. 

Although the hierarchical design flow is effective, it has a few minor limitations. Possible 
refinements to the flow and items that require continuous monitoring are summarized below: 
• the design flow can only be successful if both VLSI libraries and IC design tools are highly 

dependable, the principal system specification, the algorithm, is impeccable, and validation 
and verification patterns have a high coverage 

• mistakes in module descriptions (HL) may have tremendous consequences. Tools may aid 
in avoiding such mistakes. It is therefore useful to investigate tools supporting IC partition
ing, module description (HL) creation, and simulation stimuli generation 

• migration from one design environment to another is potentially hazardous. Any new tools 
should preferably be incorporated in the integrated design environment. 

3.3 The Codesign of DigitaiiCs and 
Associated Driver Software 

The experience gained during application of hierarchical design flows to digital hardware 
design, led to an extension of the method to hardware I software codesign, as described in 
chapter 2. In the course of time, designs had become increasingly flexible and programma
ble. This holds in particular for the demultiplexer and descrambler functions in digital televi
sion source decoders (figure 23). In addition to configuring these devices during 
initialization, software must interact with some of the units in these devices on a more or less 
permanent basis. Examples of such units are the message filters in both the demultiplexer 
and the descrambler, which retrieve vital information from the incoming data stream. After 
transfer of the information to the micro controller, it is further processed in software. 

Section 3.3.1 details the concept of embedded driver software, and explains which part of 
the software in a set-top box is included in hardware I software codesign. In addition to 
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describing the characteristics of first and second generation set-top box designs, section 
3.3.2 details the more recent DeMIPS design. The DeMIPS is expected to be available in 
first silicon in the summer of 1996 and is aimed at application in third generation DVB set
top boxes. Section 3.3.3 details the segment of the system design flow used for each of the 
parts, hardware I software codesign. Section 3.3.4 presents the experimental results of hard
ware I software codesign and lists all relevant parameters required to enable assessment of 
the supportive quality of the method. Section 3.3.5 discusses the experimental results, and 
the advantages and disadvantages of hardware I software codesign. 

3.3.1 Embedded Driver Software, the SPRINT Model 

The SPRINT model [ 48] presents embedded driver software in the layered paradigm por
trayed in figure 30. SPRINT is an acronym for Specification, Prototyping and Reusability 

user control layer 

system control layer D 
component layer 

Figure 30. Basic Architectural Model for Software Development [48] 

INTegration, a method and architectural model for driver software development. The func
tionality of components in a given layer of the SPRINT model is based on the functionality 
of components in lower layers only [48]. The driver software components in the lowest 
layer, the component layer, rely on hardware functionality only, and therefore present the 
lowest level of abstraction in software. Higher layers in the model represent higher levels of 
abstraction. Together, the layers therefore constitute a hierarchical model of embedded 
driver software. The resource kit contains provisions for software task scheduling, software 
message transfer, and task synchronization. The facilities in the resource kit are available to 
all software layers. 
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The bottom layer of the model consists of self-contained components combining hardware 
and low level driver software. The component layer moulds the bare functionality of the 
hardware (HW) into the logical functionality required for software (SW) design [48]. Inter
connections between modules in the component layer exist in hardware only. The software 
part of a component layer module comprises a hardware specific low level software driver. 
The low level driver allows hi-gher software layers access to the facilities provided by the 
hardware. Hardware facilities are therefore addressed in a logical way, abstracted from the 
bare bits and bytes. 

The two higher SPRINT model layers consist of software only. The system control layer 
combines the functionalities of several component layer modules into subsystems. Such sub
systems are the basic abstraction of hardware functionality, arranged according to the struc
ture of the software [48]. An example of a subsystem is the audio section in a television 
receiver, combining several devices and their respective software drivers. System control 
layer software therefore abstracts hardware functionality even further than the component 
layer software, to a level that is more or less understandable to end-users of the system. The 
user control layer in the SPRINT model constitutes the user interface, combining all soft
ware functionality involved in providing a user access to and feedback from the system, in a 
comprehensible way. 

The embedded driver software discussed in this section (3.3) is predominantly positioned in 
the component layer, as indicated in figure 30. During hardware I software codesign, the 
objective is to at least develop the low level drivers for the component layer. In many cases it 
is useful however to proceed beyond the component layer. Hardware I software codesign 
therefore also comprises part of the system control layer functionality, but in a structure dif
ferent from the final product. The subsystem structure of system control layer software is 
often product specific, and therefore usually not yet known during module development. 
During hardware I software codesign, the system control layer is therefore structured in con
formance to the component layer. Each component layer module has a complement in the 
system control layer. 

3.3.2 Hardware I Software Codesign, Characteristics of Evaluated Projects 

The demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO designs are part of a project which was aimed at 
the development of a first generation of DVB source decoding modules, for digital broad
casting of normal definition television. These designs were incorporated in the first genera
tion of DVB set-top boxes, demonstrated successfully during the International Broadcast 
Convention (IBC), in September 1994. At the time, live DVB transmissions were broadcast 
via satellite from Paris, France, and received in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. In the spring 
of 1995, the first generation DVB designs were mounted on the demonstration board 
depicted in figure 24. 

The demultiplexer-Cl and descrambler-Cl designs are part of a chip-set developed for the 
second generation of DVB source decoder modules. DVB set-top boxes based on these 
designs, and more cost effective derivatives thereof, are currently (summer 1996) in produc
tion. The second generation DVB designs feature enhanced functionality, and flexibility, 
and they comply to the international DVB standard for digital television. The second gener-
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ation designs are much more complex than the first generation designs. 

The DeMIPS-CO is part of a chip-set developed for the third generation of DVB source 
decoders. DeMIPS represents a replacement for the demultiplexer, descrambler and micro 
controller in a source decoding module (figures 23 and 24). DeMIPS therefore includes most 
of the functionality incorporated in demultiplexer-Cl and descrarnbler-Cl and adds a power
ful micro controller core, a MIPS R3000, to all that. 

VI. Demultiplexei"-CO (November 1993 -August 1994) 

Demultiplexer-CO is an MPEG2 Systems demultiplexer and message filter which was devel
oped for the first generation of source decoders in digital television set-top boxes [40]. The 
device itself, and several derivatives thereof, such as demultiplexer-Cl and DeMIPS, either 
are being designed into, or are already applied in present day DVB systems. The device 
marked "B" in figure 24 is a demultiplexer-CO in its application environment, a set-top box 
source decoder. 

The entirely digital demultiplexer-CO is a CMOS (0.8 !l) IC, which contains 46 kbits of on
chip RAM, mainly in the A IV interface and in the section and private filter units, as indi
cated in the simplified block diagram below (figure 31). The main function of the demulti-

8 

Figure 31. Functional Block Diagram of Demultiplexei"-CO [40] 

plexer is to separate relevant data from an incoming MPEG2 Systems compliant data 
stream. It then passes the information to individual source decoders, via the audio I video (A 
I V) or the general purpose (GP I HS) interfaces for instance. The PCR handling unit pro
vides the interfaces with clock and synchronization data. 

MPEG2 data streams are distinguished on the basis of so called PIDs, an acronym for trans-
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port packet identification. The PIDs of subsequent transport packets are recognized by the 
PID filter in the demultiplexer. The section and private data filters in the demultiplexer are 
capable of retrieving information from the incoming stream for further processing in soft
ware, running on a micro controller for instance. The demultiplexer communicates with a 
micro controller via an 8 bit parallel micro controller interface (f.lC interface). Most on chip 
processing runs off a single 9 MHz clock, which is derived from the 27 MHz system clock 
used throughout the source decoder in a set-top box. 

VII. Descrambler-CO Oanuary 1994 - AugUist 1994) 
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Figure 32. Functional Block Diagram ofDescrambler-CO [41] 

Descrambler-CO is an MPEG2 Systems Pseudo Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) descrambler 
and message filter which was developed to implement a Conditional Access (CA) system in 
the first generation of source decoders in digital television set-top boxes [ 41]. Descrambler
CO itself, and its derivatives descrambler-Cl and DeMIPS, are being designed into present 
day DVB systems. The label "A" in figure 24 shows a descrambler-CO included in a source 
decoder for DVB applications. 

The entirely digital descrambler-CO is a CMOS (0.8 f.l) IC, which contains 12 kbits of on
chip RAM, in the EMM and ECM filters and the CW storage unit, as indicated in the simpli
fied block diagram below (figure 32). The main function of the descrambler is to descramble 
the payloads of MPEG2 transport packets. Individual transport packets are distinguished on 
the basis of their identification word, the PID, by the PID filter. The PRBS algorithm incor
porated in the PRBS core is proprietary. The CW storage memory may hold up to six 
descrambler control word pairs. In addition, the descrambler retrieves CA keys, so called 
EMM and ECM messages, from the stream and passes them to the system micro controller 
for processing in software, and optionally on a smart card. The descrambler communicates 
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with such devices via an 8 bit parallel micro controller interlace (flC interlace). All of the on 
chip processing runs off a single 9 MHz clock. 

VIII. Demultiplexe.-.C I (November 1994 -August 1995) 

Figure 33. Functional Block Diagram of Demultiplexe.-.C I [43] 

Demultiplexer-Cl is an MPEG2 Systems demultiplexer and message filter which was devel
oped for the second generation of source decoders in digital television set-top boxes [43]. 
Demultiplexer-Cl is a derivative of demultiplexer-CO, as described above, featuring 
extended functionality. Demultiplexer-C 1 and its derivative DeMIPS-CO, are about to 
replace demultiplexer-CO in current DVB applications. A more recent version of the demon
stration board depicted in figure 24 contains a demultiplexer-Cl, in the board location 
marked "B". 

The entirely digital demultiplexer-Cl is a CMOS (0.8 J.L) IC, which contains 72 kbits of on
chip RAM, mainly in the A I V and teletext (TXT) interlaces, as indicated in the simplified 
block diagram above (figure 33). The main function of demultiplexer-Cl is equivalent to that 
of demultiplexer-CO, with some important extensions: 
• the TXT filter including data retrieval and a EuroDENC compatible output, supporting 

insertion of TXT data into the CVBS vertical blanking interval 
• extended section and PES filtering capabilities, in combination with an SRAM interface to 

an external memory, providing for enhanced filtering perlormance. 
Demultiplexer-Cl communicates with micro controllers via an 8 bit parallel micro controller 
interface (!lC interlace). Most on chip processing runs off a single 9 MHz clock, which is 
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derived from the 27 MHz system clock used throughout the source decoder in a set-top box. 

IX. Descrambler-C I (November 1994 ·August 1995) 
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Figure 34. Functional Block Diagram of Descrambler-C I [75] 

Descrambler-Cl is an MPEG2 Systems Pseudo Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) descrambler 
and message filter which was developed to realize a Conditional Access (CA) system in the 
second generation of source decoders in digital television set-top boxes [75]. Descrambler
Cl is a derivative of descrambler-CO, as described above, featuring several modifications 
and extended functionality. Descrambler-Cl is more widely applicable than descrambler-CO 
because of the incorporation of the DVB descrambling algorithm instead of a proprietary 
descrambler core. The device itself, and its derivative DeMIPS, either are being designed 
into, or are already applied in present day DVB systems. Descrambler-Cl is incorporated in 
a more recent version of the demonstration board depicted in figure 24, in the board location 
marked "A". 

The entirely digital descrambler-Cl is a CMOS (0.8 !l) IC, which contains 24 kbits of on
chip RAM, mainly in the EMM and ECM filter units, as indicated in the simplified block 
diagram above (figure 34). The main function of descrambler-Cl is equivalent to that of 
descrambler-CO, however: 
• the incorporated PRBS algorithm complies to the international DVB conditional access 

standard 
• filtering performance was enhanced, and EMM and ECM filtering capabilities were 

extended. 
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Descrambler-Cl communicates with micro controllers via an 8 bit parallel micro controller 
interface (!lC interface). All of the on chip processing runs off a single 9 MHz clock. 

X. DeM IPS-CO (September 199 S - June 1996) 

peripheral : 
interfaces ' PIO 

peripheral : 
interfaces ' 

DMA sequencer 

TS I PES I: MPEG 
filters : , 

'----..,.-----'---r--~· :.:--- part of 

DVB 
algorithm 

OEM IPS-CO 

Figure 35. Functional Block Diagram of DeMIPS-CO [46] 

DeMIPS-CO is an MPEG2 system controller intended for application in third generation 
DVB set-top boxes [46]. DeMIPS includes a MIPS R3000 RISC micro controller core. The 
micro controller core is the only semi-custom part in the otherwise standard cell based test 
set of designs presented in this thesis. In addition to the functionality of demultiplexer-Cl 
and descrambler-Cl and associated extensions, DeMIPS contains peripheral interface cir-

cuitry in the form of DART, I2C and IEEE 1284 (Centronics) interfaces. DeMIPS is there
fore capable of performing all controller and peripheral interfacing tasks in a digital TV set
top box. At present (summer 1996) the device is still in prototype production, but its deriva
tives are being designed into the next generations of DVB set-top boxes. 

The entirely digital DeMIPS-CO is a CMOS (0.5 !J., 2-layer metal) IC, which incorporates all 
necessary means for the demultiplexing of MPEG2 transport packets, including clock recov
ery and time base management, as indicated in the simplified block diagram in figure 35. 
Audio and video packets are output to external audio I video decoders, after time expansion. 
Program specific information (PSI), service information (SI), and private data are selected 
and stored in external memory by the section and TS I PES filters, for subsequent off-line 
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processing in software. 

All on chip processing including the processor core runs off a single 27 MHz chip clock. 
Driver software is therefore executed at 27 MHz as well. Software tasks may include the 
handling of conditional access information, the assembly of electronic program guides 
(EPG), the filtering of subtitling information and the generation of user interface menu 
structures. To provide for fast data transfers of menu graphics {bit maps) to a graphics 
engine, a direct memory access (DMA) controller is included. 

3.3.3 Hardware I Software Codesign, Method and Design Flow 

This section examines the practical realization of hardware I software codesign, for each of 
the design projects listed in the previous section. Both generations of demultiplexers (CO 
and Cl) and descramblers (CO and Cl) were developed according to one and the same hard
ware I software codesign implementation. The method and design flow descriptions for 
these projects are consequently combined. Aspects of practical hardware I software codesign 
implementation which are addressed include: formalisms and tools, and synthesis and analy
sis techniques. 

The DeMIPS project is analysed and described separately. The MPEG related segments of 
the DeMIPS were developed according to a hardware I software codesign implementation 
which was similar to that of the demultiplexer and descrambler designs. The peripheral 
interface units in addition to the micro controller core were however designed following a 
different, more traditional approach. This approach in fact resembles the DENC2 design 
flow. The experimental results therefore allow for comparison of hardware I software code
sign with more traditional methods of design. 

VI. Demultiplexet'-CO {November 1993 ·August 1994), 

VII. Descramblet'-CO (January 1994 -August 1994), 

VIII. Demultiplexet'-C I {November 1994 ,. August 1995), and 

IX. Descramblet'-C I {November 1994- August 1995) -0 
0 -

The MPEG audio, video and systems standards [89], [90] and [91] applied 
in DVB systems were defined in world wide international cooperation, 
with research partners from government institutions and industry. Execut-

e• • •o able functional references however were written for the audio and video 
compression parts only, in the programming language C. These compres•o • 0 sion algorithms do not constitute a system nor concept description for 

- -
source encoding, nor for the source decoding part of a DVB set-top box, 

OC5eQ they merely include a detailed description of the MPEG compression and 
-

decompression algorithms for audio and video data. In the MPEG2 systems standard, multi
plexing, scrambling and the complementary operations demultiplexing and descrambling 
are governed by definitions of bit stream syntax and semantics only. An executable func
tional reference for demultiplexing and descrarnbling was not released by the MPEG com-
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mittee. 

At the start of demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO development, an algorithm for the 
multiplexer and scrambler parts of a DVB system was written in C [32], to compensate for 
the lack of executable functional references. The resulting MPEG2 transport stream encoder 
is structured as indicated in figure 36 and used to generate stimuli. The multiplexer I scram-
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Packetized Elementnry 
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Transport 
Stream (Clear) 

Transport 
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Descrambler 
Module 

Description 

I 

Figure 36. MPEG2 Systems Stimuli Generation and Verification [32] 

bier reads elementary streams from PFSPD stimuli files, and confines the bits to PES pack
ets and sections. PFSPD is short for Philips File Standard for Pictorial Data, a stimuli file 
format, and PES denotes an MPEG Packetized Elementary Stream. The PES packet and sec
tion streams created by the multiplexer I scrambler are combined into a single data stream by 
the MPEG2 transport stream scheduler. Selected parts of the transport stream are optionally 
scrambled for conditional access, in the PRBS scrambler unit. 

Early in the development cycle of descrambler-CO and demultiplexer-CO it was clear that 
the respective complexity demanded a partitioning of functionality over two devices. The 
system and concept description phases were therefore skipped and two module descriptions 
were defined, one containing all conditional access related functionality, the other including 
all demultiplexing related functions. System validation, a priori concept verification and 
module verification (figure 12 on page 31) were subsequently pert'ormed on the basis of 
these module descriptions. Hardware I software partitioning of the module descriptions was 
performed on the basis of hardware complexity estimations. Functional division was 
founded on a rule of thumb stating that any real time processing must be implemented in 
hardware, and any off-line, non-real time functions may be implemented in software. 
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The module descriptions of descrambler-CO and demultiplexer-CO were written in the hard
ware description language VHDL [14], [62], [59], [54] and [93], which was demonstrated to 
be a suitable and useful medium for design specifications [47]. The module description was 
created as a pin-compatible, formal, functional reference (bit-true, clock-true) of the module 
under development, through manual text entry. The result was verified through simulation 
and comparison of the respective outputs with the corresponding inputs of the transport 
stream encoder, as illustrated in figure 36. Data comparison, as performed on the PFSPD 
stimuli files, was bit-true. For descrambler-Cl and demultiplexer-Cl not the CO module 
descriptions, but the CO type descriptions were considered the starting point of design, in an 
attempt to save development time. The module descriptions were therefore not updated for 
generation Cl. 

Even the embedded driver software segments of the module descriptions were written in 
VHDL, following an approach proposed in [26], [1]. The software segments of the module 
descriptions consist of algorithmic, procedural VHDL implementations of individual driver 
tasks. The VHDL (HL) subset used for the software segment provides for purely sequential 
implementations of tasks only. The selected VHDL subset therefore allows for easy conver
sion to sequential programming languages such as C and instruction code, as used at lower 
levels in the design flow. At module description level, software processing power is 
assumed to be adequately available, to enable instantaneous service to concurrent driver 
tasks, whenever they require processing time (section 2.3.5). Communication channels to 
digital hardware however, provided by an elementary micro controller emulator (figure 13 
on page 32, and section 2.3.5), are shared by individual driver tasks. Tasks request interac
tion with the hardware, the micro controller emulator serves them in tum by offering read 
and write access to the hardware segment of the module description. 

The digital hardware segments of the type descriptions for both CO devices were written in 
an RTL-synthesizable subset ofVHDL, VHDL (ML), through manual type architecture syn
thesis. A priori type verification was performed in a manner similar to module verification 
(figure 36), by substituting the respective type descriptions for the module descriptions. For 
both Cl devices these CO type descriptions were used as the starting point of design. At the 
time, the required modifications were seen as simple additions to already existing CO func
tionality, which could easily be added at RTL level. For generation Cl, system validation, a 
priori concept verification, module verification and a priori type verification were therefore 
executed at the same time, at type description (RTL) level. 

The software segments of the type descriptions are the result of a straightforward VHDL 
(HL) to C conversion. If necessary, these software tasks could be cosimulated with the dig
ital hardware segment, to enable a priori type verification of the software. This would how
ever mean adapting the micro controller emulator to accept read and write requests from C, 
as well as from VHDL. Moreover, inC it is not possible to execute driver tasks concurrently. 
In addition to the emulator modifications, fundamental task scheduling or an elementary real 
time kernel would have to be added. For the CO and Cl demultiplexer and descrambler gen
erations this was not considered necessary, and the driver software routines in C were con
sidered a prototype implementation of the driver software. During module and product 
assembly, the C implementation was incorporated in a larger software suite, the source 
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decoding software environment. For both generations of descrambler and demultiplexer 
modules, the software flow consequently ended at type description level. 

The hardware segment of the library level description in the type database was generated 
through automatic RTL synthesis with the type description (VHDL) as input. The resulting 
0.8 !llibrary level implementation in Verilog (LL) was verified through simulation and bit
true comparison with the type description as a functional reference. Automated cell place
ment and routing, manual block placement, and a combination of manual and automatic lay
out generation subsequently resulted in a GDS II geometry representation, which was sent to 
a foundry for prototype implementation. 

The description levels used for both hardware and software design are listed in table 24 (for 
a definition of the description levels refer to figure 12, on page 31 ). The ASCII command 
files referred to in the software column represent the driver software control mechanism. 
During simulations, the actions of the driver software are controlled by both hardware inter
rupts and the list of commands included in these files. An overview of both digital hardware 
and software design tasks is included in table 25 (for a definition of the tasks refer to figure 
12, on page 31). 

Table 24. Hardware I Software Codesign Descriptions for Demultiplexer-CO 
and -C I, and Descrambler-CO and -C I 

Description 
Digital Hardware Software 
Formalisms, Formalisms, Characteristics 

Level 
Formats Formats 

ATS Module • VHDL (HL) • VHDL (HL) DHW: formal, executable 
Description • PFSPD (110 • ASCII (command description of a module 

stimuli) and output files) (pin-compatible, bit-true, 
• English (tentative dock-true), 

device informal tentative device 
specification specification 
[40], [41]. [43] SW: concurrent driver 
and [75]) tasks which call the micro 

controller emulator for 
interaction with hardware 

ATD Type • synthesizable •C DHW: formal, executable 
Description subset ofVHDL • ASCII (command description of type 

(ML) . and output files) structure, at register-
• PFSPD (1/0 transfer level 

stimuli) (synthesizable VHDL) 
SW: sequential driver tasks 
which call the micro 
controller emulator for 
interaction with hardware 
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Table 24. Hardware I Software Codesign Descriptions for Demultiplexer-CO 
and -C I, and Descrambler-CO and -C I (Continued) 

Description 
Hardware Software 

Formalisms, Formalisms, Characteristics 
Level 

Formats Formats 

ATD Type Database • Verilog (LL), 0.8 DHW: formal, executable 
(cont.) J.L standard cell description of type 

library structure at library level 
• GDS II (type (logic gates), in addition to 

layout) layout (geometry) view and 
• process specific production test vectors 

design rules SW:-
• tester specific 

format (test 
vectors) 

RPP Prototype • 0.8 !l silicon DHW: structurally tested 
and selected prototype 
silicon 

VOP 

ES Module • DVB test cabinet • source decoding DHW: merging of several 
Prototype specification software parts on a module (or 

• circuit board environment subsystem) board 
design rules SW: merging of sequential 

driver tasks (in C) into 
software environment 

Product • DVB test cabinet • source decoding DHW: product realization 
specification software in a test cabinet first, on a 

• DVB environment demonstration board 
demonstration (figure 24) later 
board SW: merging of sequential 
specification driver tasks (in C) into 

• circuit board software environment 
design rules 

CQS Type and • English informal, verbal (textual) 
/RFS Product • type and descriptions and board 

Documenta- product data schematics and layout 
tion sheet templates 

• application note 
templates 

• circuit board 
schematic and 
layout rules 
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Table 24. Hardware I Software Codesign Descriptions for Demultiplexer-CO 
and -C I, and Descrambler-CO and -C I (Continued) 

ATS 

ATD 

Description 
Digital Hardware Software 
Formalisms, Formalisms, Characteristics 

level 
Formats Formats 

PFSPD Philips File VHDL = Hardware Verilog = proprietary ASCII = plain text file format 
Standard for Description Language Hardware Description 
Pictorial Data Language 

Table 25. Hardware I Software Codesign Tasks for Demultiplexer-CO 
and -C I, and Descrambler-CO and -C I 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

Module Partitioning • architecture studies division and mapping of module 
• complexity estimation functionality onto DHW and SW 
• text editors and source segments of a module description 

level debuggers (VHDL) (MD), (rule of thumb: real time--; 
DHW, non-real time --; SW) 

Module Verification • description execution on objective comparison of module 
critical MPEG2 transport description (MD) outputs and the 
streams corresponding inputs of the 

• objective comparison (bit- transport stream encoder (figure 
true, figure 36) 36) 

Type Architecture • complexity estimation DHW: manual synthesis 
Synthesis • text editors (VHDL) (procedural and intuitive) of type 

architecture and RTL 
implementation 
SW: semi-automatic VHDL to C 
translation 

A Priori Type • description execution on objective comparison of type 
Verification critical MPEG2 transport description (TD) and module 

streams description (MD) (figure 36) 
• objective comparison (bit-

true, figure 36) 

Database Synthesis • RTL synthesis automatic synthesis of library level 
• automatic cell placement implementation, 

and routing tool-supported layout generation, 
• manual block placement manual and tool-supported test 
• partially automatic layout vector generation 

generation 
• automatic test pattern 

generation for scan-test 
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Table 25. Hardware I Software Codesign Tasks for Demultiplexei"-CO 
and -C I, and Descramblei"-CO and -C I (Continued} 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

ATD Database • description execution on objective comparison of library 
(cont.) Verification critical MPEG2 transport level and type description (TD, 

streams figure 36), 
• objective comparison (bit· layout versus schematic checks, 

true, figure 36) timing verification (pre-layout), 
• layout versus schematic test vector coverage check 

check 
• design rule check 
• static timing verification 
• automatic test generation 

RPP Prototype • 0.8 fl process lithographic mapping of type database onto 
Manufacturing steps silicon, and mounting of parts into 

• packaging packages 

Production Testing • production test I selection application of production test 
I Selection equipment vectors to prototypes, selection of 

correct samples only 

VOP Type Q&R • qualification test assessment of electrical 
equipment characteristics of prototypes, 

• selected stimuli sets through measurements on 
• objective comparison (bit- selected stimuli (usually on 

true) multiple lots of prototypes, for this 
project however restricted to a 
single lot) 

A Posteriori Type & • real time prototype objective comparison of 
Module Verification testing on selected prototype behaviour and type 

(artificial) stimuli, on a description (TD) 
video simulator 

• chip-only evaluation board 
• objective comparison (bit-

true) 

ES Module Assembly • board design tool sets design, layout generation, and 
• board assembly tools assembly of a subsystem, or 

module board 

Product Assembly • board I cabinet design design, layout generation, and 
tool sets assembly of a system board or 

• board I cabinet assembly cabinet 
tools 
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ES 
(cont.) 

CQS 
/RFS 

Table 25. Hardware I Software Codesign Tasks for Demultiplexer-CO 
and -C I, and Descrambler-CO and -C I (Continued) 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

Concept Q&R • qualification test assessment of electrical 
equipment characteristics of modules and 

• selected stimuli sets product, through measurements 
• objective comparison (bit- on selected stimuli 

true) 

A Posteriori • real time product testing subjective comparison of product 
Concept & Product on selected {artificial) behaviour with the functional 
Verification stimuli, on a video target specification 

simulator 
• in-circuit emulator 
• product evaluation board 
• objective comparison (bit-

true) 

Product Release • release of type and introductory phase of the 
product documentation economic product life cycle 

• type and product 
manufacturing 
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Table 26 describes the characteristics of the Motorola 68xxx micro controller emulator at 
each of the description levels. The micro controller emulators at type description and type 
database level were not actually used for the demultiplexer and descrambler designs. 

Table 26. Hardware I Software Codesign, 68xxx Micro Controller 
Emulator Characteristics 

Description Level 
68xxx Micro Controller 
Emulator Formalisms, 
Formats 

ATS Module Description • VHDL {HL) 

ATD Type Description • VHDL (HL) 

68xxx Micro Controller Emulator 
Characteristics 

elementary JlC 1/0 emulator, 
called from software segment of 
the module description (VHDL) 

elementary JlC 110 emulator, 
called from software segment of 
the module description (C). not 
used for the demultiplexer and 
descrambler designs 
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Table 26. Hardware I Software Codesign, 68xxx Micro Controller 
Emulator Characteristics (Continued) 

Description Level 
68xxx Micro Controller 
Emulator Formalisms, 
Formats 

68xxx Micro Controller Emulator 
Characteristics 

ATD Type Database • VHDL (HL) [37] detailed instruction execution 
model of the micro controller, 
behavioural level description in 
VHDL (between I ,OOOx and 

(cont.) 

ES Module Prototype 

Product 

• in-circuit emulator 

• in-circuit emulator 
• monitoring tools 

I O,OOOx slower than real time) 
[37], not used for the 
demultiplexer and descrambler 
designs 

hardware micro controller 
emulator allowing for source level 
debugging 

hardware micro controller 
emulator allowing for source level 
debugging 

X. DeMIPS-CO (September 1995 ·June 1996) -0 
0 -

The MPEG2 transport stream encoder used for the development of demul
tiplexers and descramblers (figure 36) was applied to the generation of 
stimuli for the MPEG part (figure 35) of DeMIPS-CO as well. The micro 

c• • •O controller core and the peripheral interface circuitry of DeMIPS-CO were 
derived from an existing design. The three parts of DeMIPS-CO were 

• 0 --q designed according to different philosophies. The design of the MPEG 
- -- - part followed the hardware /. software codesign method as used for the 

• •• O) demultiplexer-CO and descrarnbler-CO designs, starting at module descrip
tion level. The peripheral interface part was designed in line with the DENC2 design flow, 
beginning at type description level. The nticro controller core and the associated instruction 
(I) and data (D) caches were available as library level descriptions only. Module verifica
tion, and a priori type verification could therefore not be performed until the library level 
description was finished and database verification was about to start. 

During requirements analysis for DeMIPS-CO it became clear that the device had to com
bine demultiplexer, descrambler and peripheral interface circuitry with a powerful micro 
controller core, on a single die. Hardware complexity estimates were derived from the 
demultiplexer and descrambler designs. The system and concept description phases were 
skipped and a module description was defined for the MPEG part only. System validation, a 
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priori concept verification and module verification (figure 12 on page 31) for the MPEG part 
were subsequently performed on the basis of the resulting module description. For the 
peripheral interface circuitry, these verification steps were performed at type description 
level, together with a priori type verification. For the DeMIPS-CO design as a whole, includ
ing the micro controller core, overall verification was performed on the library level descrip
tion in the type database, together with database verification. 

Hardware I software partitioning was founded on the rule of thumb used for demultiplexer 
and descrambler partitioning. Any real time processing was therefore implemented in hard
ware, and any off-line, non-real time functions were realized in software. To prevent MPEG 
data from interfering with the performance of the micro controller core and the peripheral 
interface circuitry, a dual internal bus architecture was chosen (figure 35) during manual 
type architecture synthesis. The main data bus, the system bus, connects the micro controller 
core to the outside world, the peripheral interface units, and the control interfaces of the 
MPEG units. The other bus, the internal MPEG bus, carries MPEG transport stream data 
from the output of the PRBS core to the inputs of the individual MPEG interfaces. 

The module description of the MPEG part was written in the hardware description language 
VHDL (HL). The module description was created as a pin-compatible, formal, functional 
reference (bit-true, clock-true) of the part under development, through manual text entry. 
The result was verified through simulation and comparison of the respective outputs with 
the corresponding inputs of the transport stream encoder, as illustrated in figure 36. Data 
comparison on the PFSPD stimuli files was bit-true. The embedded driver software segment 
of the module description for the MPEG part was also written in VHDL (HL), following the 
demultiplexer I descrambler approach. 

The digital hardware segment of the type description for the MPEG part of De MIPS-CO was 
written in an RTL-synthesizable subset of VHDL (ML), through manual type architecture 
synthesis, as described previously. A priori type verification of the MPEG part was per
formed in a manner similar to module verification (figure 36), by substituting the respective 
type descriptions for the module descriptions. Manual type architecture synthesis for the 
peripheral interface circuitry led to a type description in RTL-synthesizable Verilog (ML). A 
major part of the Verilog (ML) description was however directly derived from a predecessor 
design. 

The software segment of the type description for the MPEG part is the result of a straightfor
ward VHDL (HL) to C conversion. Software tasks were not cosimulated with the digital 
hardware segment, and a priori type verification of the software was consequently not per
formed. Fundamental task scheduling on the contrary was inserted manually, to enable com
pilation of the C code to micro controller core instructions. During database verification the 
resulting micro code was used to perform diagnostics on the combined library level descrip
tions of the MPEG part, the peripheral interface circuitry and the micro controller core. 

The hardware segment of the library level description in the DeMIPS-CO type database con
sists of three parts: 
• an MPEG part, resulting from RTL-synthesis of the corresponding VHDL (ML) type 

description 
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• a peripheral interface part, resulting from RTL-synthesis of the corresponding Verilog 
(ML) type description 

• the micro controller core, a library level description derived from a previous design. 
The resulting 0.5 l.t library level implementation in Verilog (LL) was verified through simu
lation and bit-true comparison with the module description as a functional reference for the 
MPEG part, and the type description for the peripheral interface part. Automated cell place
ment and routing, manual block placement, and a combination of manual and automatic lay
out generation subsequently resulted in a GDS II geometry representation, which was sent to 
a foundry for prototype implementation. 

The description levels used in the DeMIPS-CO project for both hardware and software 
design are listed in table 27 (for a definition of the description levels refer to figure 12, on 

Table 27. Hardware I Software Codesign Descriptions for DeMIPS-CO 

Description 
Digital Hardware Software 
Formalisms, Formalisms, Characteristics 

Level 
Formats Formats 

ATS Module • VHDL {HL} • VHDL (HL) DHW: formal, executable 
Description • PFSPD (110 • ASCII (command description of a module 
(MPE.G part stimuli) and output files) (pin-compatible, bit-true, 
only) • English (tentative clock-true), 

device informal tentative device 
specification specification 
[46]) SW: concurrent driver 

tasks which call the micro 
controller emulator for 
interaction with hardware 

Module • English (tentative informal tentative device 
Description device specification 
(peripheral specification 
interface [46]) 
circuitry and 
micro controller 
core) 

ATD Type • synthesizable •C DHW: formal, executable 
Description subset ofVHDL • ASCII (command description of type 
(MPE.G part) (ML) and output files) structure, at register-

• PFSPD (1/0 transfer level 
stimuli) (synthesizable VHDL) 

SW: sequential driver tasks 
in C, scheduled manually, 
and not cosimulated with 
hardware 
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Table 27. Hardware I Software Codesign Descriptions for DeMIPS-CO 

Description 
Level 

ATD Type 
(cont.) Description 

(peripheral 
interface 
drcuitry) 

Type Database 
(overall: MPEG 
part, peripheral 
interface 
drcuitry and 
micro controller 
core) 

RPP Prototype 

VOP 

Digital Hardware 
Formalisms, 
Formats 

• Verilog (ML) 
• ASCII (1/0 

stimuli) 

• Veri log (LL), 0.5 
j.t standard cell 
library 

• GDS II (type 
layout) 

• process specific 
design rules 

• tester specific 
format (test 
vectors) 

• 0.8 j.t silicon 

PFSPD = Philips File VHDL = Hardware 
Standard for Description language 
Pictorial Data 

Software 
Formalisms, 
Formats 

• micro code 
(assembler) 

• micro 
controller 
instruction set 

Verilog = proprietary 
Hardware Description 
language 

Characteristics 

DHW: formal, executable 
description of type 
structure, at register
transfer level (Yerilog) 
SW:-

DHW: formal, executable 
description of type 
structure at library level 
(logic gates), in addition to 
layout (geometry) view and 
production test vectors 
SW: sequential micro code 
implementation of SW. 
including boot code and 
interrupt handling routines 

DHW: structurally tested 
and selected prototype 
silicon 

ASCII plain text file format 

page 31). When this thesis was written, DeMIPS-CO had passed the RPP milestone (tape 
out), but prototypes were not ready yet. Details about the concept evaluation and application 
support phases (ES and subsequent milestones) of the design were therefore not known. An 
overview of both digital hardware and software design tasks is included in table 28 (for a 
definition of the tasks refer to figure 12, on page 31 ). The table shows that thorough verifica
tion was performed on the MPEG and peripheral circuitry parts of the DeMIPS-CO design 
only. The library level implementation of the micro controller core, being derived from an 
existing and proven design, was assumed to be correct. 

Table 29 describes the characteristics of the MIPS R3000 micro controller emulator at each 
of the description levels. Micro controller emulators were used at all description levels in the 
design flow except the type description level. The emulator at type database level consists of 
a library level implementation of the micro controller core in question, which is extremely 
slow in simulations. The execution of large pieces of diagnostic code was therefore virtually 
impossible. 
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Table 28. Hardware I Software Codesign Tasks for DeMIPS-CO 

Task Tools, Techniques 

ATS Module Partitioning • architecture studies 

Module Verification 
(MPEG part only) 

ATD Type Architecture 
Synthesis (MPEG 
part and peripheral 
interface circuitry) 

A Priori Type 
Verification (MPEG 
part) 

A Priori Type 
Verification 
(peripheral interface 
circuitry) 

Database Synthesis 

• complexity estimation 
• text editors and source 

level debuggers (VHDL) 

• description execution on 
critical MPEG2 transport 
streams 

• objective compari~on (bit
true, figure 36) 

• complexity estimation 
• text editors (VHDL I 

Verilog) 

• description execution on 
critical MPEG2 transport 
streams 

• objective comparison (bit
true, figure 36) 

• description execution on 
critical interface patterns 

• subjective comparison 

• RTL synthesis (VHDL I 
Veri log) 

• automatic cell placement 
and routing 

• manual block placement 
• partially automatic layout 

generation 
• automatic test pattern 

generation for scan-test 

Execution 

division and mapping of module 
functionality onto DHW and SW 
segments of a module description 
(MD) 
(rule of thumb: real time -7 DHW. 
non-real time -7 SW) 

objective comparison of module 
description (MD) outputs and the 
corresponding inputs of the 
transport stream encoder {figure 
36) 

DHW: manual synthesis 
(procedural and intuitive) of type 
architecture and RTL 
implementation 
SW: semi-automatic VHDL to C 
translation 

objective comparison of type 
description (TO) and module 
description (MD) (figure 36) 

subjective comparison of type 
description outputs with reference 
interface patterns 

automatic synthesis of library level 
implementation, 
tool-supported layout generation, 
manual and tool-supported test 
vector generation 
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Table 28. Hardware I Software Codesign Tasks for DeMIPS-CO (Continued) 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

ATD Database • description execution on objective comparison of library 
(cont.) Verification (MPEG critical MPEG2 transport level and type description (MPEG 

part, peripheral streams and interface part and peripheral circuitry only) 
interface circuitry and patterns layout versus schematic checks, 
micro controller core) • objective comparison timing verification (pre-layout), 

• layout versus schematic test vector coverage check 
check 

• design rule check 
• static timing verification 
• automatic test generation 

RPP Prototype • 0.5 f..l process lithographic mapping of type database onto 
Manufacturing steps silicon, and mounting of parts into 

• packaging packages 

Production Testing • production test I selection application of production test 
I Selection equipment vectors to prototypes, selection of 

correct samples only 

Table 29. Hardware I Software Codesign, R3000 Micro Controller 
Emulator Characteristics 

Description Level 
R3000 Micro Controller 
Emulator Formalisms, 
Formats 

ATS Module Description • VHDL (HL) 

ATD Type Description • VHDL (HL) 

Type Database • Verilog (LL) 

RPP Prototype 

VOP 

R3000 Micro Controller Emulator 
Characteristics 

elementary ~C 110 emulator, 
called from software segment of 
the module description (VHDL), 
used for the MPEG part only 

elementary ~C 110 emulator, 
called from software segment of 
the module description (C), not 
used for the DeMIPS-CO design 

library level implementation of the 
micro controller in Veri log, used 
during overall database 
verification (extremely slow) 
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3.3.4 Hardware I Software Codesign, Experimental Results 

Table 30 lists the key aspects of the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO designs with 

Table 30. Hardware I Software Codesign. Experimental Results of the 
Demultiplexer-CO and Descrambler-CO Projects 

VI. Demultiplexer-CO VII. Descrambler-CO unit 

design period 
November 1993 -August 

January 1994 -August 1994 approximately 
1994 

silicon area 48 43 mm2 

silicon feature size 0.8 0.8 Jlm 

number of metal 2 2 
layers 

IC package QFP80 QFP64 package type, 
number of pins 

gate count, 25,000 30,000 approximately 
RAM count, + 46 kbits RAM + 12 kbits RAM 
ADC I DAC count 

programmability 8 bit parallel memory 110, 8 bit parallel memory 1/0, protocol, 
900 configuration registers 1852 configuration number of 

registers control bits 

basic clock 9 (partly 27) 9 MHz 
frequency (derived from 27 MHz) 

design flow System Design -7 System Design -7 
HW I SW Codesign -7 HW I SW Codesign -7 
limited Backend Design Limited Backend Design 

design phase approxi- number of approxi- number of (weeks), 
mate persons mate persons (persons) 
elapsed involved elapsed involved 
time time 

ARA-7ACD • requirements analysis for demultiplexer-CO and 
descrambler-CO coincided with the standardization of the 

ACD -7ATS MPEG2 Systems specification and therefore took several 
months 

• system and concept descriptions were not written for the 
demultiplexer and descrambler designs, the evaluation 
system depicted in figure 36 was used instead 

ATS-7ATD 12 2 10 2 
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Table 30. Hardware I Software Codesign, Experimental Results of the 
Demultiplexer-CO and Descrambler-CO Projects (Continued) 

VI. Demultiplexer-CO VII. Descrambler-CO unit: 

design period 
November 1993 -August 

January 1994 -August 1994 approximately 
1994 

ATD~ RPP 18 4 IS 4 

RPP~VOP 8 n.a. 6 n.a. 

VOP ~ ES 4 4 4 4 

ES ~ CQS 8 4 8 2 

• as a result of time pressure on the project, only a limited 
form of quality and reliability verification was performed, 
on a single lot of prototypes 

approximate total 42 35 weeks 
elapsed time 
(ATS ~ ES) 

total 112 96 person weeks 
development 
effort 
(ATS ~ ES) 

rede- func- 0 0 
sign tional 
modi-
fica- elec- 0 0 

tions trical 

respect to the supportive quality of hardware I software codesign. The aspects listed are 
equivalent to the aspects summarized in section 3.2.3 for digital hardware design. The 
demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO were among the first designs to be developed accord
ing to a hardware I software codesign flow. The design flow phases between the ARA and 
ATS milestones were passed on the basis of the module description, system and concept 
descriptions were not written. Because of time pressure on the project, quality and reliability 
assessment during the type and concept evaluation phases were limited to measurements on 
a single lot of prototypes. 

Table 31 lists the key aspects of supportive quality for the demultiplexer-C 1 and descram
bler-Cl designs, which were designed according to part of the hardware I software codesign 
flow. The required design modifications were regarded as simple additions to the CO designs. 
The hardware segments of the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO module descriptions 
were therefore not updated, in an attempt to save development time. Between the ATS and 
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Table 31. Hardware I Software Codesign. Experimental Results of the 
Demultiplexer-C I and Descrambler-C I Projects 

VIII. Demultiplexer-C I IX. Descrambler-C I unit: 

design period 
November 1994 August November 1994 -August 

approximately 
1995 1995 

silicon area 123 114 mm2 

silicon feature 0.8 0.8 llm 
size 

number of 2 2 
metal layers 

IC package QFP 128 QFP 120 package type, 
(due to excessive die size, number of pins 
only 64 pins used) 

gate count, 70000 65000 approximately 
RAM count, + 72 kbits RAM + 24 kbits RAM 
ADC/DAC 
count 

programmability 8 bit parallel memory 1/0, 8 bit parallel memory 110, protocol, 
3107 configuration 3450 configuration number of 
registers registers control bits 

basic clock 9 (partly 27) 9 
frequency (derived from 27 MHz) 

design flow System Design ---7 System Design ---7 

HW I SW Codesign ---7 HW I SW Codesign ---7 

Limited Backend Design Limited Backend Design 

design phase approxi- number of approxi- number of (weeks), 
mate persons mate persons (persons) 
elapsed involved elapsed involved 
time time 

ARA-7ACD • requirements analysis for demultiplexer-C I and 

ACD -7ATS 
descrambler-C I coincided with type and module 
verification of the CO designs and took several months 

• system and concept descriptions were not written for the 
demultiplexer and descrambler designs, the evaluation 
system depicted in figure 36 was used instead 

ATS-7ATD 10 2 6 I 

ATD ---7 RPP 22 4 17 4 
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Table 3 I . Hardware I Software Codesign, Experimental Results of the 
Demultiplexei"-C I and Descramblei"-C I Projects (Continued) 

VIII. Demultiplexer-C I IX. Descrambler-C I unit: 

design period 
November 1994 - August November 1994 -August 

approximately 
1995 1995 

RPP _,.yop 4 n.a. 5 n.a. 

VOP __.,. ES 2 4 2 4 

ES __.,. CQS 8 3 9 3 

• as a result of a decision to transfer the demultiplexer-C I 
and descrambler-C I designs to a 0.5 !! process, only a 
limited form of quality and reliability verification was 
performed, on a single lot of prototypes 

approximate 38 30 weeks 
total elapsed 
time 
(ATS __.,. ES) 

total 116 82 person weeks 
development 
effort 
(ATS __.,. ES) 

rede- func- 3 0 
sign tiona I 
modi-
fica- elec- 0 0 

tions trical 

ATD milestones only requirements analysis was performed, and tentative device specifica
tions were written. Actual design work started on the respective type descriptions, after ATD. 

The attempt to save development time was successful for the descrambler-Cl, as is demon
strated in table 31, but it was less productive for demultiplexer-Cl. Descramblers CO and Cl 
exhibit a high degree of architectural similarity. For the CO and Cl demultiplexers the archi
tectural differences are more influential, and the modifications consequently took more time 
and effort to implement. The concept evaluation and application support phases were com
pleted only partly. When the demultiplexer-Cl and descrambler-Cl designs had been func
tionally evaluated during a posteriori type and module verification, it was decided that the 
designs had to be implemented in a 0.5 j.t process. This eventually led to the realization of 
demultiplexer-C2 and descrambler-C2. 

Table 32 summarizes the key aspects of supportive quality for the DeMIPS-CO design, the 
MPEG part of which was designed according to the hardware I software codesign philoso-
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Table 32. Hardware I Software Codesign, Experimental Results of the 
DeMIPS-CO Project 

X. DeMIPS-CO unit 

design period September 1995 -June 1996 approximately 

design segment 
MPEG: demultiplexing, Micro controller core and 
descrambling peripheral interfaces 

silicon area 91 91 mm2 

silicon feature 0.5 0.5 J.tm 
size 

number of 2 2 
metal layers 

IC package QFP 208 package type, 
number of pins 

gate count, 96,000 77,000 approximately 
RAM count, + 32 kbits RAM + 40 kbits RAM 
ADC/DAC 
count 

programmability 32 bit parallel memory 1/0, 32 bit parallel memory 1/0, protocol, 
1457 configuration 2707 configuration number of 
registers registers control bits 

basic dock i 17 27 MHz 
frequency 

design flow stem Design -7 DHWDesign 
I SW Codesign 

design phase approxi- number of approxi- number of (weeks), 
mate persons mate persons (persons) 
elapsed involved elapsed involved 
time time 

ARA -7ACD • system and concept descriptions were not written for the 

ACD -7ATS 
DeMIPS design, the evaluation system depicted in figure 
36 was used instead 

ATS-7ATD ~ 9 10 2 

ATD -7 RPP 20 5 16 7 

RPP -7YOP 10 n.a. 10 n.a. planned! 
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Table 32. Hardware I Software Codesign, Experimental Results of the 
DeMIPS-CO Project (Continued) 

X. DeMIPS-CO unit: 

design period September 1995 -June 1996 approximately 

design segment 
MPEG: demultiplexing, Micro controller core and 
descrambling peripheral interfaces 

VOP ~ ES 4 12 4 I 2 planned! 

approximate 44 40 weeks 
total elapsed 
time 
(ATS ~ RPP) 

total 198 140 person weeks 
development 
effort 
(ATS ~ RPP) 

rede- func- not know yet not known yet 
sign tional 
modi-
flea- elec- not known yet not known yet 

tions trical 

phy. The table is therefore partly divided into two columns, one describing the experimental 
results for the MPEG part, the other for the micro controller core and the peripheral interface 
units. Table 32 lists the results of DeMIPS development until the ES milestone. When this 
thesis was written, DeMIPS-CO had only just entered the production phase, and the develop
ment phases beyond VOP existed only in the project plan. The elapsed time and development 
effort values for the production (RPP ~ VOP) and type evaluation (VOP ~ ES) phases are 
estimates derived from the project plan. 

3.3.5 Hardware I Software Codesign, Discussion 

The hierarchical design flow applied to hardware I software codesign (section 3.3.3) meets 
the requirements for codesign. The hardware I software codesign flow allows for: 
• parallel development: allowing for simultaneous development of digital hardware and 

driver software (as defined in section 3.3.1), and the cooperation of multiple designers on a 
single module 

• cospecification of hardware and driver software in a single description during system and 
concept development 

• cospecification of hardware and driver software in separate descriptions, but in the same 
formalism (VHDL), at module description level 
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• fine-tuning of the hardware I software partitioning: parts of the software segment of the 
module description can be cut and pasted into the hardware segment. or vice versa, in one 
and the same formalism 

• integration: the micro controller emulators provide for module integration at each of the 
various design levels 

• module integration during type and concept evaluation, supported by hardware in-circuit 
emulators and monitoring and source level debugging tools 

• covalidation and verification through cosimulation at various levels in the design flow, 
facilitated by the micro controller emulators 

• coverification of hardware and software realizations during module integration in the type 
and module evaluation phases. 

These codesign provisions enabled the development of both digital hardware and associated 
driver software in roughly the same time frame as for digital hardware design (section 3.2.3). 
The same provisions enabled the concurrent development of two IC designs, a demultiplexer 
and a descrambler, by the same design team. Most demultiplexer designers were also 
involved in the descrambler project, for both the CO and Cl generations. 

The main conclusion therefore must be that present day formalisms and tools facilitate effec
tive hardware I software codesign. Most of the obstacles mentioned in literature can be over
come fairly easily. In summary, the advantages of hardware I software codesign over non
concurrent hardware I software design methods are: 
• a reduced risk of functional errors in both hardware and software, as a result of functional 

hardware I software coverification at most levels in the flow 
• an integrated environment for system development, comprising both hardware and soft

ware design 
• a short throughput time, and consequently a short Time-to-Market. The elapsed time for 

concurrent development of hardware and associated driver software is approximately 
equivalent to the elapsed time for "digital hardware-only" design 

• a possibility to join forces of multiple, multi-disciplinary design teams in the development 
of a hardware I software module. 

The results of the experiments indicate that hardware I software design vetification benefits 
enormously from concurrent development. The number of design errors, in both hardware 
and software, is effectively reduced. Furthermore, verification stimuli generation is simpli
fied, as the driver software translates logically abstract, but intelligible instructions in an 
ASCII command file into appropriate, but incomprehensible hardware communication 
actions. 

Key elements in the presented hardware I software codesign method are the micro controller 
emulators, at the various description levels (tables 26 and 29). The emulators at module and 
type description level are most easily implemepted in behavioural level VHDL (HL), at the 
same time maintaining maximum simulation speed. For simulations of driver software micro 
code (type database level), an instruction execution model of the micro controller in question 
is needed. A behavioural level (VHDL (HL)) implementation of such a model is highly pref
erably, for the sake of simulation speed. The advantage of VHDL over other formalisms, 
such as programming languages, for the implementation of instruction execution models, is 
the inherent possibility for cosimulation with digital hardware descriptions. 
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3.4 Rapid Prototyping of Digital Hardware 
System validation (figure 12 on page 31), and the associated coverification of for instance 
hardware I software interaction, requires evaluation across relatively long periods of time, 
multiple seconds of real time behaviour for instance. Evaluation across only a few microsec
onds however often translates into hours or days of simulation time. Moreover, it is 
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to accurately account for real time functional behav
iour, such as hardware interrupts, in non-real time simulation environments. 

Rapid prototyping presents a useful alternative for system validation and other forms of co
verification based on simulations [ 42], [53], [52], [20] and [55]. In the definition used in this 
thesis, rapid prototyping is based on (near) real time functional emulation of digital hard
ware [55], using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), or SRAM based Complex Pro
grammable Logic Devices (CPLDs) [42], [53], [52], [20], [55] and [9]. Techniques utilizing 
library level simulation accelerators are sometimes referred to as rapid prototyping as well. 
Simulation acceleration however is not the topic here, as none of these techniques achieve 
(near) real time performance for the circuit complexity of the designs presented. 

The complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs) used for rapid prototyping contain 
arrays of logic cells, which are logically combined through programmable interconnect 
arrays, to implement a specific function. As such, CPLDs are modem examples of gate 
arrays, including programmable interconnections. Typical programmable logic device densi
ties currently range between 10,000 and 50,000 usable gates [9]. Practical functional map
ping densities, especially for (near) real time hardware emulation, do not reach this number, 
as is shown in section 3.4.3. To implement the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO proto
types, several CPLDs therefore had to be combined on a circuit board. 

During the development of the first generation of DVB set-top box modules, demultiplexer
CO and descrambler-CO, rapid prototyping was conducted to enable system validation, and 
hardware I software integration at early stages in the design cycle. In addition to configuring 
demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO at initialization, software must interact with them on 
a more or less permanent basis. Rapid prototypes of demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO 
led to successful early coverification of this form of recurring hardware I software interac
tion. In addition to system validation, the rapid prototypes of these devices in fact allowed 
for a posteriori type, module, concept and product verification (figure 12 on page 31), even 
before the designs were released for production (RPP). A simple substitution of the rapid 
prototypes by the respective silicon realizations eventually led to a fully functional product. 

Section 3.4.1 details the nature of hardware I software interaction for the demultiplexer-CO 
and descrambler-CO devices. Section 3.4.2 describes how rapid prototyping was incorpo
rated in the hierarchical hardware I software codesign flow. Section 3.4.3 presents the exper
imental results of rapid prototyping and lists all relevant parameters required to enable 
assessment of the supportive quality of the method. Section 3.4.4 discusses the experimental 
results, and the advantages and disadvantages of rapid prototyping. 
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3.4.1 Rapid Prototyping, Characteristics of Evaluated Projects 

The source decoding part of an IRD, and in particular the descrambler and demultiplexer 
devices require interaction with, and support of system software, running on a micro control
ler. Characteristics of the hardware segment of the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO 
modules are presented in section 3.3.2. The descriptions below detail the hardware I soft
ware interaction required to support each of the devices. 

XI. Demultiplexer-CO (November 1993 -August 1994) 

Demultiplexer-CO retrieves program clock reference (PCR) information from the incoming 
bit stream (figures 31 and 37), and upon reception generates a hardware interrupt request to 
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Figure 37. Hardware I Software Interaction in the 
Demultiplexer-CO Module [40], [42] 

the system micro controller. Successive PCR values are applied to a phase lock loop (PLL) 
filter, implemented in software. The output of the PLL filter is transformed to pulse width 
modulation (PWM) control values, which are used to manipulate a voltage controlled oscil
lator (VCO). The demultiplexer driver software thus attempts to tune the system VCO, run
ning at 27 MHz, to the frequency of the transmitter clock generator. 

The demultiplexer furthermore obtains programming related messages from the incoming 
bit stream (figure 37). The device gathers individual sections of network and programme 
information (PSI I SI, EPG I EIT), as required by software, and upon reception generates a 
hardware interrupt request to the system micro controller. Obtained sections are assembled 
in software to reconstruct system control and user interface data, such as programme selec-
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tion tables and electronic programme guides (EPGs), among others. On the basis of such 
programme selection tables, and user input, programme changes are initiated. A programme 
change is signalled to the demultiplexer by sending new values of the audio and video PIDs 
to the corresponding interfaces in the device. These interfaces are thus enabled to separate 
audio and video compressed data of the selected programme from the incoming transport 
stream. 

XII. Descrambler-CO Oanuary 1994 ·August 1994) 

Descrambler-CO consists of two relatively independent parts (figure 32), a message retrieval 
section, and the Pseudo Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) descrambler core. In a way similar to 
the message retrieval mechanism in the demultiplexer, the descrambler obtains conditional 
access messages from the incoming transport stream (figure 38), and upon reception gener-
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Figure 38. Hardware I Software Interaction in the 
Descrambler-CO Module [ 41 ], [ 42] 

ates a hardware interrupt request to the system micro controller. The conditional access mes
sages are decrypted by software running on the micro controller, possibly assisted by a 
dedicated conditional access device, such as a smart card (section 3.1.2). The resulting 
descrambling control words (CWs) are fed back into the descrambler's on-chip control word 
storage (figure 32). Stored control words are loaded into the PRBS core whenever a scram
bled transport packet arrives. The appropriate control word is selected on the basis of indica
tors in the header of the incoming transport packet. 
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3.4.2 Rapid Prototyping, Method and Design Flow 

This section examines the practical realization of rapid prototyping, for each of the design 
projects summarized in the previous section. Both the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler
CO prototypes were developed according to the same rapid prototyping approach. The 
method and design flow descriptions for these projects are consequently combined. Aspects 
of practical rapid prototyping implementation which are addressed include: formalisms and 
tools, and synthesis and analysis techniques. 

Three distinct approaches to rapid prototyping are identified [42], differing in design flow 
and application area (figure 39): 
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Figure 39.Aiternative Rapid PrototypingApproaches [42] 

• design functionality mapping (approach 1, in figure 39), which may take place in early 
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stages of the design flow, is suited for system validation, but not accurate enough for design 
verification at lower levels in the design flow 

• design architecture mapping (approach 2, in figure 39), which is started somewhat later in 
the design process when a type description is available, contains more details of the target 
architecture but is not accurate enough for design verification at database level either 

• IC network mapping (approach 3, in figure 39), which cannot take place until an IC net
work is available, is suited for system validation, but accurate enough for design verifica
tion at database level as welL 

So, depending on the objectives of rapid proto typing, one of the three approaches is selected, 
design functionality or architecture mapping for validation, IC network mapping for exten
sive (real-time) design verification. 

Design functionality mapping is based on two mutually independent design flows, with sep
arate architecture and database (RTL) synthesis runs for IC and CPLD implementations 
(approach 1, figure 39). The independence of the design flows is the main advantage of the 
approach, because it facilitates concurrent development Rapid prototyping by means of 
design functionality mapping may therefore start immediately after concept development, 
shortly after the ATS milestone. In addition, design functionality mapping does not interfere 
with the IC design flow. The IC type description and database may however differ from the 
CPLD type description and database, as each of the descriptions is optimized for the respec
tive implementation. Design functionality mapping is therefore unsuited for accurate design 
verification, as required at lower levels in the design flow. 

Design architecture mapping is based on a single type description, but separate type data
bases for IC and CPLD implementations (approach 2, figure 39). Architecture mapping may 
therefore start as soon as a type description is available, soon after the ATD milestone is 
passed. The IC and CPLD type descriptions are one and the same. The respective databases 
differ, as a result of separate IC and CPLD database (RTL) synthesis mns, and the corre
sponding realization-dependent optimization. Because of the potential differences at data
base level, design architecture mapping is not accurate enough to allow for design 
verification at lower levels in the design flow. 

During the development of rapid prototypes for the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO 
designs, the output of type database (RTL) synthesis was fed to two mapping flows. The 
main design flow led to an IC prototype, the other flow to CPLD implementation. This 
approach is referred to in figure 39 as so called IC network mapping (approach 3). In this 
approach, both the IC type description and the CPLD type description, and the IC type data
base and the CPLD type database are identicaL 

Rapid prototyping by means of IC network mapping may not start until the IC network is 
released, some time before the RPP milestone. This is usually too late for system validation. 
Furthermore, rapid prototyping may interfere with the IC design flow, and CPLD implemen
tation related overhead may have to be incorporated in the IC network. The relatively large 
propagation delays in the interconnect arrays inside CPLDs may have a profound influence 
on the network implementation. The main advantage of IC network mapping is that the net
works implemented in IC and CPLDs are identicaL The rapid prototype therefore accurately 
emulates IC functionality, thus facilitating accurate design verification. 
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XI. Demultiplexer-CO (November 1993 ·August 1994}, and 

XII. Descrambler-CO (January 1994 -August 1994) 

= 

-0 
0 
= 

-
The stmt of rapid prototyping following the IC network mapping approach 
lies at type database level, some time after the ATD milestone, as is indi
cated in figure 39 (approach 3). During type architecture synthesis anini
tial pmtitioning of the design functionality across multiple CPLDs is 
made, and a type description consisting of multiple segments, one per 

CCSQeQ CPLD, is created. Database (RTL) synthesis is applied to the individual 
= - segments ofthe type description (synthesizable VHDL, table 24), resulting 

CO 0 • Q) in a library level network description for each individual CPLD. The indi
vidual network descriptions in the (IC) type database are input to a CPLD specific mapping 
tool. The mapping tool allocates CPLD logic cells and interconnections to the logic elements 
and wiring in the network description. The resulting network mapping is programmed into a 
CPLD, thus configuring it to attain the required behaviour. 

As CPLD device densities currently do not allow mapping of an entire IC design onto a sin
gle CPLD [42], a type description (RTL) must be suitably paJtitioned. As most database syn
thesis tools are not capable of finding a suitable partitioning, the individual CPLDs of a rapid 
prototype must be synthesized and mapped separately. Aspects that affect CPLD partitioning 
include: 
• restrictions resulting from the limited numbers of logic cells and registers in a CPLD 
• timing requirements associated with real time emulation, which may result in a need for 

parallel logic 
• constraints on the number of connections between type description segments mapped onto 

different CPLDs, as a consequence of pinning limitations 
• processing clock frequencies, as it is far from straightforward to map segments running at 

different clock speeds onto a single CPLD 
• monitoring and testability provisions, for board debugging, for instance. 
For the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO rapid prototypes, type description partitioning 
was performed manually, and it was found to be time-consuming. 

As several CPLDs are required to implement an IC design, these devices have to be com
bined on a rapid prototype circuit board. The netlist of a rapid prototype board is in principle 
available, because the CPLD interconnections are described in the type description. More
over, the validity of these interconnections is guaranteed, as a consequence of a priori type 
verification. Extracting these interconnections from the type description may however not be 
straightforward, as they may cross the boundaries of hierarchical levels. Furthermore, for
malism conversion is generally required, as most present day board layout tools do not 
accept VHDL input. For the demultiplexer-CO and descrarnbler-CO rapid prototypes, the cir
cuit board netlist was therefore created manually. 

Rapid prototype board debugging and (re)production testing are as time-consuming as board 
layout generation. Standard board testing facilities, such as JTAG boundary scan testing, are 
currently not supported by CPLDs. Because CPLD boards tend to be complex, board moni
toring and testability provisions are therefore typically inadequate. Interconnection testing 
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of the CPLD circuit boards was performed manually, after which the boards were inserted 
into the DVB test cabinet (table 24), for a posteriori type, module, concept and product veri
fication. These forms of a posteriori verificat~on on the basis of rapid prototypes were used 
as an alternative to a priori system validation. 

The description levels used for rapid prototyping are listed in table 33 (for a definition of the 

ATD 

RPP 

VOP 

ES 

Table 33. Rapid Prototyping Descriptions for Demultiplexer-CO and 
Descrambler-CO 

Description Level Formalisms, Formats Characteristics 

ICType Description • synthesizable subset of formal, executable description of 
VHDL (ML) type structure, at register-transfer 

• PFSPD (1/0 stimuli) level (synthesizable VHDL), 
partitioned into individual CPLD 
segments 

CPLDType • EDIF, 0.8 1-l standard cell formal, executable description of 
Database (figure library type structure at library level (logic 
39) • CPLD specific design rules gates), for an individual CPLD 

Prototype • CPLD functionally configured 
(programmed) CPLD prototype 

Module Prototype • DVB test cabinet merging of several CPLDs on a 
specification rapid prototype board, which after 

• CPLD circuit board design testing is inserted into the test 
rules cabinet 

Product • DVB test cabinet merging of several rapid 
specification prototypes and existing modules, 

• CPLD circuit board design resulting in a product realization in 
rules a test cabinet 

PFSPD = Philips File VHDL = Hardware Description EDIF = Electronic Digital Interchange Format 
Standard for Pictorial Language 
Data 

description levels refer to figure 12, on page 31, and figure 39). An overview of the rapid 
prototyping tasks is included in table 34 (for a definition of the tasks refer to figure 12, on 
page 31). During a posteriori type, module, concept and product verification, the module 
software drivers (section 3.3.1) were executed on a real time in-circuit emulator. For this 
purpose, the driver software was first incorporated into the product software environment. 
Because the use of rapid prototypes is restricted to product development only, and because 
CPLDs exhibit an entirely different sort of electrical behaviour, quality and reliability 
assessment is not performed on the rapid prototypes. 
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Table 34. Rapid PrototypingTasks for Demultiplexer-CO and Descrambler-CO 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

ATD Type Architecture • complexity estimation manual synthesis (procedural and 
Synthesis • text editors (VHDL) intuitive) of type architecture and 

functional partitioning across 
multiple CPLD segments 

A Priori Type • description execution on objective comparison of type 
Verification critical MPEG2 transport description (TD) and module 

streams description (MD) (figure 36) 
• objective comparison (bit-

true, figure 36) 

Database Synthesis • RTL synthesis automatic synthesis of library level 
• CPLD mapping implementation, 

automatic mapping onto CPLD 
logic elements 

Database • description execution on objective comparison of CPLD 
Verification selected stimuli mapping and the corresponding 

• objective comparison (bit- type description segment, timing 
true) verification 

• design rule check 
• static timing verification 

RPP Prototype • CPLD configuration automatic loading of configuration 
Manufacturing files into individual CPLDs 

Production Testing 
I Selection 

VOP Type Q&R 

A Posteriori Type & • real time CPLD board objective comparison of CPLD 
Module Verification testing on selected prototype behaviour and type 

(artificial) stimuli, in a description (TD) 
module test cabinet 

• objective comparison (bit-
true) 

ES Module Assembly • board I cabinet design design,layout generation, and 
tool sets assembly of a CPLD prototype 

• board I cabinet assembly board 
tools 

Product Assembly • board I cabinet design incorporation of module 
tool sets prototype boards into the DVB 

• board I cabinet assembly test cabinet 
tools 
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Table 34. Rapid Prototyping Tasks for Demultiplexet"-CO and Descramblet"-CO 

A Posteriori 
Concept & Product 
Verification 

• real time product testing 
on selected (artificial) 
stimuli, in the DVB test 
cabinet 

subjective and objective evaluation 
of product behaviour with the 
functional target specification 

• in-circuit emulator 
• subjective and objective 

evaluation 

3.4.3 Rapid Prototyping, Experimental Results 

Table 35 lists the key aspects of the demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO rapid prototype 
designs with respect to the supportive quality of the method. The aspects listed are equiva
lent to the aspects summarized previously for digital hardware design and hardware I soft
ware codesign (sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.4 respectively). The demultiplexer-CO and 
descrambler-CO were the first designs to be subject to rapid prototyping following the IC 
network mapping approach. Rapid prototypes were available several months before silicon 
was to be expected and they facilitated real time system validation, and a posteriori design 
verification for both digital hardware and driver software. For this purpose, the rapid proto
types were mounted in a DVB test cabinet. Quality and reliability assessment were not con
ducted for the rapid prototypes, because they were used during product and concept 
development only. 

Table 35. Rapid Prototyping, Experimental Results of the Demultiplexet"-CO 
and Descramblet"-CO Projects 

XI. Demultiplexer-CO XII. Descrambler-CO unit: 

design period 
November 1993 -August 

January 1994 -August 1994 approximately 
1994 

gate count, 25,000 30,000 approximately 
RAM count, + 46 kbits RAM + 12 kbits RAM 
ADC I DAC 
count 

programmability 8 bit parallel memory 1/0, 8 bit parallel memory 1/0, protocol, 
900 configuration registers 1852 configuration number of 

registers control bits 

basic clock 9 (partly 2 7) 9 MHz 
frequency (derived from 27 MHz) 
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Table 35. Rapid Prototyping. Experimental Results of the Demultiplexet""CO 
and Descramble .... CO Projects (Continued) 

XI. Demultiplexer-CO XIL Descrambler-CO unit: 

design period 
November 1993 -August 

January 1994 -August 1994 approximately 
1994 

rapid prototype LO LO emulator 
real time ratio clock 

frequency 
divided by real 
time clock 
frequency 

rapid prototype number of number of number of number of 
complexity CPLDs boards CPLDs boards 

22 2 22 2 

I average CPLD average CPLD 
number of board size number of board size 
gates per gates per 
CPLD CPLD 

1130 180 X 365 1360 180 X 365 gates I CPLD 
(total area: (total area: 
131,400) 131,400) (mm2) 

design flow Rapid Prototyping-+ Rapid Prototyping -+ 
Limited Backend Design Limited Backend Design 

design phase approxi- number of approxi- number of (weeks}, 
mate persons mate persons (persons) 
elapsed involved elapsed involved 
time time 

ATD-+ RPP 13 2 10 2 

RPP-+VOP n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

VOP-+ ES 2 2 2 2 

ES-+ CQS 4 4 3 4 

• as CPLD boards are used during product development 
only, quality and reliability verification is not performed 
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Table 35. Rapid Prototyping, Experimental Results of the Demultiplexer-CO 
and Descrambler-CO Projects (Continued) 

XI. Demultiplexer-CO XII. Descrambler-CO unit: 

design period 
November 1993 -August 

January 1994 -August 1994 approximately 
1994 

approximate 15 12 weeks (board 
total elapsed development 
time effort included) 
(ATD-+ ES) 

total 30 24 person weeks 
development (board 
effort development 
(ATD-+ ES) effort included) 

rede- func- 0 0 
sign tional 
modi-
fica- elec- 0 0 

tions trical 

As soon as demultiplexer-CO and descrambler-CO silicon prototypes became available, they 
were mounted on a module board. The rapid prototype boards in the DVB test cabinet were 
substituted by the IC prototype boards, and the system was initialized. The cabinet imple
mentation of the DVB set-top box continued functioning as before, without any modifica
tions to hardware or software. At the time of demonstration of the first generation of set-top 
box decoders, silicon devices mounted on product boards instead of the test cabinet replaced 
the rapid prototypes. 

3.4.4 Rapid Prototyping, Discussion 

Rapid prototyping according to the IC network mapping approach meets the requirements 
for codesign, as it supports: 
• parallel development: allowing for simultaneous development of digital hardware and 

rapid prototypes, and the cooperation of multiple designers on a single module 
• early module and product integration: enabling system validation and various forms of 

design verification 
• real time coverification of hardware and software realizations during module integration in 

the type and module evaluation phases. 
These codesign provisions enabled the development of rapid prototypes, in addition to both 
digital hardware and associated driver software, in roughly the same time frame as for digital 
hardware design (section 3.2.3). The same provisions enabled the concurrent development of 
prototypes for two IC designs, a demultiplexer and a descrambler, by the same design team. 

The IC network mapping approach to rapid prototyping offers a possibility to accurately ver-
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ify design behaviour, in real time. Rapid prototyping allows for [42]: 
• fast implementation of prototypes, and therefore reduction of the Time-to-Integration 
• reduction of the risk of functional errors in both hardware and software, as both can be ver

ified in real time, before transfer of a design to a foundry 
• early module and product integration and verification, usually resulting in Time-to-Market 

reduction. 
CPLD prototypes can be made available only days after a design's type description is frozen, 
if IC functionality mapping is applied. If the objective however is to accurately prototype an 
IC network, prototype mapping cannot start until IC database verification has been per
formed. The IC network mapping approach therefore slows down rapid prototyping consid
erably. 

CPLD mapping densities obtained by real time rapid prototyping necessitate partitioning of 
a design across multiple CPLDs. For the demultiplexer and descrambler designs, manual 
design partitioning proved to be a time-consuming task. Moreover, to create a functional 
rapid prototype, the individual CPLDs have to be integrated on a CPLD board. Rapid proto
type boards are however relatively complex and vulnerable, as a result of the enormous 
number of interconnections required. Furthermore, present day CPLDs do not contain provi
sions for signal observation and board testing. Prototype board development, debugging and 
(re )production testing are therefore elaborate and time-consuming as well. Interconnection 
monitoring may be improved by configuring board test facilities inside the CPLDs, at the 
cost of logic cells. An alternative may be the use of Field Programmable Interconnection 
Components (FPICs), or CPLD multi chip modules [9]. The latter alternative reduces the 
need for board monitoring, as more interconnections remain within a single CPLD device. 

3.5 Mixed Analogue I Digital· Design 

The benefits of hierarchical design flows and codesign for system level development, as 
established during hardware I software codesign, led to an attempt to extend these benefits to 
mixed analogue I digital design. The outcome is the hierarchical mixed analogue I digital 
design flow presented in this section. In the course of time, increasingly large sections of 
systems have of course become digital, even in the traditionally analogue channel decoding 
part of TV receivers. The modulation and error coding schemes standardized for DVB inte
grated receiver decoders are even altogether digital (figure 23). Nevertheless, important parts 
of in particular the demodulator segment are still implemented in the analogue domain. 
Effective system level design of demodulation systems should therefore take both digital and 
analogue parts into account. 

In addition to describing the characteristics of mixed analogue I digital QPSK and QAM 
demodulators, section 3.5.1 details the CRIC design. Although entirely digital, the develop
ment of the CRIC is an example of hierarchical mixed analogue I digital design at system 
level. Several analogue components surrounding the CRIC were modelled and cosimulated 
during system validation and a priori concept verification. Section 3.5.2 details the segment 
of the system design flow used for each of the parts, mixed analogue I digital design. Section 
3.5.3 presents the experimental results of mixed analogue I digital design and lists all rele
vant parameters required to enable assessment of the supportive quality of the method. Sec-
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tion 3.5.4 discusses the experimental results, and the advantages and disadvantages of mixed 
analogue I digital design. 

3.5.1 Mixed Analogue I Digital Design, Characteristics of Evaluated Projects 

The QDMC and CRIC designs are part of a project which was aimed at the development of a 
first generation of DVB demodulation modules, for digital broadcasting of normal definition 
television. The designs were incorporated in the first generation of DVB set-top boxes, for 
satellite and cable reception respectively. Both set-top box types were demonstrated success
fully during the International Broadcast Convention (IBC), in September 1994. At the time, 
live DVB transmissions were broadcast via satellite from Paris, France, and received in 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Received signals were directly applied to the satellite set-top 
boxes, and via a local cable headend and cable distribution system to cable set-top boxes as 
well. 

The QAMDC-CO design is part of a demodulation module developed for the second genera
tion of DVB cable set-top boxes. Cable set-top boxes based on this design, and its deriva
tives, are currently (summer 1996) in production. The second generation QAMDC-CO 
design, a successor of the CRIC, features enhanced functionality, and a higher level of inte
gration. QAMDC-CO incorporates both the analogue and digital hardware required for 
QAM demodulation and demodulation control. 

XIII. QDMC Oanuary 1993 - November 1993) 

The QDM I QDMC chip-set constitutes a QPSK I BPSK demodulator for Direct Broadcast 
Satellite (DBS) applications, which was developed for first generation DVB set-top boxes 
[81], [5]. The chip-set consists of an analogue IC, the quadrature demodulator (QDM), and a 
mixed analogue I digital IC, the quadrature demodulator controller (QDMC). Together the 
two ICs constitute a full-featured QPSK I BPSK demodulator, including the demodulation 
control loops involved. The QDM I QDMC chip-set is capable of performing intermediate 
frequency (IF) to baseband conversion for incoming QPSK I BPSK modulated signals, and 
outputs a baseband digital data stream. The QDM I QDMC chip-set is applied in present day 
DVB set-top box systems. 

The analogue QDM is a bipolar IC, which incorporates a quadrature demodulator consisting 
of two mixers, two baseband amplifiers, a local oscillator and a frequency divider, as indi
cated in the simplified block diagram in figure 40. The mixers convert the IF input signal to 
two baseband signals, I (in-phase) and Q (90° out of phase), which are low-pass filtered 
externally. The I and Q baseband amplifiers amplify the signals to a sufficiently high level 
for quantization by the AID converters in the QDMC. The frequency divider derives the I 
and Q demodulation sine waves from the internal local oscillator which operates at twice the 
intermediate frequency (IF). The resulting sine waves, which have the same frequency but 
differ 90° in phase, are applied to the mixers. Because the QDM was designed according to 
a traditional, dedicated analogue design flow, it is not discussed in more detail here. 

The mixed analogue I digital QDMC is a CMOS (1.0 !J-) IC, which includes clock recovery, 
carrier recovery and automatic gain control (AGC) circuitry, and a lock detector, as indi-
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Figure 40. Functional Block Diagram of QDM I QDMC [81 ], [5] 

cated in the simplified block diagram above. The clock recovery circuitry retrieves the sym
bol clock and therefore extracts an oscillator control signal from the quantized I and Q 
signals. The carrier recovery circuitry obtains two automatic frequency control (AFC) sig
nals from the I and Q inputs. The automatic gain control circuit detects the level of the 
incoming I and Q signals and uses the level information to derive a gain control (AGC) sig
nal. The lock detector in the QDMC assesses whether the received symbols are valid, and 
generates a lock indicator signal. 

The QDM is capable of handling intermediate frequencies between 10.7 MHz and 150 MHz 
at its input. The QDMC operates off a 60 MHz chip clock, which is used as a sampling clock 
by the AID converters. The QDMC is therefore capable of handling symbol rates up to and 
including 30 MSymbols/s. 

XIV. CRIC (March 1994 -August 1994) 

The CRIC design implements a QAM demodulator for digital television distribution via 
cable, which was developed for first generation DVB set-top boxes [80]. The CRIC consti
tutes a full-featured QAM demodulator, including various demodulation control loops. The 
CRIC is capable of performing intermediate frequency (IF) to baseband conversion for 
incoming QAM modulated signals, and outputs a baseband digital data stream. The CRIC 
itself is no longer applied in present day DVB set-top boxes. A derivative of the CRIC how
ever, the QAMDC-CO which is presented next, is either being designed into, or already 
applied in present day DVB systems. 
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The entirely digital CRIC is a CMOS (0.8 J.l) IC, which incorporates a demodulator, raised 
cosine filters, clock recovery, carrier recovery and automatic gain control (AGC) circuitry, 
as indicated in the simplified block diagram below (figure 41). An AID converter and an 

Figure 41. Functional Block Diagram of CRIC [80] 

equalizer are assumed to be implemented externally and therefore not included in the device. 
The baseband QAM demodulator is implemented in the digital domain. The clock recovery 
circuitry retrieves the symbol clock and therefore extracts oscillator control from the I and Q 
signals. The carrier recovery logic deduces a single automatic frequency control (AFC) sig
nal from the I and Q inputs. The automatic gain control (AGC) logic similarly derives a gain 
control signal. The lock detector assesses whether the algorithms in the demodulator are 
locked to the incoming signal, and drives a lock indicator. The CRIC handles QAM symbol 
rates up to 7 MSymbols/s and operates off a single chip clock which is twice the symbol fre
quency, 14 MHz. 

XV. QAMDC-CO Oune 1994 - March 1995) 

The QAMDC-CO is a QAM demodulator for digital television distribution via cable, which 
was developed for second generation DVB set-top boxes [6]. The QAMDC-CO comprises a 
highly integrated QAM demodulator, and it includes a demodulation controller and an adap
tive equalizer. The QAMDC-CO performs intermediate frequency (IF) to baseband conver
sion for incoming QAM modulated signals, and outputs a baseband digital data stream. The 
QAMDC-CO is either being designed into, or already applied in present day DVB systems. 

The mixed analogue I digital QAMDC-CO is a CMOS (0.8 J.l) IC, which incorporates a 
demodulator, raised cosine filters, clock recovery, carrier recovery and automatic gain con
trol (AGC) circuitry, and an adaptive equalizer, as indicated in the simplified block diagram 
in figure 42. The AID converter required at the input of the device is assumed to be imple
mented externally. All internal circuitry is implemented in the digital domain except the D/A 
converters, amplifiers and the bias generator in the analogue section. The baseband QAM 
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Figure 42. Functional Block Diagram of QAMDC-CO [6] 

demodulator separates the I and Q baseband signals which are subsequently applied to the 
raised cosine filters and the coarse AGC circuitry. The latter logic generates an AGC control 
signal to prevent overflow at the input to the external AID converter. 

The output of the raised cosine filters is applied to the clock recovery logic, which retrieves 
the symbol clock and generates an oscillator control signal. The adaptive equalizer signifi
cantly reduces the echoes originating in the cable network. The carrier recovery circuitry 
deduces a single automatic frequency control (AFC) signal from the I and Q signals at the 
output of the equalizer. The digital outputs of the AGC, clock recovery and carrier recovery 
logic are converted into control currents which are integrated by loop filters. These loop fil
ters are implemented by means of the on-chip operational amplifiers, in combination with 
off-chip capacitors and resistors. The QAMDC-CO handles symbol rates up to and including 
7 MSymbols/s and operates off a single chip clock, which equals the symbol frequency 
times four, 28 MHz. 

3.5.2 Mixed Analogue I Digital Design, Method and Design Flow 

This section examines the practical realization of mixed analogue I digital design, for each 
of the design projects listed in the previous section. The QDMC, CRIC and QAMDC-CO 
were developed according to different parts of the same mixed analogue I digital design flow 
implementation, as indicated by the icons below. Together the designs form an overview of 
the entire mixed signal design flow. The method and design flow descriptions for these 
projects are consequently described separately, the description level and task characteristics 
are combined in a single set of tables (36 and 37 respectively). Aspects of practical mixed 
analogue I digital design implementation which are addressed include: formalisms and tools, 
and synthesis and analysis techniques. 
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Traditional analogue design methods concentrate on design activities in the structure (tran
sistor) and geometry (layout) domains of theY-chart (section 2.3.6 on page 46) only. For 
moderately complex, "analogue-only" desigiJs this is a useful and well-established method 
[38], [23] and [69]. For mixed signal design however, as for hardware I software codesign, 
functional coverification is an important issue (see the paragraphs on codesign requirements 
in section 2.3.1 on page 27). Analogue I digital coverification is practically infeasible, if ana
logue hardware is only described in the structure and geometry domains of theY-chart. The 
speed and throughput of circuit simulations, which are commonly used in these domains, 
simply are too low [22]. A hierarchical mixed signal design flow is therefore proposed [38], 
[74], [73], [22], [23] and [69], which starts in the function domain, for software, digital hard
ware, and analogue hardware alike (see also section 2.3.6 on page 46). 

XIII. QDMC (January 1993 - November 1993) -0 
0 
= 

(0000) 

= -
coo••> 
= -

The transmission standards [86], [88] applied in DVB systems were 
defined in international cooperation, with government and industry part
ners. Executable functional references for demodulation and error coding 
were however not released. Channel coding implementations therefore 
have to be founded on the textual specifications included in the documents 
describing the respective standards [86], [88]. 

(0 o • •> At the start of QDMC development, a QPSK modulator was created 
through schematic entry of analogue modules in the MILES environment 

[92], [22], to compensate for the lack of executable functional references. MILES allows for 
mixed level, mixed signal cosimulation in an integrated environment, because it links several 
digital and analogue simulation tools [92], [22]. The QPSK modulator takes digital data as 
input and outputs QPSK modulated waveforms. The modulator was used to generate system 
verification stimuli for the QPSK demodulator design. The resulting verification environ
ment is similar to the one created for demultiplexer and descrambler development (figure 36 
on page 93). 

Early in the development cycle of the QPSK demodulator it became evident that the design 
would have to be a two part chip-set. Accurate demodulation of QPSK waveforms at inter
mediate frequencies in excess of 70 MHz requires an analogue implementation in a bipolar 
process. The baseband demodulation control functions are however best implemented in the 
digital domain. All operations at the intermediate frequency were therefore incorporated in 
the QDM. All baseband control logic, and the associated AID and Dl A converters and opera
tional amplifiers were integrated in the QDMC design. 

For both the QDM and QDMC designs, typedescriptions were created through schematic 
entry in MILES [92], [22]. The analogue parts of both QDM and QDMC were drawn from 
the MILES component (macro) library. The digital parts of QDMC were written in an RTL
synthesizable subset of VHDL, VHDL (ML), through manual type architecture synthesis. 
For the QDMC design the type description was used as the starting point of mixed analogue 
I digital design. QDMC system validation, a priori concept verification, module verification 
and a priori type verification (figure 12 on page 31) were subsequently performed on the 
basis of simulations of the type description, in the QPSK verification environment (similar to 
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figure 36). This is the main reason for the creation and incorporation of a MILES model of 
the QDM. The entirely analogue QDM was however designed at library (transistor) level on 
the basis of the tentative device specification. The QDM design flow is therefore not consid
ered a mixed analogue I digital flow, and the QDM is not considered in more detail here. 

The digital hardware segment of the library level description in the QDMC type database 
was generated through automatic RTL synthesis with the type description (VHDL) as input. 
The resulting 1.0 j..llibrary level implementation in Verilog (LL) was verified through simu
lation and bit-true comparison, using the digital segment of the type description as a func
tional reference. The analogue segment of the QDMC type database was created through 
substitution of the MILES library modules by AID and Dl A converters and operational 
amplifiers from a transistor level design library. Several parts of the analogue transistor level 
design library had to be modified to suit the needs of the QDMC design. Automated cell 
placement and routing, manual block placement, and a combination of manual and auto
matic layout generation subsequently resulted in a GDS II geometry representation, which 
was sent to a foundry for prototype implementation. 

The description levels used for both the analogue and digital segments of the QDMC design 
are listed in table 36. An overview of the mixed analogue I digital design tasks is included in 
table 37 (for a definition of the description levels and tasks refer to figure 12, on page 31 ). 

XIV. CRIC (March 1994 -August 1994) -0 -- System validation and a priori concept verification for the CRIC design 
were conducted on the basis of a concept description in the programming 
language C. The concept description not only contains an algorithm of a 

CO 0 0 0) QAM demodulator, but also models of the transmission channel and of a 
QAM modulator [22]. The QAM modulator takes digital data as input and 

CO 0 • O) outputs QAM modulated waveforms which are fed to the channel model. 
= -

The modulator and channel models were used not only for system valida
(00-0) tion, but also for generation of system verification stimuli for the CRIC 

= -
design. The resulting verification suite is similar to the demultiplexer and descrambler verifi
cation environment (as depicted in figure 36 on page 93). 

To enable very fast design it was decided to include only digital circuitry in the CRIC. The 
remaining demodulator functions were implemented externally, by means of discrete ana
logue components. The concept description was consequently the only part of the CRIC 
design flow at which actual mixed analogue I digital design took place. A module description 
was not created for the CRIC, and module and a priori type verification of the digital part of 
the demodulator were conducted using a type description in RTL synthesizable VHDL 
(ML). 

The library level description in the CRIC type database was generated through automatic 
RTL synthesis, using the type description as input. The 0.8 j..llibrary level implementation in 
Verilog (LL) was verified through simulation and bit-true comparison, with the type descrip
tion as a functional reference. Automated cell placement and routing, manual block place
ment, and a combination of manual and automatic layout generation subsequently led to a 
GDS II geometry representation, which was sent to a foundry for prototype implementation. 
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The description levels used for the all-digital CRIC design are included in table 36. An over
view of the design tasks is included in table 37 (for a definition of the description levels and 
tasks refer to figure 12, on page 31 ). 

XV. QAMDC-CO Qune 1994 - March 1995) 

= 

-0 --
-00--) 

The concept description created for the CRIC was reused as a functional 
reference for the demodulator part of the QAMDC-CO design. However, 
as both extended digital hardware functionality and analogue hardware 
had to be incorporated, overall system validation and a priori concept veri
fication were performed at a lower level [22]. Both digital and analogue 
hardware were described in VHDL. the digital segment at type description 
level, in VHDL (ML), the analogue segment at module description level, 
in VHDL (HL) [22]. The required system level simulations could therefore 

be performed at high execution speeds. In fact, QAMDC-CO verification speed was deter
mined by digital type description simulations, whereas for the QDMC design analogue cir
cuit simulations had been the bottleneck [22]. 

The digital library level description in the QAMDC-CO type database was generated through 
automatic RTL synthesis of the digital type description. The resulting 0.8 1..1. library level 
implementation in Verilog (LL) was verified through simulation and bit-true comparison 
with the type description. The analogue segment of the QAMDC-CO type database was cre
ated through manual synthesis, both procedural and intuitive. The functionality specified in 
the analogue module description (VHDL) was implemented in terms of AID and D/A con
verters and operational amplifiers selected from a transistor level design library. Some of the 
library elements had to be modified to meet the requirements of the QAMDC-CO design. 
Automated cell placement and routing, manual block placement, and a combination of man
ual and automatic layout generation subsequently resulted in a GDS II geometry representa
tion, which was sent to a foundry for prototype implementation. 

The description levels used for both digital hardware and analogue hardware design are 
listed in table 36 (for a definition of the description levels refer to figure 12, on page 31 ). The 

Table 36. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design Descriptions for QDMC, CRIC 
and QAMDC-CO 

Digital Hardware 
Description 

Formalisms, 
Level 

Formats 

ACD Concept •C 
Description • PFSPD (1/0 
(CR/C and stimuli) 
QAMDC-CO 
only) 

Analogue 
Hardware 
Formalisms, 
Formats 

•C 
• PFSPD (1/0 

stimuli) 

Characteristics 

DHW I AHW: formal, 
executable description 
partitioned into several 
functional modules (the 
analogue part based on an 
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Table 36. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design Descriptions for QDMC. CRIC 
and QAMDC-CO (Continued) 

Digital Hardware 
Analogue 

Description 
Formalisms, 

Hardware 
Characteristics 

Level 
Formats 

Formalisms, 
Formats 

ATS Module • English (tentative device specification informal tentative device 
Description [5], [80] and [6]) specification 

(not used for the (for QAMDC-CO DHW: formal, executable 
presented designs:) only:) description of the digital 
• VHDL (HL) • VHDL (HL) part of a module (pin-
• PFSPD (1/0 • PFSPD (1/0 compatible, bit-true, clock-

stimuli) stimuli} true), 
AHW: formal executable 
description of the analogue 
part of a module (real data 
types, oversampling clock) 

ATD Type • synthesizable (for QDMC only:) DHW: formal, executable 
Description subset ofVHDL • macro description of type 

(ML) description in structure, at register-
• PFSPD (1/0 MILES library transfer level 

stimuli) • PFSPD (1/0 (synthesizable VHDL) 
stimuli) AHW: formal, executable 

description of type 
structure, at macro level 
(MILES macro library [92]) 

Type Database • Verilog (LL), • Pstar (LL), 1.0 Jl DHW: formal, executable 
1.0 Jl or 0.8 Jl or 0.8 Jl description of type 
standard cell transistor library structure at library level 
library • GDS II (type (logic gates), in addition to 

• GDS II (type layout) layout (geometry) view and 
layout) • process specific structural test vectors 

• process specific l:lesign rules AHW: formal executable 
design rules • tester specific description of type 

• tester specific format (test structure at transistor 
format (test vectors) level, in addition to layout 
vectors) (geometry) view and 

functional test vectors 
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Table 36. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design Descriptions for QDMC, CRIC 
and QAMDC-CO (Continued) 

Digital Hardware 
Analogue 

Description 
Formalisms, 

Hardware 
Characteristics 

Level 
Formats 

Formalisms, 
Formats 

RPP Prototype • 1.0 )l silicon (QDMC) DHW: structurally tested 
• 0.8 ll silicon (CRIC, QAMDC-CO) and selected prototype 

silicon 
AHW: functionally tested 
and selected prototype 
silicon 

VOP 

ES Module • circuit board design rules DHW I AHW: merging of 
Prototype several digital and analogue 

parts on a channel 
decoding board 

Product • DVB channel decoding board DHW/AHW: 
specification incorporation of channel 

• product board design rules decoding board into 
product environment 

CQS Type and • English informal, verbal (textual) 
/RFS Product • type and product data sheet templates descriptions and board 

Documenta- • application note templates schematics and layout 
tion • circuit board schematic and layout 

rules 

PFSPD =Philips File VHDL = Hardware Verilog proprietary Pstar = SPICE-like s-domain 
Standard for Description Language Hardware Description simulator 
Pictorial Data Language 

module description in the analogue hardware column is an oversampling based description 
of desired hardware behaviour in VHDL (HL) [22]. Possible analogue signal impairments 
are not accurately accounted for. The HL description serves as a functional reference for 
analogue design, and is therefore used in the digital hardware design column, for design ver
ification. The analogue type description is a macro based description of an analogue imple
mentation, suitable for execution in a circuit simulator such as MILES. Type description 
simulation is considerably slower than module description execution, but the results repre
sent analogue behaviour more accurately. An overview of the mixed analogue I digital 
design tasks is included in table 37 (for a definition of the tasks refer to figure 12, on 
page 31). 
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Table 37. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design Tasks QDMC, CRIC 
and QAMDC-CO 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

Functional • algorithm studies mapping of system functionality 
Decomposition • complexity estimation onto newly defined modules in a 
(CR/C and QAMDC- • text editors and source concept description 
CO only) level debuggers (C) 

A Priori Concept • description execution on subjective comparison of concept 
Verification critical waveforms description (CD) and functional 

• subjective evaluation of target specification 
demodulation 
performance (non-bit-
true) 

Module Partitioning • architecture studies division and mapping of module 
• complexity estimation functionality onto DHW and 
• text editors and source AHW implementations 

level debuggers (VHDL) 
• schematic entry (MILES 

macro library) 

Module Verification • description execution on objective comparison of module 
critical modulated or type description (MD orTD) 
waveforms and the corresponding part of the 

• objective comparison (bit- concept description (figure 36) 
true, figure 36) 

Type Architecture • complexity estimation DHW: manual synthesis 
Synthesis • text editors (VHDL) (procedural and intuitive) of type 

• schematic entry (MILES architecture and RTL 
macro library) implementation 

AHW: manual synthesis 
(procedural and intuitive) of type 
architecture and macro level, or 
library level implementation 

A Priori Type • description execution on objective comparison of type 
Verification critical modulated description {TD) and module 

waveforms description (MD) (figure 36), or 
• objective comparison (bit- tentative device specification 

true, figure 36) 
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Table 3 7. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design Tasks QDMC, CRIC 
and QAMDC-CO (Continued) 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

ATD Database Synthesis • RTL synthesis DHW: automatic synthesis of 
library level implementation, 
AHW: manual synthesis of library 
level implementation, through 
modification of existing library 
elements followed by substitution 
DHW I AHW: tool-supported 
layout generation, manual and 
tool-supported test vector 
generation 

(cont.) 

RPP 

Database 
Verification 

Prototype 
Manufacturing 

Production Testing 
I Selection 

• manual synthesis and 
substitution 

• automatic cell placement 
and routing 

• manual block placement 
• partially automatic layout 

generation 
• automatic test pattern 

generation for scan-test 

• description execution on 
critical modulated 
waveforms 

• objective comparison (bit
true, figure 36) 

• subjective comparison 
• layout versus schematic 

check 
• design rule check 
• static timing verification 
• automatic test generation 

• 1.0 11 process lithographic 
steps (QDMC) 

• 0.8 11 process lithographic 
steps (CRIC, QAMDC
CO) 

• packaging 

DHW: objective comparison of 
library level and module 
description (MD) or type 
description (TD, figure 36), 
AHW: subjective comparison of 
library level and tentative device 
specification, or module I type 
description 
DHW I AHW: layout versus 
schematic checks, timing 
verification (pre-layout), test 
vector coverage check 

mapping of type database onto 
silicon, and mounting of parts into 
packages 

• production test I selection DHW: application of production 
equipment (structural) test vectors to 

prototypes, 
AHW: application of production 
(functional) test vectors to 
prototypes, selection of correct 
samples only 
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Table 37. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design Tasks QDMC, CRIC 
and QAMDC-CO (Continued) 

Task Tools, Techniques Execution 

VOP Type Q&R • qualification test assessment of electrical 
equipment characteristics of prototypes, 

• selected stimuli sets through measurements on 
• objective comparison (bit- selected stimuli sets (usually on 

true) multiple lots of prototypes, for this 
project however restricted to a 
single lot) 

A Posteriori Type & • prototype testing on objective comparison of 
Module Verification selected (artificial) prototype behaviour and module 

stimuli, on a demodulation description (MD) or type 
testbench description (TD), subjective 

• chip-only evaluation board comparison with tentative device 
• objective comparison (bit- specification 

true) 
• subjective comparison 

ES Module Assembly • board design tool sets design, layout generation, and 
• board assembly tools assembly of a subsystem, or 

module board 

Product Assembly • board I cabinet design design, layout generation, and 
tool sets assembly of a system board or 

• board I cabinet assembly cabinet 
tools 

Concept Q&R • qualification test assessment of electrical 
equipment characteristics of modules and 

• selected stimuli sets product, through measurements 
• objective comparison (bit- on selected stimuli 

true) 
• subjective comparison 

A Posteriori • real time product testing subjective comparison of product 
Concept & Product on selected (artificial) behaviour and the functional target 
Verification stimuli, on a demodulation specification 

testbench 
• product evaluation board 
• objective comparison (bit-

true) 

CQS Product Release • release of type and introductory phase of the 
IRFS product documentation economic product life cycle 

• type and product 
manufacturing 
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3.5.3 Mixed Analogue I Digital Design, Experimental Results 

Table 38 lists the key aspects of the QDMC, CRIC and QAMDC-CO designs with respect to 
the supportive quality of mixed analogue I digital design. The aspects listed are equivalent to 
the aspects summarized in section 3.2.3 for digital hardware design. The QDMC and CRIC 
were among the first designs to be developed according to a mixed analogue I digital design 
flow. For the QDMC design, the design flow phases between the ARA and ATS milestones 
were passed on the basis of the type description. System, concept and module descriptions 
were not written. For the CRIC design, the requirements analysis and concept development 
phases (ARA ~ ATS) were conducted using a concept description. For the QAMDC-CO, 
the same concept description and a module (AHW) I type (DHW) description were used 
during system level design (ARA ~ ATS). 

Table 38. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design, Experimental Results of the 
QDMC, CRIC and QAMDC-CO Projects 

XIII.QDMC XIV.CRIC XV. QAMDC-CO unit: 

design period 
January 1993 - March 1994- June 1994-

approximately 
November 1993 August 1994 March 1995 

silicon area 10 24 56 mm2 

silicon feature 1.0 0.8 0.8 !lm 
size 

number of 2 2 2 
metal layers 

IC package QFP44 QFP 100 QFP64 package type, 
number of pins 

gate count, 1,000 22,000 49,000 approximately 
RAM count, + 2ADCs + 2ADCs 
ADC I DAC + 5 DACs + 3 DACs 
count + 4 Operational + 3 Operational 

Amplifiers Amplifiers 

programmability 5 mode input 4 mode input 12C, protocol, 
pins pins 86 configuration number of 

registers control bits 

basic clock 60 14 28 MHz 
frequency 
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Table 38. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design, Experimental Results of the 
QDMC, CRIC and QAMDC-CO Projects (Continued) 

XIII.QDMC XIV.CRIC XV. QAMDC-CO unit: 

design period 
january 1993 - March 1994- june 1994-

approximately 
November 1993 August 1994 March 1995 

design flow Mixed AID Limited System Limited System 
Design~ Design~ Design--+ 
Limited Backend Mixed AID Mixed AID 
Design Design--+ Design--+ 

Limited Backend Limited Backend 
Design Design 

design phase .!. .!. .!. (weeks), 
<II <II <ll"tl <II <II <11-o <II <II <11-o 
~ E 0.(1) ~E 0.(1) ~ E 0.(1) (persons) -> - > -> E ·p 0(5 E ·p 0(5 E·p 0(5 
·x 1l '- > ·x 1l '- > ·x 1l '- > 
ecs.. <II c 

~~ 
<II c 

~tL 
<II c 

.D ·- .D ·- .D ·-
a..., E ~ a..., E ~ a..., E ~ a.- 0.- 0.-
"' <II 

:J 0 "'<II :J 0 "'<II :J 0 
c "' C VI c "' 

ARA ~ACD • requirements analysis for the QDMC and CRIC designs 

ACD ~ ATS 
coincided with the standardization of the channel coding 
standards [86], [88] and therefore took several months 

• a concept description was written for the QAM designs 
only, in conjunction with the evaluation system depicted 
in figure 36, which was also used for the QPSK designs 

ATS~ATD 12 I 2 I 4 I 

ATD ~ RPP 28 I 14 2 20 3 

RPP ~VOP 4 n.a. 4 n.a. 8 n.a. 

VOP ~ ES 3 2 2 2 4 2 

ES--+ CQS 4 I 6 2 8 I 

• as a result of time pressure on the projects, only a limited 
form of quality and reliability verification was performed, 
on a single lot of prototypes of each design 

approximate 47 22 36 weeks 
total elapsed 
time 
(ATS ~ ES) 
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Table 38. Mixed Analogue I Digital Design, Experimental Results of the 
QDMC, CRIC and QAMDC-CO Projects (Continued) 

XIII.QDMC XIV.CRIC XV. QAMDC-CO unit: 

design period 
January 1993 - March 1994- June 1994-

approximately 
November 1993 August 1994 March 1995 

total 46 34 72 person weeks 
development 
effort 
(ATS --7 ES) 

rede- func- 0 0 2 
sign tional 
modi-
fica- elec- 0 0 0 

tions trical 

For the QDMC and QAMDC-CO designs the total development effort includes effort 
invested in the modification of existing analogue library elements. Several parts of the ana
logue transistor level design library, including AID and Dl A converters, had to be modified 
to suit the needs of the respective designs. In the example of the QDMC design, a major por
tion of the ATD ---7 RPP development effort was devoted to such library element modifica
tions. 

Because of time pressure on the various projects, quality and reliability assessment during 
the type and concept evaluation phases were limited to measurements on a single lot of pro
totypes of each design. The QDMC and QAMDC-CO designs were however in a later stage 
subjected to more comprehensive quality and reliability assessments, which are not 
accounted for in table 38. 

3.5.4 Mixed Analogue I Digital Design, Discussion 

The method of hierarchical design applied to mixed analogue I digital design (section 3.5.2) 
meets the requirements for codesign. The presented approach to mixed analogue I digital 
design allows for: 
o parallel development: allowing for simultaneous development of analogue and digital hard

ware and the cooperation of multiple designers on the design of a single module 
o cospecification of analogue and digital hardware in a single description during system and 

concept development 
o cospecification of analogue and digital hardware in separate descriptions, but in the same 

formalism (VHDL), at module description level 
o covalidation and verification of analogue and digital hardware through cosimulation at var

ious levels in the design flow. 
The future extension of VHDL towards the analogue domain, VHDL-A [95], should sim
plify cospecification and cosimulation. The aforementioned codesign provisions facilitated 
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the development of several mixed analogue I digital designs in roughly the same time frame 
as for digital hardware design (section 3.2.3). 

Present day tools and formalisms cater for effective codesign of analogue and digital hard
ware. In summary, the advantages of mixed analogue I digital codesign over non-concurrent 
design methods are: 
• a reduced risk of functional errors in both analogue and digital hardware, as a result of 

functional cospecification and coverification at most levels in the flow 
• a short throughput time, and consequently a short Time-to-Market. The elapsed time for 

concurrent development of analogue and digital hardware is approximately equivalent to 
the elapsed time for digital hardware only design 

• a possibility to apply concurrent engineering to the development of mixed analogue I digi-
tal modules. 

The experimental results show that the number of design errors in both analogue and digital 
hardware is effectively reduced by codesign. The result is a reduction of the Time-to-Market. 

The use of VHDL at module description level for both analogue and digital parts of a mod
ule is advantageous for system validation and system level verification. Designers develop
ing the digital part of a module are generally uninterested in detailed analogue behaviour and 
impairments. Digital designers therefore use the analogue part of the module description as a 
functional reference for mixed level cosimulation. Analogue designers in tum are equally 
uninterested in digital hardware design details. They consequently use the digital hardware 
segment of the module description as a functional reference. VHDL model simulations at 
module description level are generally fast. 

Mixed level, mixed signal simulation tools (such as MILES [92]) allow for cosimulation at 
lower levels in the design flow, at the expense of lower simulation speeds. For the QDMC, 
cosimulation at these lower levels was successful, but nonetheless time-consuming. During 
the design of QAMDC-CO however, the analogue module description segment proved to be 
even more useful and valuable. Throughout system validation and a priori concept verifica
tion, cosimulation of the analogue module description (VHDL) and the digital type descrip
tion led to the detection of several major system errors and shortcomings [22]. Nevertheless, 
a small number of errors originating in the concept description remained undetected. 

The main disadvantage of using VHDL for analogue modelling at module description level 
is the lack of a connection with the rest of the analogue development flow. This complicates 
the use of the analogue module description as a functional reference for analogue design 
[22] . One of the main consequences is that comparison of type and library level descriptions 
with the module description is not straightforward. The introduction of VHDL-A [95] is 
expected to fill this apparent gap in the hierarchical analogue design flow. 
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Supportive Qualities 
of Hierarchical 

Design Methods 

The experimental results of design flow execution pre
sented in chapter 3 are analysed here to determine the 
supportive qualities of hierarchical design methods. As 
was shown in section 2.3, hierarchical methods employ 
the following techniques and disciplines, to meet the 
ever increasing demands on system design: 
• multiple, consecutive levels of design hierarchy 
• high level of design abstraction for system validation 

and verification 
• formal descriptions and executable specifications 
• concurrent engineering. 
This chapter confirms that these techniques indeed ena

ble a hierarchical design flow to meet the technical and economic requirements (section 2.2). 

Hierarchical design methods are destined to improve on traditional methods of design. The 
main benefits of hierarchical design are expected in the area of: 
• product life cycle support 
• design productivity 
• Time-to-Market. 
A direct comparison with traditional design methods is not possible, because results of 
designs developed according to such methods are not available. Some of the design flows 
presented in chapter 3 however bear a strong resemblance to traditional methods. The results 
of these examples of design flow application are seen as representative for traditional design 
methods. As such, they are used in comparison with designs which benefited fully from 
hierarchical system level design. 

Section 4.1 provides a quantitative overview of the experiences gained during six consecu
tive years of hierarchical design practice. Section 4.1 .1 seeks to derive a uniform measure of 
design complexity for the designs in the test set. The apparent trend in integrated circuit 
complexity is analysed in section 4.1.2. Section 4.1 .3 lists the respective values of elapsed 
design time and development effort for the designs in the test set, after which section 4.1.4 
analyses the trends in these numbers. Design productivity may be quantified in several 
ways, as described in section 4.1 .5. Section 4.1.6 subsequently determines the trends in each 
of these productivity measures, for the designs in the test set. Eventually, section 4.1.7, by 
evaluating cross correlation and interdependence between several measured quantities, 
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derives analytical expressions which support design schedule estimation. 

Section 4.2 determines the key measures for supportive quality, by analysing the individual 
design phases between ATS and ES. Section 4.2.1 lists the respective values of elapsed 
design time and development effort for the individual design flow phases, and analyses the 
average elapsed time and development effort involved. Sections 4.2.2 through 4.2.5 analyse 
the trends in these quantities, for each of the design phases between ATS and ES. The sense 
and essence of one of the key features of the presented hierarchical design flow, the module 
description, and of rapid prototyping are examined in sections 4.2.6 and 4.2. 7 respectively. 

Section 4.3 analyses whether the empirical models for estimation of design productivity, 
person power, and design schedule derived in [84], [27], [28], [61] and [29] apply to the 
experimental results presented in this thesis. Section 4.3.1 studies the custom LSI I VLSI 
design productivity model presented in [27]. The method for design schedule estimation of 
ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) derived in [61] is examined in section 
4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 concludes chapter 4, with a survey into the model for ASIC design 
schedule estimation supplied by [29]. 

4.1 Six Years of Integrated Circuit Design in 
Retrospective 

The design observations described in chapter 3 represent a period of over six years of design 
experience, starting in early 1990 and ending in the spring of 1996. Some of the principal 
tendencies in integrated circuit design in recent years are therefore clearly noticeable in the 
experimental results. Characteristic trends such as increased design complexity, and pro
gressive pressure on design time and design productivity are identified in the following sec
tions, for the various selected designs. 

4.1.1 Integrated Circuit Complexity 

In the semiconductor world, several device characteristics are used to approximate inte
grated circuit (IC) complexity. Some of the most widely used standards for IC complexity 
are: 
• the number of transistors on a silicon die (transistor count) 
• the number of NAND-equivalent logic gates on a silicon die (gate count) 

• the size ofthe silicon die (silicon area (mm2)). 

For the designs in the test set, the above measures do not allow for accurate comparison of 
the various device complexities. Moreover, the above measures do not represent the com
plexity of the design task corresponding to an IC. 

Although the number of transistors on a silicon die is a fairly precise measure of device 
complexity, it does not accurately approximate the complexity encountered when designing 
a particular IC. Some of the designs in the test set contain large numbers of on-chip memory 
cells and other predefined macros (see tables presenting experimental results in chapter 3). 
Memory modules add decisively to the overall transistor count. Analogue macro modules 
however generally do not. Moreover, memory modules are relatively easy to implement by 
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means of module generators. Most analogue macro modules are not. Memory modules 
therefore contribute only negligibly to the complexity of the design task. Analogue macro 
modules on the other hand may contribute cgnsiderably. The transistor count of a device is 
therefore not deemed useful for measurement of design task complexity, during assessment 
of the supportive quality of design methods. 

NAND-equivalent gate counts are accurate measures for the complexity of digital devices 
which contain little or no memory. Logic gate counts do not normally include memory cells, 
nor analogue modules, both of which may form a substantial part of the overall complexity 
of a design (see tables presenting experimental results in chapter 3). The gate count of a 
device is therefore not considered suitable for assessment of the supportive quality of design 
methods which encompass both analogue and digital circuitry. 

Die size, or silicon area, is determined by the number of transistors on a die, the placement 
and routing density, and the feature size of the process used to implement a design. As such, 
the die size is a representation of device complexity which is less accurate than the gate and 
transistor counts. However, macro modules featuring large transistor counts, such as memo
ries, often exhibit high placement and routing densities. Analogue macros on the other hand, 
corresponding to small transistor counts, usually occupy relatively large silicon areas. Die 
size is therefore a characteristic which is less dependent on the type of design, analogue or 
digital, than the gate or transistor count. Die size figures can furthermore easily be adapted 
for design comparison, by normalizing them with respect to different process feature sizes. 
If we accept a normalized version of the silicon area as a measure for device complexity, the 
following equation (1) may be applied to the test set of designs. The feature size figures are 

I. d d · 
1 

• •
1
• (DeMIPS-CO feature size) 2 [ 2 ] norma 1ze es1gn comp ex1ty = Sl 1con area · . L • 2 mm . 

( des1gn 1eature s1ze) 
(I) 

squared to reflect their influence in both directions of the layout plane of a design. DeMIPS
CO is taken as a reference for the normalization because it is the most complex design, and 
its feature sizes are the smallest (0.5 Jl) in the test set. The resulting equation (l) facilitates 
the creation of an overview of normalized design complexities across the observation 
period, and comparison of the complexities of individual designs. 

A chart including both silicon area, and normalized design complexity for the designs in the 
test set is depicted in figure 43. The chart furthermore depicts the process feature size for 
each of the designs. From the chart, the silicon area would appear to be more or less constant 
throughout the evaluation period. The normalized complexity however is evidently rising. 
Both trends are analysed in the following section. 

4.1.2 Integrated Circuit Complexity Increase, 1991 - 1996 

The bars representing the normalized design complexity in figure 43 suggest a considerable 
and incessant growth in the 1991 - 1996 time frame. Figure 1 on page 3, and references [51] 
and [94] indicate that the complexity of transistor based electronics has consistently grown 
approximately two orders of magnitude every decade, since 1950. The two principal trends 
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Figure 43. Silicon Area and Normalized Complexity for the Individual Designs 

prompting the growth in device complexity are feature size reduction and silicon area 
enlargement. 

Feature sizes are reduced as a consequence of continuing miniaturisation. Continuously 
improving IC process control has led to feature sizes which are currently well below 0.5 
micron. The feature sizes of the designs in the test set decreased as indicated in figure 43. 
The first generation of HDTV designs, consisting of MPLM02 and TDFS, was realized in a 
1.2 micron process. The second generation HDTV devices LIP and TDI, as well as the 
DENC2-CO and QDMC designs were implemented in a 1.0 micron process. The other 
designs, except DeMIPS-CO which is a 0.5 micron design, are based on a 0.8 micron proc
ess. Throughout the observation period, shrinking feature sizes therefore account for a com
plexity increase of a factor of: 

1.
22 

= 5.76 
0.5 2 

The silicon area figures of successive designs are expanding because of a strong and contin
uing demand for higher levels of system integration. The growth of integrated circuit silicon 
area is permitted by improved IC process control and the resulting higher production yield, 
and the expansion of the diameter of silicon wafers. To determine the trend in die sizes for 
the designs in the test set, regression analysis was applied to the silicon area figures (as rep
resented in figure 43). An exponential function fitted to the individual silicon area figures, to 
minimize a square error criterion, led to the curve depicted in figure 44. Plotted on a loga
rithmic scale, the curve is transformed into a line which reveals a continuous, albeit moder-
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Figure 44. Silicon Area per Design, 1991 - 1996 

ate, increase in silicon area across the observation period. 

The exponential regression function for the silicon area of the designs in the test set is deter
mined by equation (2). Regression analysis leads to the indicated value form, which implies 

exponential regression function: f ( t) 

where: m = 1.005 

and: b = 53.932[mm2] 

t is measured in months, 

and t 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.245,:; m,:; 2.256 

(2) 

that the increase in silicon area approximates 5%o per month, or around 6% per year. These 
values may be regarded as fairly pessimistic, because the test set includes some relatively 
small designs, such as QDMC and CRIC, not representative of the state-of-the-art at the 
time. The confidence interval for m was calculated under the assumption that the probability 
distribution of the silicon area is normal, and the individual experimental results are inde
pendent. Equation (3) defines the terms year and month in the context of this thesis. The def
initions are in agreement with the elapsed time figures in the tables presenting the 
experimental results (in chapter 3), which do not include non-working days either. 
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one year 40 working weeks on average, 

therefore: one month = 40/12 = 3.33 working weeks 
(3) 

For the designs in the test set, the trends in feature size reduction and silicon area enlarge
ment led to the increase in normalized complexity indicated in figure 45. To confirm the 
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Figure 45. Normalized Complexity per Design, 1991 - 1996 

trend in normalized design complexity throughout the observation period, regression analy
sis was applied to the normalized silicon area figures (as presented in figure 43). An expo
nential function was shaped to minimize a square error criterion with respect to the 
individual complexity figures. Plotted on a logarithmic scale, the resulting function yields a 
line. The exponential regression function for the designs in the test set is determined by 
equation (4), which includes the values estimated for m and b. The resulting value of m 

exponential regression function: f(t) 

where: m = 1.028 

and: b 9.049[mm2] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for july 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.169 ~ m <; 2.224 

(4) 
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implies a growth in complexity of approximately 3% per month, or around 38% per year. In 
ten years time (120 months) this leads to a growth in complexity of a factor of 26 approxi
mately, which approaches the two orders of magnitude per decade mentioned in chapter 1 
(figure 1 on page 3). Once again, these values are regarded as pessimistic. The test set 
includes some relatively simple designs, not representative of the state-of-the-art at the time. 
The confidence interval was determined under the assumptions of a normal probability dis
tribution, and independent experimental results. These assumptions are the foundation for 
all confidence intervals calculated in this chapter. 

4.1.3 Elapsed Design Time and Development Effort 
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Figure 46. Elapsed Design Time {ATS to ES) and Development Effort 
{ATS to ES) for the Individual Designs 

Figure 46 summarizes the elapsed design time and development effort figures for the designs 
in the test set. For the production (RPP to VOP) and type evaluation (VOP to ES) phases of 
DeMIPS-CO, estimates of elapsed time and development effort are used. These estimates 
were derived from the DeMIPS-CO project plan. Figure 46 illustrates two trends in design 
schedule and person power, that is, a reduction of the elapsed design time, and an increase in 
development effort. Both trends are analysed in section 4.1.4. Comparison of figures 45 and 
46 furthermore suggests a correlation between the two areas of experimental results, because 
the envelopes of the bar graphs appear to be similar. Whether there is a correlation between 
elapsed design time and development effort figures on one hand, and the design complexity 
on the other, is studied in section 4.1.7. 
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4.1.4 Trends in Elapsed Design Time and Development Effort, 1991 - 1996 

The principal economic requirement on electronic system design demands a reduction of the 
Time-to Market (section 2.2.2), and consequently an increase in design productivity. This 
objective may be achieved at the cost of higher development costs, without severe conse
quences for the profitability of a product. Section 2.2.2 furthermore mentions that for a 
number of reasons it may prove difficult to maintain traditional design productivity stand
ards, let alone improve on them. Concurrent engineering, and in particular codesign is capa
ble of meeting this most important requirement, as is shown by the following trend analyses. 
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Figure 47. Total Elapsed Design Time (ATS toES) per Design, 1991 - 1996 

linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = -0.254[weeks/month] 

and: b = 47.633[weeks] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.466 ,; m ,; -0.041 

(5) 

Figure 47 depicts the tendency towards reduction of the elapsed design time, as perceived in 
the test set. To confirm this trend, regression analysis was applied to the experimental results 
of elapsed time measurements, as included in figure 46. A linear regression function, shaped 
to minimize a square error criterion across the set of observations, results in the line indi-
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cated in figure 47. The linear regression function is defined by equation (5), which includes 
the values estimated for m and b. The value obtained for m implies a reduction of the elapsed 
design time by about a working day (25% of a week) every month, or about 3 weeks per 
year, since 1991. This trend cannot be expected to continue indefinitely, because there obvi
ously is a minimum to the design time required. Moreover, with the advent of more sophisti
cated IC processes, the time spent in production (RPP to VOP) is steadily increasing. This 
may eventually lead to an increase of the total elapsed design time (ATS toES). 
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Figure 48. Total Development Effort (ATS to ES) per Design, 1991 · 1996 

Figure 48 portrays the practically inevitable consequence of growing design complexities 
(figure 45) and Time-to-Market reduction (figure 47), an increase in development effort. 
This tendency is confirmed by regression analysis on the measured development effort val
ues, as presented in figure 46. The linear regression function (equation (6)), which mini-

linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = 1.426[person weeks/month] 

and: b = 66.174[person weeks] 

t is measured in months, 

and t 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.566 :S m :S 3.418 

(6) 
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mizes a square error criterion across the experimental results, is depicted as a line in figure 
48. Equation (6) includes the values estimated form and b. The value found form suggests 
that about 1.5 person weeks of development effort are added every month, to handle growing 
complexity, at the same time reducing Time-to-Market. Every year, almost half a person year 
(17 person weeks) of effort has to be added, to keep up with ongoing developments. How 
exactly the growth in development effort is related to the increase in design complexity is 
analysed in section 4.1.7. 

4.1.5 Design Productivity Assessment 

The regression line in figure 47 confirms that the use of hierarchical design methods 
throughout the observation period has led to a significant reduction of the Time-to-Market 
(as defined in figure 8 on page 26). It is therefore reasonable to assume that the design pro
ductivity improved as well. To determine just how much productivity improvement has been 
realized in recent years, an attempt is made to derive the design productivity from the avail
able experimental data. For this purpose four distinct definitions of design productivity are 
applied to the experimental results: 
• the number of designs per design team per year 
• the number of designs per person year 
• the silicon area per person week 
• the gate count per person week. 
To represent design time and person power involved, the values of elapsed time (ATS toES) 
and development effort (ATS to ES) are used. System level development prior to ATS 
(ARA to ATS) is not considered part of the design of individual modules, because such 
modules are not defined until after module partitioning (figure 12 on page 31 ). Concept eval
uation (ES to CQS I RFS) and application support (CQS I RFS and beyond) are excluded for 
similar reasons. 

In order to meet the predicted total turnover of the semiconductor industry for the year 2000, 
both sales volume and sales value must increase [51], [94]. To realise the predicted sales vol
ume, more and new designs are needed, or in other words, the design productivity in terms 
of the number of designs per year must increase. Equation (7) indicates an approach to mea-

40 
number of designs per design team per year == -,----,----.,...,..,=-=-----::c----,--

elapsed time (A TS - ES) per design 
(7) 

suring the number of designs per design team per year, by dividing the number of weeks in a 
year (40) by the elapsed design time (ATS toES) for the designs in the test set. The resulting 
quantities denote the number of designs a single design team can handle in one year, under 
the assumption that codesign is applied. The result therefore quantifies the productivity of an 
entire design team. The size of a typical design team can be estimated by averaging the 
development effort per design divided by the elapsed time per design, for the designs in the 
test set. This is indicated in equation (8). 

The productivity of individual designers may be expressed in terms of the number of designs 
per person year. Similar to equation (7), equation (9) defines the number of designs per per-
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( 
development effort (ATS - ES) per design ) _ 

2 57 elapsed time (A TS - ES) - elapsed tifTJe (RPP - VOP) - · persons 
(8) 

number of designs per person year = 
development effort (A TS - ES) per design 

40 (9) 

son year, by dividing 40 person weeks (a person year) by the development effort (ATS to 
ES) for the designs in the test set. The resulting numbers approximate the number of designs 
a single designer can handle in one year. Both the number of designs per design team per 
year, and the number of designs per person year approach design productivity from an eco
nomic point of view. Together with the value of the designs, the volume of completed 
designs determines whether a semiconductor company retains its share in the predicted tum
over for 1998 [51], [94]. 

Both the silicon area per person week and the gate count per person week have a signifi
cance as technical measures of design productivity only. From an economic point of view 
these numbers are of secondary importance. Silicon area per person week is derived by 
equation (10), where the normalized complexity is used in the numerator, instead of the 

2 _ normalized design complexity 
number of mm per person week - d 

1 
ff (ATS ES) d . (I 0) eve opment e ort - per es1gn 

actual silicon area. The number of mm2 per person week therefore represents the average sil
icon area a designer generates in one week, in a 0.5 micron process. The gate count per per
son week may be calculated in a similar fashion, using equation (11). Trends and tendencies 

design gate count number of gates per person week = (I I) 
development effort (A TS - ES) per design 

in design productivity are analysed in the following section, for each of the above definitions 
of productivity. 

4.1.6 Trends in Design Productivity, 1991 - 1996 

As was to be expected (figure 47), the number of designs per design team per year is rising, 
and has been improving throughout the observation period. This is illustrated by figure 49, 
which includes a line illustrating this tendency. The trend line results from regression analy
sis on the productivity figures derived with the help of equation (7). The linear regression 
function conforms to equation (12), which furthermore includes the values estimated form 
and b. The value forb indicates that in 1991 a design team was capable of handling approxi
mately 86% of a design, in a single year. By 1996 this number had increased to 123%. The 
estimate for m indicates that the number of designs per design team per year has been 
increasing by about 7%o every month. By extrapolation of this trend to 1998, an increase of 
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linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = 0.006[designs per year/month] 

and: b 0.865 [designs per year] 

t is measured in months, 

and t 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.001 ~m~0.014 

(12} 

about 19% is found, with respect to the number of designs per design team per year in 1995. 
The objective of twice today's (1995) turnover in 1998 is therefore beyond reach, unless the 
number of design teams is increased, or sales value increases sharply. 

According to figure 48, which demonstrates the increase in development effort per design, 
the number of designs per person year must be declining. The apparent trend is illustrated in 
figure 50 by the line obtained through regression analysis on the productivity figures pro
vided by equation (9). Equation (13) defines the regression function as well as the estimates 
form and b. The value derived forb indicates that in 1991 a designer was capable of han
dling about half a design every year. The m value implies that this number drops by about 
1.2%o every month, or around 1.4% per year. The principal reason for this decrease in pro
ductivity of individual designers can only be the growth in design complexity. An important 
conclusion is therefore that the productivity per designer, despite the advent of new design 
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Figure 50. Design Productivity: Number of Designs per Person Year, 1991 • 1996 

linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = -0.0006[designs per person year/month] 

and: b = 0.509 [designs per person year] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.008 S m $ 0.007 

- (13) 

tools and methods, at the moment barely keeps track with growing design complexities. 

The productivity measure representing the silicon area per person week is normalized for a 
0.5 micron process, and tends to increase sharply, as is indicated in figure 51. In section 
4.1.1 normalized complexity was proposed as a measure for device complexity comparison. 
The steep increase illustrated in figure 51 therefore represents a sizeable improvement in the 
complexity an individual designer contributes to a design in a single week. The linear 
regression function depicted in figure 51 is defined by equation (14) which furthermore 
includes estimates for m and b. The estimate for m denotes a productivity increase of more 
than a factor of 5, across the observation period. 

The number of gates per person week is a measure of digital design productivity, and there
fore only applicable to the digital segments of designs. Figure 52 demonstrates that the gate 
count the individual designer contributes to a design every week has grown considerably. 
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linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = 0.006[mm2per person week/month] 

and: b = 0.084[mm2per person week] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

0.003 :s; m :s; 0.009 

(14) 

The growth must be attributed to the advent of new digital design methods such as hierarchi
cal design, and design tools such as RTL synthesis. Equation (15) specifies the regression 
curve shown in figure 52 and the associated estimates for m and b. These estimates may even 
be regarded as pessimistic, due to the incorporation of the mixed analogue I digital QDMC 
and QAMDC designs. The gate count figures used do not include the analogue circuitry 
included in these designs. The development effort nevertheless does account for the effort 
spent in designing these segments. 

In summary, figures 49 through 52 illustrate that most of the aspects of design productivity 
have improved considerably. The key productivity measure with respect to the economic 
requirements, the number of designs per design team per year, has increased significantly, 
although perhaps not enough to secure the 1998 objectives for the semiconductor industry. 
The advent of new methods and design tools has allowed designers to keep track with the 
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Figure 52. Digital Design Productivity: Gate Count per Person Week, 1991 -
1996 

linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = 4.334[gates per person week/month] 

and: b = 321.275[gates per person week] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%. the confidence interval for m is: 

~1.473 ~ m ~ 10.142 

(IS) 

growth of device complexity. However, for design productivity to grow beyond the increase 
in complexity, continuing improvement of methods and tools is crucial. 

Evidently, the development effort associated to the design of driver software is incorporated 
in the total development effort (ATS to ES). The output of driver software development, 
although small in comparison to the output of hardware design, is not part of the gate count, 
silicon area, or normalized complexity figures. Design productivity measures based on 
either of these statistics therefore do not account for the software part of hardware I software 
codesign. These productivity measures consequently lead to a pessimistic estimate of the 
actual design productivity. Common software productivity measures, such as the number of 
lines of code per person week, are regarded inadequate and were therefore not applied. After 
all, similar to the transistor count of a design (section 4.1.1), the line count of a software 
driver does not represent the complexity corresponding to its design. Because driver soft-
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ware complexity is negligibly small compared to the hardware complexity, and due to the 
lack of an adequate complexity measure, driver software was omitted from the calculations. 

4.1.7 Cross Correlation, Interdependence and Design Schedule Estimation 

The experimental results of the designs in the test set, and the trend analyses performed on 
them, allow for estimation of development schedules for future designs, through extrapola
tion. For extrapolation to yield reliable results, the interdependence of some of the experi
mental results must be investigated. For this purpose the cross correlation between the two 
main schedule related parameters, the total elapsed design time and the total development 
effort, and the various representations of design complexity was derived. The results of 
cross correlation analysis are included in table 39. The table indicates that the total develop-

Table 39. Cross Correlation between Design Schedule and Design Complexity 

silicon area 
nonnalized number of 
complexity 

gate count 
control registers 

development effort (ATS---> ES) 0.818 0.939 0.898 0.666 

elapsed time (ATS---> ES) 0.154 0.057 0.097 -0.199 
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Figure 53. Development Effort (ATS to ES) versus Normalized Design 
Complexity 

ment effort and the normalized design complexity are highly correlated. To a lesser extent, 
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the same holds for the total development effort and the gate count. As was to be expected, 
the total elapsed design time is practically not correlated to any of the complexity measures, 
due to the application of codesign. 

The development effort required to implement a given design depends on the normalized 
complexity of the design, in the way illustrated in figure 53. The linear approximation shown 
in the chart is the outcome of regression analysis on the experimental normalized complexity 
and development effort results. Equation (16) specifies the linear approximation of the inter-

linear regression function: f(x) = b + m · x 

where: m = 1.519[person weeks /mm2 ] 

and: b = 57.439[person weeks ] 

and x is measured in mm2 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

1.216 s; m s; 1.822 

(16) 

dependence. The regression curve indicates that the number of person weeks involved in 
designing a device is roughly proportional to 1.5 times the normalized device complexity 
(section 4.1.1), expressed in square millimetres. The linear regression curve in figure 53 does 
not account for the considerable increase in design productivity over time, as demonstrated 
in figure 51. In other words, the slope (m) of the regression curve, the number of person 
weeks per square millimetre, is averaged and assumed to be constant across the evaluation 
period. 

More accurate extrapolation is obtained by including the perceived increase in design pro
ductivity in the approximation. For this purpose an expression for the variation in time of the 
slope (m) in equation (16) is derived from equation (14). By substituting the resulting 
expression for m(t) (17) form in equation (16) and repeating regression analysis, the expres-

m(t) = ~.,..---- = 
0

_
084 

+ 
1
0

_
006

. t[person weeks /mm2] 
(14) 

(17) 

sion in equation (18) is obtained. The resulting regression curves are plotted in figure 54, for 

regression function: f(x, t) = c + 
0

_
084 

+n0.00
6

. t · x 

where: n = 0.661 

and: c = 27.456[person weeks ] 

and x is measured in mm2 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

0.515 s; n s 0.807 

(18) 
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Figure 54. Development Effort (ATS to ES) versus Normalized Complexity, 
at Various Points in Time 

various values oft (0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72 respectively). The chart demonstrates the 
increase in design productivity in the course of time. 

The interdependence of the development effort required to implement a given design and the 
gate count of the design can be analysed in a si)Jlilar way (figure 55). The linear approxima
tion depicted in figure 55 results from regression analysis on the experimental gate count and 
total development effort figures. The approximation is less accurate than the one previously 
described, because the correlation between development effort and gate count is less (table 
39). The gate count based approximation furthermore does not accurately represent mixed 
analogue I digital designs. 

Equation (19) defines the linear approximation and indicates that the total required develop-

linear regression function: f(x) = b + m · x 

where: m = 1.612[person weeks /1000 gates] 

and: b == 29.236[person weeks ] 

and x is measured in thousands of gates 
At a confidence level of 90%. the confidence interval for m is: 

1.185::; m s 2.040 

(19) 

ment effort for a design is approximately proportional to 1.6 times the gate count. That is, if 
the gate count is expressed in terms of thousands of gates. The linear approximation how-
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Figure SS. Development Effort (ATS to ES} versus Gate Count 
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ever bluntly disregards the improvement in design productivity over time, as presented in 
figure 52. Put differently, the slope min equation (l9), the number of person weeks needed 
to design a thousand gates, is averaged and assumed to be constant. 

By including the design productivity improvement (figure 52) in the approximation, its accu
racy may be enhanced. An expression for the variation in time of the slope (m) in equation 
(19) may be derived from equation (15), as is shown below. By substituting the expression 

m(t) = 1000 
f(t)eq. {IS) 

1000 = 
321

.
275 

+ 
4

.
334

. 
1
[person weeks /1000 gates] 

and: c 

where: n = 0.898 

13.442[person weeks ] 

and x is measured in thousands of gates 

t is measured in months, 

and t 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

0.616 ~"::; Ll81 

(20) 

(21) 
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for m(t) in equation (20) form in equation (19) and repeating regression analysis, equation 
(21) results. Regression curves defined by this equation are charted in figure 56, for various 
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Figure 56. Development Effort (ATS to ES) versus Gate Count, 
at Various Points in Time 
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values oft (0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72 respectively). The improvement in design productiv
ity in the course of time is evident. The obvious distinction between the estimates in figures 
54 and 56, especially for the beginning of the evaluation period (near t = 0, corresponding to 
the July 1991 regression curves), is the result of the difference in accuracy between the two 
approaches. 

Equations ( 16) through (21) do not provide for estimates of the total elapsed design time, or 
Time-to-Market, for a design of given complexity. Table 39 indicates that there is no direct 
relationship between a design's complexity and the total elapsed design time (ATS to ES), 
because the correlation figures are negligibly small. Figure 57 therefore places the experi
mental results in a chart which supports analysis of a possible relationship between elapsed 
time and development effort. The cross correlation between these two parameters however 
equals 0.233, which indicates that there probably is no functional dependence. Moreover, 
for a particular value of the development effort, multiple values of the elapsed time are 
found. Codesign apparently allows for a trade-off between average person power and 
elapsed design time. 

The four markers connected by a trend curve (figure 57) represent best practice values, the 
shortest elapsed design time for a given amount of development effort. For the designs in the 
test set, codesign apparently does not allow for reduction of the elapsed time below this 
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Figure 57. Average Person Power I Elapsed Design Time (ATS to ES) Trade-Off 

trend curve. The curve, which is defined by equation (22), is therefore representative of the 

trend curve: f(x) = 7.834x0.297 [weeks] 

where x is measured in person weeks 
(22) 

minimum elapsed design time required for a given amount of development effort. The shape 
of the curve illustrates that codesign becomes more effective for the large development 
effort values corresponding to large normalized design complexities (figures 53 and 54). 
Complex designs apparently allow for more effective division of the work load, and there
fore a higher codesign efficiency, than less complex designs. This is in agreement with the 
common observation that putting more people on moderately complex designs cannot bring 
the design schedule below a certain minimum. 

4.2 Assessment of the Supportive Quality of 
Hierarchical Methods 

To assess the supportive quality of the hierarchical design methods described in chapter 2, 
the experimental results obtained in chapter 3 are analysed to confirm the effect on design 
productivity of the principal applied techniques (section 2.3.1 on page 27): 
• standard cell design, and the corresponding design standardization for digital circuitry 
• multiple levels of hierarchy, to support a "divide and conquer" strategy, thus enabling 
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codesign 
• high levels of abstraction, and the resulting different levels of design productivity 
• formal descriptions and executable specifications, and their impact on design correctness 
• concurrent engineering (codesign), and the resulting trade-off between average person 

power and elapsed design time. 
Figures 47 and 48 in fact prove that the latter technique, concurrent engineering in the form 
of codesign, was applied. The figures illustrate that the total elapsed time per design 
decreased across the observation period, while the total development effort per design 
increased. Following similar reasoning, figure 49 proves that codesign has a positive effect 
on design productivity. It shows that the number of designs per year increased, while the 
number of designs per person year decreased slightly (figure 50). 

In the remainder of this section the individual phases in a hierarchical design flow between 
the ATS and ES milestones are analysed. These four phases correspond to the type innova
tion stages of a hierarchical system design flow (figure 12 on page 31). For each phase, 
elapsed time, development effort and design productivity are determined, and trends in these 
quantities are examined. 

4.2.1 Duration and Effort Involved in the Design Phases (ATS to ES) 
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Figure 58. Elapsed Time per Design Phase (ATS toES) for the Individual 
Designs 

Figure 58 presents an overview of the elapsed times for the individual design phases 
between the ATS and ES milestones, for each of the designs in the test set. For the produc-
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tion (RPP to VOP) and type evaluation (VOP to ES) phases of DeMIPS-CO, estimates of 
elapsed time are used. These estimates were derived from the DeMIPS-CO project plan, 
because DeMIPS still in production at the time of writing of this thesis. The chart indicates 
that the main variation in elapsed design time must be attributed to the type study (ATS to 
ATD) and type development (AID to RPP) phases. For the production (RPP to VOP) and 
type evaluation (VOP to ES) phases the variation in elapsed time was negligible throughout 
the observation period. 

The elapsed time per design phase, averaged across the designs in the test set, is depicted in 
the pie chart in figure 59. The type development phase (ATD to RPP) is responsible for at 

ATD- RPP 
52% 

Figure 59. Average ElapsedTime per Design Phase (ATS to ES),I991- 1996 

least half the elapsed time between ATS andES. Reduction of the total elapsed time through 
enhanced codesign in the type development phase is therefore worth investigating. The type 
study and type development phases together constitute about 76% of the total elapsed time 
(ATS to ES). Combination of the results in figures 57 and 59 allows for estimation of the 
elapsed design time per design phase, on the basis of a development effort estimate. 

For each of the designs in the test set, figure 60 summarizes the development effort figures 
for the individual design phases between the ATS and ES milestones. For the production 
(RPP to VOP) and type evaluation (VOP to ES) phases of DeMIPS-CO, estimates of develop
ment effort are used. These estimates were taken from the DeMIPS-CO project plan. The 
chart indicates that the strongest diversity in development effort figures is found in the type 
study (ATS to ATD) and type development (ATD to RPP) phases. The effort involved in the 
production (RPP to VOP) phase is not considered part of the design effort and is therefore 
omitted from the chart. The variation in development effort in the type evaluation (VOP to 
ES) phase was negligible throughout the observation period. 

The design phase specific development effort, averaged across the designs in the test set, is 
depicted in the pie chart below (figure 61). In agreement with figure 59, the chart demon-
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Figure 60. Development Effort per Design Phase (ATS to ES) 
for the Individual Designs 

ATD- RPP 
68% 

Figure 61. Average Development Effort per Design Phase 
(ATS to ES), 1991 - 1996 

strates that the type development phase accounts for 68% of the overall development effort 
between ATS and ES. The type study and type development phases together constitute about 
89% of the total development effort (ATS to ES). Productivity increasing methods for type 
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architecture synthesis [77], [31] and (34] and database synthesis (figure 12 on page 31) are 
therefore worth investigating. Because the prototype production effort is not considered part 
of the design effort, the (RPP to VOP) phase does not contribute to the overall development 
effort. By combining the results in figures 54 and 61, and starting from an estimate of the 
normalized complexity of a design, estimates of the development effort per design phase 
may be obtained. 

The accuracy of the elapsed time and development effort estimates derived with the help of 
figures 59 and 61 may be increased by deriving the estimates directly from the experimental 
results. In the following four sections, more accurate formulae for the estimation of design 
phase schedules are therefore extracted directly from the experimental results. 

4.2.2 The Type Study Phase, (ATS to ATD) 

The type study phase comprises the creation of both an informal type specification, the ten
tative device specification, and a formal type specification, the module description (figure 12 
on page 31). A tentative device specification was written for all designs in the test set. Mod
ule descriptions were generated for all designs except DENC2-CO, QDMC, CRIC, 
QAMDC-CO (digital part), Demultiplexer-Cl, Descrambler-Cl, and DeMIPS-CO (periph
eral circuitry). The highest description level for these designs was the type description level. 
The consequences of omitting the formal module description are analysed in section 4.2.6. 

The trend line in figure 62 indicates that the elapsed type study time (ATS to AID) has been 

o~···· --4·-- -······~~~·····+~~--~···~r----~----~-~ .. ~~-----~---~ 
jan/91 aug/91 feb/92 sep/92 apr/93 okt/93 mei/94 nov/94 jun/95 dec/95 jul/96 

time (months) 

Figure 62. Elapsed Time (ATS toATD), 1991 • 1996 
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decreasing steadily since the beginning of the observation period, in 1991. This tendency is 
defined by equation (23), which specifies the trend line and the values estimated form and b. 

linear regression function: f(t) b + m · t 
where: m = -0.162[weeks/month] 

and: b = 14.976[weeks] 

t is measured in months, 

and t 0 for july 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.285 :S: m :S: -0.039 

(23) 

The value obtained for m implies a reduction of the type study time by about two weeks 
every year since 1991. This trend is not expected to continue, because there obviously is a 
minimum to the time required to write both informal and formal device specifications. The 
confidence interval form was determined under the assumptions of a normal probability dis
tribution, and independent experimental results. These assumptions apply to all confidence 
intervals calculated in this chapter. 

The trend line in figure 63 suggests that the main reason for the decrease in elapsed type 
study time is codesign, as the type study effort has been increasing throughout the observa
tion period. Equation (24) defines the trend line depicted in the chart, and the values derived 
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linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = 0.224[person weeks/month] 

and: b 19.321 [person weeks] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.555 :'> m S 1.004 
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(24) 

form and b. According to the value obtained form, the type study effort rises by about a per
son day every month, or more than two person weeks every year since 1991. 

Figure 62 suggests that some of the designs for which the formal module description was 
omitted, DENC2-CO and CRIC in particular, exhibit relatively short type study times. A 
similar observation applies to the type study effort figures, as charted in figure 63. Whether 
or not this is typical is established in section 4.2.6. For the demultiplexer (CO and Cl) and 
descrambler (CO and Cl) designs and for DeMIPS-CO, the type study phase included the 
development of the driver software segment of the module description (section 3.3.1), in 
addition to the digital hardware segment. The influence of driver software design on the 
development effort in the type study phase is analysed in section 4.2.6 as well. 

The ease with which design complexity is handled is different for the various design abstrac-
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tion levels (figure 9 on page 28, and figure 10 on page 29). In the type study phase (ATS to 
ATD) all development effort is devoted to recording a design in both an informal tentative 
device specification, and a formal module description. The design productivity of the indi
vidual designer in the type study phase of a design may be expressed in terms of the normal
ized complexity per person week, in agreement with equation (10). Figure 64 depicts the 
apparent trend in type study design productivity. The chart indicates that the type study pro
ductivity (ATS to ATD) is about an order of magnitude higher than the overall design pro
ductivity (ATS toES) presented in figure 51. Equation (25) describes the trend in type study 

linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m = 0.068[mm2per person week/month] 

and: b = 0.079[mm2per person week] 

t is measured in months, 

and t 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval form is: 

0.014::; m:;:; 0.122 

(25) 

productivity, as well as the estimates obtained form and b. The estimate form denotes a type 
study productivity increase by a factor of 52 approximately, across the observation period. 
This sizable improvement in type study productivity most likely results from a learning 
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curve effect. After all, at the beginning of the observation period (1991), most of the design
ers were unfamiliar with designing at high levels of abstraction. 

The type study effort required to record a given design in a tentative device specification and 
a module description is assumed to depend on the normalized complexity of the design, in 
line with the results presented in section 4.1.7. This is illustrated in figure 65, which further
more includes a first order, and therefore linear approximation of the dependence. The linear 
approximation is the outcome of regression analysis on the experimental normalized com
plexity and development effort (ATS to ATD) results. Equation (26) defines the regression 

linear regression function: f(x) b + m · x 

where: m = 0.517[person weeks /mm2 ] 

and: b = 8.597[person weeks ] 

and x is measured in mm2 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

0.354 ,<:; m ,<:; 0.679 

(26) 

line and indicates that the number of person weeks involved in describing a device at the 
highest abstraction level is roughly proportional to half the normalized device complexity 
expressed in square millimetres. The regression curve does not account for the increase in 
design productivity demonstrated in figure 64. In other words, the slope (m) of the regression 
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Figure 66. Average Person Power I Elapsed Time (ATS to ATD) Trade-Off 
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curve, is averaged and assumed to be constant across the observation period. A more accu
rate approximation may be derived following the approach outlined in section 4.1.7. How
ever, because the resulting estimate applies to a small part of the design flow only, the 
accuracy is considered sufficient. 

The chart in figure 66 supports analysis of a possible relationship between elapsed type 
study time and development effort (ATS to ATD). The cross correlation between these two 
parameters equals 0.373, which indicates that there probably is no functional dependence. 
As in figure 57, the three markers connected by the trend curve represent best practice val
ues, the shortest elapsed type study time for a given amount of development effort (ATS to 
ATD). The curve, which is defined by equation (27), is therefore representative of the mini-

trend curve: f(x) = 1.448x0.40l [weeks] 

where x is measured in person weeks 
(27) 

mum elapsed time (ATS to ATD) required for a given amount of development effort. The 
shape of the curve illustrates that even in the type study phase, codesign becomes more 
effective for the large development effort values corresponding to large normalized design 
complexities (as shown in figure 65). 

4.2.3 The Type Development Phase, (ATD to RPP) 
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linear regression function: f(t) b + m · t 
where: m = -0.087[weeks/month] 

and: b = 23.117[weeks] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.187 5: m 5:0.014 
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(28) 

The type development phase comprises the creation of both a formal type description and a 
formal type database (figure 12 on page 31). The (ATD to RPP) phase therefore involves 
type architecture synthesis and type database synthesis. Type database synthesis comprises 
the transformation of a type description into a gate or transistor level representation (struc
ture domain), and the generation of a layout (geometry domain). For most designs, the mod
ule description was the input to type architecture synthesis. For the DENC2-CO, QDMC, 
CRIC, QAMDC-CO (digital part), Demultiplexer-Cl, Descrambler-Cl, and DeMIPS-CO 
(peripheral circuitry) designs however the type description was the first formal design 
description. Type architecture synthesis for these designs therefore had to start from the ten
tative device specification. The consequences of omitting the formal module description are 
analysed in section 4.2.6. 

The trend line in figure 67 implies that the elapsed type development time (ATD to RPP) has 
been dropping gradually since the beginning of the observation period, in 1991. This trend is 
recorded in equation (28) which includes the values estimated for m and b. The value 
obtained for m denotes a reduction of the type development time by about a week every year 
since 1991. Because the type development phase accounts for about 50% of the total elapsed 
time (ATS to ES), it is worth investigating whether this trend can be made to continue into 
the near future. For the designs in the test set, type database synthesis relied heavily on tool 
support and automatic synthesis of structure and geometry. Type database synthesis produc
tivity has therefore improved significantly throughout the observation period, as is shown in 
figure 72. The paramount opportunity for further reduction of type development time there
fore lies in automatic type architecture synthesis [34], which so far has been performed man
ually. 

The trend line in figure 68 suggests that the main reason for the drop in elapsed type devel
opment time is codesign. After all, the type development effort has been rising throughout 
the observation period. Equation (29) describes the trend line depicted in the chart, and the 
values derived for m and b. According to the value obtained for m, the type development 
effort increases by more than a person week every month, or more than 14 person weeks 
every year since 1991. The only way to counter this trend is to significantly enhance type 
development productivity, through the application of type architecture synthesis tools [34] 
for instance. 
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linear regression fun;ction: f(t) = b + m · t 
where: m = 1.212[person weeks/month] 

and: b 35.909[person weeks] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for july 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%. the confidence interval for m is: 

-{).012 S m S 2.437 

(29) 

The design productivity of the individual designer in the type development phase of a design 
may be expressed in terms of the normalized complexity per person week, in line with equa
tion (10). Figure 69 depicts the apparent trend in type development productivity. The chart 

linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m 0.007[mm2per person week/month] 

and: b = 0.184[mm2per person week] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%. the confidence interval for m is: 

0.002 .,.; m.,.; 0.011 

(30) 
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indicates that the type development productivity (ATD to RPP) is of the same order of mag
nitude as the overall design productivity (ATS toES) depicted in figure 51. Type develop
ment productivity is however an order of magnitude smaller than type study productivity 
(ATS to ATD), as charted in figure 64. Equation (30) determines the trend in type develop
ment productivity, as well as the estimates calculated for m and b. The estimate for m sug
gests an increase in type development productivity of approximately 4% per month, or just 
under 46% per year, per designer. 

The type development effort required to perform both architecture and database synthesis 
presumably depends on the normalized complexity of the design, in conformance with the 
results presented in section 4.1.7. The dependence is illustrated in figure 70 which further
more includes a first order, linear approximation. The linear approximation is obtained by 
means of regression analysis on the experimental normalized complexity and development 
effort (ATD to RPP) results. Equation (31) specifies the regression line and indicates that the 
number of person weeks involved in architecture and database synthesis is roughly propor
tional to 0.97 times the normalized device complexity expressed in square millimetres. 
Equation (31) does not account for the increase in design productivity demonstrated in figure 
69. In other words, the slope (m) of the regression curve, is averaged and assumed to be con
stant across the observation period. A more accurate approximation may be obtained by 
applying the approach presented in section 4.1. 7, which is not repeated here. 
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Figure 70. Development Effort (ATD to RPP) versus Normalized Complexity 

linear regression function: f(x) b + m · x 

where: m = 0.971 [person weeks /mm2] 

and: b 39.286[person weeks ] 

and x is measured in mm2 

At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

0.751 m::; l.l91 

(31) 

Figure 71 analyses a possible connection between elapsed type development time and devel
opment effort (ATD to RPP). The cross correlation between these two parameters equals 
0.009, which indicates that finding a functional dependence is highly unlikely. As in figures 
57 and 66, the three markers connected by the trend curve represent best practice values, the 
shortest type development time for a given amount of development effort (ATD to RPP). 
The curve, which is specified by equation (32) is characteristic for the minimum elapsed 

trend curve: f(x) = 7.449xO.I8l [weeks] 

where x is measured in person weeks 
(32) 

time (AID to RPP) required for a given amount of type development effort. The shape of 
the curve demonstrates that codesign is more effective for the large values of type develop
ment effort corresponding to large normalized design complexities (as indicated in figure 
70). 
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Automatic database synthesis, and RTL synthesis in particular, led to an increase in type 
development productivity, as is demonstrated by figure 72. Trend lines representing type 
development productivity before and after the advent of RTL synthesis tools are depicted. 
Equation (33) defines the result of regression analysis on the designs for which RTL synthe-

linear regression function: f(t) = b1 + m1 · t 

where: m 1 = 0.003[mm2per person week/month] 

and: b1 = 0.281 [mm2per person week] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for july 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%. the confidence interval for m is: 

-0.011 $m
1 

$0.018 

linear regression function: f(t) = b2 + m2 · t 

where: m2 = 0.025[mm2per person week/month] 

and: b2 = -0.633[mm2per person week] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

0.021 ::; m2 $0.029 

(33) 

(34) 

sis was performed manually. Along the same lines, equation (34) determines the productivity 
trend for the designs to which automatic RTL synthesis was applied. The two trend lines 
intersect in January 1995 (t = 42.45), marking the crossover point after an initial drop in type 
development productivity resulting from the introduction of RTL synthesis. From January 
1995 onwards, the productivity advantage of automatic RTL synthesis over manual synthe
sis became visible. The advent of automatic database synthesis eventually improved the 
increase in type development productivity by approximately an order of magnitude. In sec
tion 4.1.6 it was shown that this improvement in design productivity has allowed designers 
to keep track with the growth in device complexity. 

Figure 73 presents the influence the advent of automatic RTL synthesis had on the elapsed 
type development time (ATD to RPP). The chart shows that RTL synthesis provided for a 
considerable reduction in elapsed type development time, despite the initial drop in type 
development productivity, as perceived in figure 72. This once again emphasizes the essen
tial advantages of the application of concurrent engineering, in the form of codesign. The 
initial decline in productivity did not influence the elapsed type development time, because 
the person power devoted to the projects in question was increased. 
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4.2.4 The Production Phase, (RPP to VOP) 
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The production phase is considered to contribute to the elapsed time of the type innovation 
stages only, the development effort involved is not regarded as part of the design effort and 
therefore ignored. Figure 74 depicts the elapsed prototype production time across the obser
vation period. The gradual increase in production time, illustrated by the trend line, is the 
result of the rising production complexity of IC processes involving smaller feature sizes, 
and higher numbers of metal layers. In practice, prototype production times do not change in 
a monotonous fashion, as suggested by the trend line. Instead, the elapsed production time 
leaps to higher values whenever more complex IC processes are introduced. In general, 
information on prototype production times for individual IC processes is commonly availa
ble. It is therefore usually unnecessary to rely on elapsed time estimates resulting from equa
tion (35), which represents the trend line in figure 74. 

linear regression function: f(t) = b + m · t 

where: m 0.054[weeks/month] 

and: b 3.857[weeks] 

t is measured in months, 

and t = 0 for July 1991 
At a confidence level of 90%, the confidence interval for m is: 

0.006 Sm $0.102 

(35) 
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Figure 74. Elapsed Time (RPP to VOP), 1991 - 1996 

4.2.5 The Type Evaluation Phase, (VOP to ES) 

The type evaluation phase comprises a posteriori type and module verification, as well as 
type quality and reliability verification (figure 12 on page 31). As such, the type evaluation 
phase includes the application of previously selected sets of stimuli to prototypes, under var
ious conditions. Type evaluation tests therefore generally have to be performed in a fixed, 
predetermined sequence. It does not make sense for instance to start quality and reliability 
checks before the basic functionality of a design has been established. As a consequence, the 
trade-off between person power and elapsed type evaluation time is limited to the number of 
verification tests that can be performed in parallel, if any. 

The trend line in figure 75 illustrates that the elapsed type evaluation time appears to have 
been falling sharply. In practice, the type evaluation time for most designs varies between 
two weeks for rudimentary testing only, and four to six weeks for more elaborate testing. If 
a design is free of serious functional and electrical errors, basic functionality is usually 
established in a matter of days. In many cases module and product assembly, as well as con
cept and product verification start immediately after that. A definition of the regression line, 
which is regarded as optimistic and irrelevant, is therefore omitted. In practical situations, a 
type evaluation period of two weeks must be considered the absolute minimum for designs 
of typical complexity. 

The trend line in figure 76 suggests that the type evaluation effort has been dropping slightly 
across the observation period, since 1991. This indicates that codesign is probably not the 
reason for the apparent decrease in elapsed type evaluation time. It furthermore illustrates 
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that the person power I elapsed time trade-off associated to codesign is not readily applica
ble to type evaluation. In practical situations it is not useful if more than two people cooper
ate on the evaluation of prototypes, unless the design allows for a strict separation of 
functionality. An example is DeMIPS-CO, which comprises two relatively independent 
parts. These parts can be evaluated separately and in parallel, that is, if the on-chip micro 
controller core is functioning properly. The definition of the regression curve in figure 76 is 
considered irrelevant and therefore omitted. 

4.2.6 Sense and Essence of Module Descriptions 

Design complexity is handled most conveniently at high levels of abstraction, as is explained 
in section 1.1.3, and expressed by figures 9 and 10 [34]. The module description is the most 
abstract model used in the type innovation stages (ATS to ES) of the proposed hierarchical 
system design flow (figure 12 on page 31). Figures 64 and 69 establish that improved conve
nience in handling design complexity at this level manifests itself in terms of improved 
design productivity. In the (ATS to ATD) design phase, designers are about an order of 
magnitude more productive than in the (ATD to RPP) phase. For given device complexity, 
creating both a tentative device specification and a module description is apparently more 
convenient than generating the less abstract type description, and type database. 

Because of the convenience corresponding to higher levels of abstraction, future hierarchical 
design flow improvements must aim to make module descriptions the entry level for the 
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Figure 77. Design Productivity (ATS toATD),With and Without Module 
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type innovation stages (ATS to ES). Module descriptions are the formal counterparts of the 
informal tentative device specifications. Furthermore, if possible, lower description levels 
should be progressively concealed from the designer. These days, the lower abstraction lev
els, such as transistor level descriptions, in fact are already masked by design management 
systems, such as databases and frameworks. Making the module description the entry level, 
and the only description level visible to designers merely extrapolates the life-long evolution 
in semiconductor design approach described in section 1.1.3. 

The difference in type study productivity (ATS to ATD) between designs with module 
descriptions (MD) and the ones without is depicted in figure 77. All designs in the test set, 
except DENC2-CO, QDMC, CRIC, QAMDC-CO (digital part), Demultiplexer-Cl, 
Descrambler-Cl, and DeMIPS-CO (peripheral circuitry) were based on formal module 
descriptions. From the chart it appears that omitting the module description saves type study 
effort, despite the need for a more detailed tentative device specification. In other words, the 
effort involved in increasing the detail of a tentative device specification is considerably less 
than the effort required to generate a formal module description. Only the general tendencies 
are of interest here, the equations describing the trend lines are therefore not included. 

The extra type study effort involved in writing module descriptions (MD) is rewarded in the 
type development phase (ATS to ATD), as is demonstrated in figure 78. The difference in 
type development productivity implies that the module descriptions (MD), which constitute 
formal functional references, reduce the effort involved in type architecture synthesis and I 
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Figure 78. Design Productivity (ATD to RPP},With andWithout Module 
Description 
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or type database synthesis. The chart shows that the recent intersection between the two 
trend lines mainly results from the Demultiplexer-Cl, Descrambler-Cl, and DeMIPS-CO 
(peripheral circuitry) designs. These designs are all redesigns of existing devices, Demulti
plexer-CO, Descrambler-CO and a predecessor of DeMIPS respectively. This is probably the 
reason for the increased productivity associated with these designs, with respect to earlier 
entirely original designs such as DENC2-CO, QDMC, CRIC and QAMDC-CO. The trend 
line is therefore considered too optimistic. 

The ultimate benefit of the application of module descriptions is the resulting reduction in 
the number of redesigns necessary to meet the system requirements. The number of rede
signs obviously has a tremendous impact on the overall productivity (ARA to CQS), as a 
single redesign may reduce the type innovation productivity (ATS to ES) by as much as a 
factor of two. This influence on design productivity was not accounted for in figures 77 and 
78. Tables 40 and 41 however imply that there is an increased risk of functional design 

Table 40. Designs Lacking a Formal Module Description 

De MIPS-
DENC2-

QDMC CRIC 
QAMDC- Demulti- Descram- co 

co co plexer-CI bler-CI (peripheral 
circuitry) 

number of 
functional not 
redesign 0 0 2 3 0 known 
modifica- yet 

tions 

Table 41. Designs Based on a Formal Module Description 

De MIPS-

MPLM02 TDFS LIP TOI 
Demulti- Des cram- co 
plexer-CO bier-CO (MPEG 

part) 

number of 
functional not 
redesign 0 0 0 0 0 0 known 
modifica- yet 

tions 

errors, whenever the module description is omitted from a design flow. The correlation 
between one or more design errors and the omission of a module description is as high as 
0.577. This denotes a significant increase in the risk of functional design errors if the module 
description is omitted. For MPLM02 a gate level redesign was required, because the device 
exhibited two distinct electrical problems. They were mainly due to insufficient timing veri
fication in the type development phase (ATD to RPP). Such problems however cannot be 
detected nor resolved at module description level and are therefore not included in table 41. 
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The module description, a formal and accurate functional reference, is one of the founda
tions of codesign, the cooperation of multiple designers on a single design. Accurate func
tional references allow individual designers to operate more or less independently and 
therefore enhance codesign efficiency. Figure 79 demonstrates the difference in elapsed time 
(ATS to RPP) for designs with and without module description (MD). As was to be 
expected, the advantages of more efficient codesign are manifest at the larger design com
plexities corresponding to high values of the development effort only. The intersection 
between the two trend curves lies at about 185 person weeks. 

Hardware I software codesign as a form of codesign is also primarily based on functional 
references and coverification, as provided at module description level. The difference in 
design productivity (ATS to RPP) between hardware-only design and hardware I software 
codesign is illustrated in figure 80. After an initial drop in productivity, due to the addition of 
software deliverables, hardware I software codesign productivity is now definitely exceeding 
traditional hardware design productivity. The intersection between the two trend lines mark
ing the crossover point is located in September 1995. One of the main reasons for this hard
ware I software codesign advantage is the simplification of system level and type 
verification, utilizing the facilities provided by cosimulation of hardware models and soft
ware drivers. The initial drop in design productivity appears to be typical for the introduc
tion of major new design tools (figure 72) and I or methods (figures 80 and 81). The 
productivity drop indicated in figure 80 must be regarded as pessimistic though, because the 
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software deliverables are not accounted for in the overall normalized design complexity fig
ures, which are used to calculate the design productivity. 

Mixed analogue I digital design is another form of codesign which greatly depends on sound 
functional references and coverification at module description level. The difference in 
design productivity (ATS to RPP) between digital hardware-only design and mixed ana
logue I digital design is illustrated in figure 81. After an initial drop in design productivity, 
resulting from the incorporation of analogue hardware deliverables, mixed analogue I digital 
design productivity is now clearly approaching traditional hardware design productivity. In 
fact, the intersection between the two trend lines is positioned in July 1995. As for hardware 
I software codesign, the main reasons for the mixed signal design advantage are the 
improvement and simplification of system level and type verification, as shown in [45] and 
[22]. 

4.2.7 Sense and Essence of Rapid Prototyping 

For first generation Integrated Receiver Decoders (IRDs), rapid prototypes enabled real time 
DVB system integration and a posteriori system verification at early stages in the design 
flow. The timely availability of rapid prototypes even became one of the main prerequisites 
for a successful presentation of DVB IRDs at the 1994 International Broadcast Convention 
(section 3.1.2). At the time, rapid prototyping consequently had to meet the following 
requirements: 
• the rapid prototypes had to facilitate real time system level verification 
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• the person power involved had to be minimal, because rapid prototyping was realized as an 
addition to the IC type innovation process, with which it was not allowed to interfere 

• the realization of rapid prototypes had to be significantly faster than IC type innovation 
(ATS to ES), to allow for early system integration. 

The experimental results (section 3.4.3) indicate that both the Demultiplexer-CO and 
Descrambler-CO prototypes are capable of real time functional emulation. The rapid proto
typing approach presented in section 3.4.2 also meets the latter two requirements, as is 
established below. 

Figure 82 presents the development effort (ATD to RPP) corresponding to a given gate 
count, for both IC type (similar to figure 70) and rapid prototype developments. The pre
sented regression trend in rapid prototyping effort, less effort for more complex designs, is 
incidental for the Demultiplexer-CO and Descrambler-CO prototypes. From the chart it is 
evident however, that rapid prototyping requires significantly less effort than IC type innova
tion. Rapid prototyping therefore meets the aforementioned requirement on minimum devel
opment effort. 

Figure 83 presents the best practice elapsed time (ATD to RPP) values for the designs in the 
test set, in a manner similar to figure 71. It furthermore displays the elapsed proto typing time 
values for Demultiplexer-CO (RP) and Descrambler-CO (RP). The chart indicates that for 
given values of the required development effort, the elapsed rapid prototyping time is indeed 
shorter than the elapsed IC type development time. Rapid prototypes therefore offer a tre
mendous advantage in elapsed time; for a given gate count they need less effort, and for 
given effort they require less time to implement. The chart indicates that rapid prototyping is 
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considerably faster than IC type development. The difference between the elapsed time 
(ATD to RPP) for Descrambler-CO (RP) and Descrambler-CO (IC) amounts to 5 weeks, and 
the same value is found for Demultiplexer-CO. If the elapsed IC production times (RPP to 
VOP) for the respective devices are taken into account, the elapsed time advantages of the 
rapid prototypes amount to 11 and 13 weeks. For the rapid prototypes for first generation 
IRDs, the corresponding speed requirement was therefore satisfied. 

4.3 Supportive Quality Evaluation in Literature 
Analysis of the supportive quality of design methods is not a topic which is covered widely 
in literature. Most of the articles found are related to modelling and estimation of software 
engineering productivity. Very few papers actually deal with integrated circuit design, and 
most of them evaluate design productivity regardless of the design methods used. The most 
relevant examples of productivity surveys are [27], [28], [61] and [29]: 
• [27] defines an eight parameter empirical model for determining design person power for 

full-custom LSI I VLSI (not standard cell or polycell). The implications of the model, and 
its applicability to the experimental design results presented in this thesis are analysed in 
section 4.3.1 

• [28] presents a comparison between several design implementation technologies varying 
from gate arrays to full-custom realizations. The paper analyses which technologies were 
most economical at the time of writing (1986). The results however do not apply to design 
schedule nor productivity estimation, and are therefore not analysed here 

• [61] studies design schedules for application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The 
paper deduces that ASIC design schedules are a function of person power, similar to what 
is illustrated in figure 57. It concludes that there are no significant trade-offs in managing 
design schedules, besides changing the basic design productivity. Various options for pro
ductivity enhancement are presented. The main conclusion is that a schedule in weeks is 
proportional to the cube root of the number of person weeks required. The applicability of 
the schedule model to the experimental design results presented in this thesis is analysed in 
section 4.3.2 

• [29], which presents an empirical model of design productivity for gate arrays of up to 
25,000 gates, designed between 1983 and 1988. The model enables estimation of ASIC 
design productivity. Person power and schedule estimates are derived from the productivity 
model. The implications of the model, with respect to the experimental design results pre
sented in this thesis are analysed in section 4.3.3. 

The latter article refers to [27] as being the only published model of IC design productivity, 
in this particular case for full-custom designs. The references attached to the articles [27], 
[28], [61] and [29] predominantly refer to software engineering studies. 

4.3.1 A Model for Custom LSI/VLSI Chip Design Productivity [27] 

The person power required for a particular design is generally estimated from models based 
on the number of transistors, or equivalent measures of complexity, designed within a spe
cific period. Such a single parameter model has several deficiencies, as mentioned in section 
4.1 and in [27]: 
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• the model disregards the differences in design rates for various types of transistors 
• it furthermore ignores the influence of design task complexity on productivity, which in 

practice leads to both economies of scale, and diseconomies of scale [27] 
• the model does not account for the positive effect that new methods and tools usually have 

on IC design productivity. 
The eight parameter model presented in [27] reputedly compensates for the above deficien
cies of single parameter models. The model was obtained from experimental design data 
gathered in the 1976 - 1983 time frame, for full-custom designs varying from 1000 to 
300,000 transistors, requiring from 2.5 to 300 person months, and ranging from RAM to 
random logic. The model allegedly does not apply to standard cell or polycell designs. 

By the definitions used in the article, design effort starts after the requirements of a design 
have been recorded in a device specification. This corresponds to the ATS milestone used in 
this thesis. The design effort ends after successful testing of prototype devices, to verify that 
they meet the design intent. This c01responds to the ES milestone used here. The article 
therefore studies development effort (ATS to ES), similar to the analysis described in sec
tions 4.1 4.1.6 and 4.1.7. 

The presented person power model is based on the assumption that for random logic, person 
power increases are more than proportional to the transistor count. In other words, the 
design productivity for small random logic designs is supposed to be higher than the produc
tivity for large random logic designs. This is perhaps a valid assumption for full-custom 
designs developed at transistor level, although the article states that the connection is not 
strong. For the standard-cell designs presented in this thesis however, the assumption is 
highly debatable. On the other hand, memory designs supposedly exhibit economy of scale. 
In other words, the larger the memory, the higher the productivity in transistors per person 
day. Present day automatic memory generator tools, as used for the designs in this thesis, 
require a fixed effort and elapsed time per memory instance, independent of the complexity 
(size) of the memory. The economy of scale for memory designs therefore also applies to the 
designs in the test set. 

The model derived in [27] is defined by equation (36), and typical values of the model 
parameters are included in table 42. The model's variables UNQ, RPT, PLA, RAM and 

person power [person months] = 
( 1 + D)YR · [A+ B · (UNQ + C · RPT + E · PLA + F · RAMo.s + G · ROM0.5)H] 

Table 42. Person Power Model Parameter Values [27] 

Parameters 

A, Constant 

B, Productivity 

C, Repeated Logic 

Low Value 

0 

6 

0.05 

Estimate 

0 

12 

0.13 

High Value 

3 

20 

0.25 

(36) 
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Table 42. Person Power Model Parameter Values [27] 

Parameters Low Value Estimate High Value 

D. Improvement -0.05 0.02 0.10 

E,PLA 0.1 0.37 0.7 

F,RAM 0.1 0.65 1.3 

G,ROM 0.05 0.08 0.15 

H, Complexity 1.05 1.13 1.40 

ROM represent the numbers of equivalent transistors in the form of unique random logic, 
repeat random logic, PLA structures, RAM and ROM memory respectively. The model 
approximates design productivity changes over time by a constant percentage change (D) 
per year. This is not unlike the approach outlined in section 4.1.7. According to equation 
(15), the average annual productivity improvement factor for the designs in the test set 
equals: 

YR equals 1984 minus the year of the bulk of the design effort, and A is the person power 
involved in the start-up of a design. For the designs in the test set, A equals 0, because start
up person power is accounted for in the design phases before ATS. B is a measure of the pro
ductivity, the time required to design one unique random logic transistor, and His a measure 
of economies I diseconomies of scale. 

Equation (37) defines an adaptation of equation (36) to present day conditions and the 

person power [person weeks] = 
4.2 · 0.838YR · [6 · (UNQ + 0.05 · RPT + 0.10. RAM0.5)L05] 

(37) 

designs in the test set, including the low values forB, C, F, and H listed in table 42. Note that 
the model represented by equation (36) assumes that 1 year equals 252 working days 
(around 50 weeks) [27], where the assumption in the thesis is 200 working days (40 weeks) 
per year. In the model, one person month therefore equals 21 working days on average, or 
4.2 person weeks, which explains the additional multiplier in equation (37). 

In equation (37), the low values are used instead of the estimates, because the estimates for 
B, C, F, and H appear to result in an extremely pessimistic model. YR in equation (37) repre
sents 1997 minus the year of the bulk of the design effort. The amount of ROM and PLA 
structures in the designs in the test set is considered to be negligible, and the equivalent tran
sistor counts of unique random logic (UNQ), repeat random logic (RPT), and RAM are 
obtained from equation (38). 

A NAND-equivalent CMOS gate represents four random logic transistors [36]. Equation 
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UNQ = 1 ·Gate count /1000 [equivalent transistors] 

RPT = 3 · Gate count /1000 [equivalent transistors] 

RAM = 6 ·RAM count /IOOO[equivalent transistors] 

(38) 

(38) regards one of the transistors in a NAND-equivalent gate as being unique random logic 
(UNQ), and the remaining three as repeat random logic (RPT). To obtain the value of the 
RAM variable, the RAM counts (chapter 3) ofthe individual designs are multiplied by six. 
For the designs in the test set, the on-chip RAMs are static. A single bit of RAM memory 
therefore represents six transistors. 
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Including an Estimate Derived from [27] 

Figure 84 compares the actual person power required for the individual designs in the test set 
with estimates resulting from equations (19) and (37). Although the model obtained in [27] 
apparently defines the proper shape, it overestimates the required design effort by approxi
mately an order of magnitude (figure 84). The person power estimates are pessimistic, 
despite the use of the low values of the model parameters (table 42, equation (37)). The two 
peaks (local extremes, indicated by circles) in the model estimation curve below 500,000 
transistors represent designs which contain more random logic and less memory than other 
designs with similar numbers of transistors. The person power estimates for such designs 
obtained from the model are apparently too pessimistic, despite the use of the RAM correc
tion term in equation (37). The low effort estimate found for the QDMC design (4000 equiv
alent transistors) is due to the fact that the model does not account for mixed analogue I 
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digital designs [27]. The analogue (full-custom) transistor count could therefore not be 
entered in equation (37), and the analogue design effort is consequently not represented. 

It is remarkable, that applying the low values (table 42) for the model parameters, which cor
respond to the most optimistic model settings, renders pessimistic person power estimates 
for the designs in the test set. This is presumably due to the difference betweenfull-custom 
and standard cell productivity, and the corresponding enormous growth in design productiv
ity since 1985, not accounted for by the model [27]. All things considered, the presented 
model does not improve on the linear approximation derived in section 4.1.7 (equation (19)), 
which is also portrayed in figure 84. 

The article reports an average productivity for full-custom designs of 13 transistors per per
son day, which is far less than the productivity found in section 4.1.6. Equation (15) indi
cates that the average productivity currently amounts to over 575 NAND-equivalent gates 
per person week, or over 460 transistors per person day. Moreover, as this number is derived 
from the gate count, it does not include the transistors embedded in RAM entities and is 
therefore pessimistic. Extrapolation on the basis of the presented model [27] is claimed to be 
risky: according to the model a 1,000,000 transistor chip would in 1989 require approxi
mately 400 person years to design. More importantly, since design time is a function of per
son power, the development time would be unacceptably large. Following similar reasoning, 
equation (15) indicates that DeMIPS-CO, which contains around 1,120,000 transistors 
(173,000 gates) would have taken about 800 person weeks to design, in July 1989, or less 
than 20 person years. 

The article's main conclusion is that if the industry is to achieve its goals of designing large 
VLSI chips, ways must be found to increase productivity by capturing design experience. 
Options such as standardization of libraries and methods, and different trade-offs of design 
performance, transistor densities for instance, versus design time are suggested. According 
to the experimental results presented in this thesis, the industry has done exactly that, and 
continues to do so. 

4.3.2 Design Schedules for Application Specific 
Integrated Circuits [61 ], [29] 

Design schedules for application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) are a function of design 
person power [61], [29]. A design schedule refers to the duration of the design effort from 
completion of specification to the verification that prototypes meet that specification (ATS 
toES). Fabrication time is excluded, for the same reasons as mentioned in sections 4.2.1 and 
4.2.4. Time-to-Market is the dominant economic variable of a product, especially in high
technology industries [68]. Short schedules increase the rate of improvement and result in 
higher selling price and profit margins, larger unit sales, earlier cash flow, and lower devel
opment expense [68], [35]. Estimating design schedules is therefore an important part of the 
process of selecting design methodologies, of design tool selection, and of benchmarking. 
The article [61] quantifies the economics of micro electronics for the purpose of technology 
planning and management. 

The studies that lay the foundation for the presented model [61] include 81 designs from 21 
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companies, varying from full-custom, cell based, and standard cell designs, to gate arrays. 
Design complexity is expressed in terms of gates, an individual NAND-equivalent CMOS 
gate equalling four transistors. The survey indicates that schedule is a function of a single 
parameter, namely person power. In fact, beyond approximately 29 person weeks, schedules 
are proportional to the cube root of person power. Below 29 person weeks, most projects are 
one-person projects, for which the schedule (T) equals the required person power (M). The 
schedule-to-person-power relationship therefore has the following form: 

{
T = M 

design schedule 
T = a·M034 

M<29 

M229 
[weeks) 

where M represents the number of person weeks 

(39) 

The model is reported to fit data for gate array, standard cell, cell-based, and full-custom 
VLSI designs [61), [29). The model furthermore matches both software and hardware devel
opment results, and the exponent is similar to that found in other studies. The multiplier a 
however varies. In [29], a is reported to equal9.1 for gate array designs. 
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The above model is remarkably similar to the trend curve depicted in figure 57, and defined 
by equation (22). The difference in exponent value probably results from the approach fol
lowed in section 4.1.7, where the curve is fitted to the best practice schedules, and not to all 
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experimental results. Equation (22) may therefore be optimistic, and equation (39) more 
realistic, even though the multiplier (a= 9.1) supposedly applies to gate array designs only 
[29]. Gate array productivity is after all usually higher than standard cell design productivity, 
as is demonstrated in section 4.2.7. Figure 85 illustrates how the above model applies to the 
experimental results of the test set. From the chart, the curve defined by equation (39), with 
a equalling 9.1, would indeed appear to be representative of the average of the experimental 
results. 

Required person power is a function of design productivity and complexity (see figures 54 
and 56, and equations (18), (21) and (37)). Schedule is a function of person power (equa
tions (22) and (39)). Hence, schedule is a function of design complexity, a model for which 
is presented in [29] and section 4.3.3. In the article [61], productivity is assumed to be inde
pendent of complexity. For present day gate array and standard cell designs this appears to 
be a valid assumption, which is analysed further in section 4.3.3. 

Increases in productivity and reductions of the size of tasks allegedly offer the best opportu
nity for design schedule (and cost) reduction. The traditional method of compressing sched
ules through increases in team size without design partitioning is the least effective and most 
costly approach. Increasing design productivity is the best and most practical way to reduce 
schedules. Productivity reputedly may be increased through the selection of high-productiv
ity design methods, and suitable design partitioning. Standardization of high-productivity 
methods, such as standard cell design, eliminates choices, introduces discipline, and facili
tates learning. All these advantages are catered for by the hierarchical design flows proposed 
in this thesis, as is shown in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Codesign for example facilitates design 
partitioning, and module descriptions provide for formal functional references for the indi
vidual design segments. Both therefore improve design productivity (sections 4.1 and 4.2). 

4.3.3 Models for Gate Array Design Productivity [84], [29] 

An empirical model of design productivity is presented in [84], [29], and its implications on 
designs are discussed. The model results from an analysis encompassing 70 designs, prima
rily gate arrays, of up to 25,000 gates from five major corporations, designed between 1983 
and 1988. Design productivity estimates derived from the model enable determination of 
normalized productivity, person power, and schedule for designs of given complexity. 

As semiconductor technology matures, both manufacturing and designing are standardized 
and improved. On the fabrication side, management has always focused on productivity, 
schedules, and cost. On the design side, the attention has for a long time been concentrated 
on functionality. This situation is changing rapidly however [29], as technical managers are 
attempting to measure design productivity, and thus predict design cost and schedules. 
Design productivity not only determines design cost, but it also makes or breaks schedules. 
The paper therefore extends earlier studies, described in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, and formu
lates prototypes of empirical models of productivity. These empirical models are used for 
estimation of design productivity of gate arrays on the basis of their design characteristics. 
Design productivity in this case is measured in gates per person day. 

Design productivity measurement starts at the completion of the device specification and ter-
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minates with the verification that prototypes meet that specification. As in previous sections, 
fabrication is excluded from the measurement. The number of gates designed per year is 
increasing [29]. Productivity for the 70 designs incorporated in the survey varies between 10 
and 100 gates per person day, with an average equalling 30 gates per person day. The model, 
as defined in equation ( 40), indicates that productivity increases with the number of gates 

productivity P 

16.2 · (0.61 1) · (0.86U) · (0.64R) · (l.J7D) · G0.6[gates per person day] 

h I 
(number of pins )05 

w ere = -,---'---=,-----,,---'---:'~:-::-:-
(number of gates /1000) 

U = percentage of gates used - 90 (40) 

R = complexity rating on a scale I (lowest) to 5 

D = number of designs previously completed by designer 

G gate count /1000 

and 0.5 < G < 25 

[29]. Observed and model productivity values reputedly correlate reasonably well. The rela
tive importance of the D and U parameters is low, as productivity depends to a large degree 
on the exponent of gates [29]. The amount of adjusted 1/0 (/) is the second most important 
variable. The exponent associated to the gate count (G) appears to be a function of design 
methods and tools, and is increasing [29]. 

For the designs in the test set of this thesis, which are all standard cell designs, the parameter 
values determined in equation (41) are substituted. The value substituted for U indicates that 

I = the number of pins of a device 
the number of gates I 1000 

u 0 

R = 4(normalized device complexity - min. normalized complexity ) + 1 
max. normalized complexity - min. normalized complexity 

D = 0 

(41) 

the percentage of gates used, although relevant for gate arrays, does not apply to standard 
cell designs. The value for D implies that the experience of the designer is assumed to have 
a negligible effect on design productivity. Given a structured design method, such as a hier
archical design flow, this should be a valid assumption. 

The productivity estimate depicted in figure 86 results from application of the model (equa
tion (41)) to the test set. The chart demonstrates the influence of device complexity on 
design productivity. Judging from the graph, the estimate resulting from equation (41) [29] 
is relatively pessimistic. The shape of the curve would indicate that maximum design pro
ductivity occurs for a design of approximately 60,000 gates. The main reason for the low 
productivity estimate at 173,000 gates (DeMIPS-CO) is the complexity rating R. If the term 
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including R is omitted from equation ( 41 ), its shape approaches that of the productivity trend 
curve also included in the chart. The trend curve is obtained through regression analysis on 
the experimental productivity results of designs in the test set. The curve is determined by 
equation (42), which has a similar form as equation (41). The higher value of the gate count 

trend curve: P = 6.178 ao.699 [gates per person day] 

where G gate count /1000 
(42) 

exponent, 0.669 instead of 0.6, indicates that present day design productivity is generally 
higher than the value obtained in [29] (1989). The article itself attributes increases in the 
gate count exponent to improved design methods and tools, which confirms the supportive 
qualities of hierarchical design methods. 
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Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

This chapter summarizes the principal conclusions and 
recommendations resulting from the research presented 
in previous chapters of this thesis. Both the conclusions 
and the recommendations are also described in the quan
titative analysis presented in chapter 3, and the qualita
tive analysis included in chapter 4. Section 5.1 outlines 
the paramount conclusions with respect to the general 
tendencies in design productivity, and the effect of hier
archical design methods on productivity, their so called 
supportive quality. Observed trends in the various meas-
ures of design productivity, as derived in chapter 4, are 
compared. Section 5.2 presents the fundamental recom

mendations, and therefore studies present day design productivity in view of the turnover 
predictions for the semiconductor industry by the end of the century. Suggestions for design 
productivity enhancement, obtained through both quantitative analysis (chapter 4) and from 
literature, are included. 

5.1 Conclusions 
The paramount conclusions with respect to the rise in design productivity in PCALE's Dig
ital Video Processing (DVP) group are summarized in section 5 .1.1. Section 5 .1.2 reviews 
the main reasons for the rise in productivity, with respect to the supportive quality of hierar
chical design methods and flows. Section 5.1.3 establishes that design schedule estimation 
for hierarchical design methods is possible, through extrapolation of the obtained experi
mental results. 

5.1.1 Trends in Design Productivity 

Throughout the observation period, 1991 1996, design feature sizes have shrunk, and tran
sistor densities have consequently increased, by a factor of 5.76 approximately. At the same 
time, silicon area has been expanding by about 6% per year on average. Normalized design 
complexity is defined as a design's silicon area compensated for differences in feature sizes, 
in an attempt to encompass both unmistakable trends. For the designs in the test set, a nor
malized complexity increase of approximately 38% per year is encountered. In ten years 
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time, the growth in complexity therefore approaches a factor of 26, or nearly two orders of 
magnitude. The observed growth in device complexity is therefore roughly equivalent to the 
common assumption that design complexity rises by approximately two orders of magnitude 
per decade. 

In the course of the observation, a considerable Time-to-Market improvement was accom
plished. The total elapsed design time between completion of a device specification and ver
ification that prototypes meet that specification was effectively reduced. At the start of the 
observation period (1991), the average elapsed design time between the ATS andES mile
stones amounted to 48 weeks on average. In 1996, the same design phases took only 33 
weeks on average, an improvement of about 6.5% per year. The resulting decisive reduction 
in elapsed design time, and therefore Time-to-Market, was attained in spite of the sizable 
increase in design complexity. 

To keep track with the growth in design complexity, and to simultaneously reduce elapsed 
design time, a substantial increase in development effort was required. The overall develop
ment effort per design has grown by about half a person year, or 26%, every year. Codesign 
techniques allow multiple designers to efficiently cooperate on individual designs. The 
trends in elapsed design time and development effort therefore demonstrate that codesign 
may effectively reduce the required design time. The annual 26% person power increase 
however is less than the annual 38% rise in normalized design complexity. The productivity 
of individual designers, in terms of normalized complexity per designer per week, must 
therefore have improved. 

As a result of the decrease in elapsed design time, the number of designs per design team per 
year has risen throughout the observation period. The annual productivity rise amounted to 
nearly 8% per design team. For the 1995 1998 period, this results in an estimated produc
tivity increase of approximately 19%. The objectives of the semiconductor industry to 
accomplish twice today's (1995) turnover in 1998 are therefore beyond reach, unless the 
number of design teams is increased drastically, or sales value is boosted substantially. 
Hence, if the semiconductor turnover prediction for 1998 is valid, individual semiconductor 
companies may stand to lose market share. 

Across the observation period, the number of designs per designer per year has decreased 
slightly. This implies that the growth in productivity of individual designers barely keeps up 
with the incessant enlargement of design complexity. The productivity of individual design
ers, in terms of number of designs per person year, has been dropping by about 1.4% every 
year since 1991. The productivity of individual designers, in terms of normalized complex
ity per person week however, improved by more than a factor of 5. Despite the advent of 
new design methods and tools, designers apparently have difficulties handling the ever 
advancing design complexities. Continuing investments in the exploration of improved 
design methods and tools are therefore vital. 

The most effective approach to achieving design productivity improvement is a reduction of 
the number of redesigns needed to make a design meet the requirements. A redesign usually 
implies a reiteration of part of the type study and type development phases. Moreover, a 
redesign inevitably means that the production and type evaluation phases have to be 
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repeated. By eliminating the need for redesigns, both elapsed design time and required 
development effort may be reduced, and design productivity may consequently be signifi
cantly enhanced. 

5.1.2 Hierarchical Design Methods and Flows 

In the course of the observation period, the essence of the applied design methods has not 
changed. In other words, the design discipline underlying hierarchical design flows 
remained fundamentally unaltered between 1991 and 1996. Occasionally, the introduction 
of new and improved design formalisms and tools led to local enhancements in design pro
ductivity for individual design phases. Novel formalisms and tools however never affected 
the foundations of hierarchical methods, they were embedded into the established design 
discipline. Moreover, a solid design discipline is known to help prevent design errors, irre
spective of the design formalisms and tools used. Both considerations demonstrate that a 
mature and proven design discipline is highly important, perhaps even more so than sophis
ticated, avant-garde tools. 

System level design, system validation, and a priori verification are imperative for an effec
tive reduction of the risk of design errors. The importance of these system level tasks is pos
sibly even greater for successful hardware I software codesign, and mixed analogue I digital 
design. Hierarchical design flows, such as the methods presented here, accommodate for all 
system level tasks, at high levels of abstraction. The key design flow elements for system 
level design, system validation, and a priori verification are the module descriptions, which 
provide for: 
• unambiguous system level functional references for analogue hardware, digital hardware, 

and software 
• high design productivity, as a result of the high levels of abstraction 
•limited simulation run times, both IC-only and at (sub)system levels 
• design tool independence 
• cospecification, covalidation, and coverification of individual system segments 
• an entry level for the next step in productivity enhancement, architecture synthesis. 
The facilities for design validation and verification provided by module descriptions have a 
positive effect on the number of redesigns needed to make a design meet the requirements. 
The experimental results indicate that omitting the module description results in a substan
tially increased risk of functional design errors. In fact, the correlation between one or more 
functional design errors and the omission of a module description is as high as 0.577, for the 
designs in the test set. 

Hierarchical design methods are eminently supportive, both in a qualitative and a quantita
tive sense. The hierarchical method presented here supports all levels of development 
throughout the product life cycle, from the requirements analysis to the application support 
phases. It furthermore supports the wide range of design activities varying from digital hard
ware design, to hardware I software codesign, and even mixed analogue I digital design. 
Hierarchical methods have facilitated an impressive increase in design productivity, allow
ing designers to efficiently handle the ever growing levels of design complexity, at the same 
time reducing the number of redesigns required. In addition, the method provides for for-
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malization of the higher levels of abstraction needed for system level design, and for future 
design productivity improvements. In fact, design productivity, in terms of normalized com
plexity per person week, is currently at its peak in the design phases at, or above the module 
description level. 

Digital Hardware Design 

Digital hardware design productivity has been rising throughout the observation period, and 
the elapsed time per design has been effectively reduced. The current levels of design pro
ductivity were achieved by streamlining the digital design flow, by reducing the number of 
description formalisms to one, VHDL, for instance. An important prerequisite for consolida
tion of present day levels of design productivity however is an improvement of the reliabil
ity of VLSI libraries and digital design tools. Further increases in design productivity are 
expected to arise from the application of novel high level design tools. Tools such as archi
tecture synthesis are expected to speed up system level design, and reduce the risk of func
tional design errors at high levels of abstraction. 

The advent of automatic database synthesis, and RTL synthesis in particular, prompted an 
increase in type development productivity, and a reduction of the elapsed type development 
time. Initially, type development productivity dropped as a result of the introduction of RTL 
synthesis. From January 1995 onwards however, RTL synthesis based productivity started 
to exceed conventional design productivity. The continued application of RTL synthesis 
eventually led to an annual productivity increase which is nearly an order of magnitude 
larger than the traditional growth in type development productivity. 

Hardware I Software Codesign 

Present day tools and formalisms, such as VHDL, facilitate effective hardware I software 
codesign, and help overcome most of the codesign obstacles mentioned in literature. The 
hierarchical hardware I software codesign flow presented here allows for: 
• parallel development of hardware and driver software 
• cospecification of hardware and driver software 
• hardware I software partitioning trade-offs 
• system level integration both prior to, and after release of a prototype implementation 
• covalidation and coverification both prior to, and after release of a prototype implementa-

tion, on the basis of various forms of micro controller emulators. 
Hardware I software design verification benefits tremendously from concurrent develop
ment. The number of functional design errors in both hardware and software is effectively 
reduced. 

Key elements in the presented hardware I software codesign method are the micro controller 
emulators, which allow for hardware I software integration at most levels in the design flow. 
Because of the inherent possibilities for cosimulation with digital hardware descriptions, the 
preferred formalism for these micro controller emulators is VHDL. Together with the driver 
software, micro controller emulators simplify verification stimuli generation for the hard
ware segments of a system. During hardware I software cosimulation, the driver software 
and micro controller emulator together translate logically abstract but intelligible instruc-
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tions into practiCally incomprehensible hardware communication actions. 

Hardware I software codesign led to an increase in design productivity, even if software 
deliverables are disregarded altogether. After an initial drop in design productivity, hard
ware I software codesign at present provides for enhanced productivity, in terms of normal
ized complexity per person week. So, even if software complexity is not accounted for in the 
productivity calculation, hardware I software codesign productivity currently exceeds tradi
tional hardware-only design productivity. 

Rapid Prototyping 

Rapid prototyping on the basis of real time hardware emulation is applicable to both system 
validation, and various levels of a posteriori design verification, depending on the approach 
followed. The IC functionality mapping approach can only be applied for early real time 
system validation, as rapid prototypes do not accurately resemble IC implementations. The 
alternative approach, IC network mapping leads to rapid prototypes later in the design flow, 
but is applicable to both system validation and a posteriori real time co verification of hard
ware and software. IC network mapping based rapid prototypes nevertheless can be availa
ble well before the IC design database is completed. Both rapid prototyping approaches 
therefore lead to a reduction of the risk of design errors, and therefore eventually to Time-to
Market improvements. 

Practical mapping densities of Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLD) for real time 
rapid prototypes currently necessitate the partitioning of an IC design across multiple CPLD 
devices. For real time functional emulation, the propagation delays of the interconnect 
arrays inside CPLDs prompt highly parallel implementations. For the designs in the test set, 
this resulted in disappointing mapping density figures around 12%. Multiple CPLDs there
fore had to be combined on complex and vulnerable boards, comprising large numbers of 
interconnections. Present day CPLDs furthermore do not contain provisions for signal 
observation and board testing. Prototype board development, debugging and (re )production 
testing are therefore elaborate and time-consuming. 

Rapid prototyping productivity is nevertheless considerably higher than normal design pro
ductivity, because CPLD based rapid prototyping requires significantly less effort than IC 
type innovation. In addition, for given values of the design effort, the elapsed rapid prototyp
ing time is substantially shorter than the IC type innovation time. Rapid prototyping there
fore exhibits a double elapsed time advantage over IC innovation; not only does it take less 
effort to implement a given gate count, but for given effort the elapsed time is shorter. 

Mixed Analogue I Digital Design 

Present day tools and formalisms, such as VHDL, cater for effective mixed analogue I dig
ital design. The hierarchical mixed-signal design flow presented here allows for codesign of 
analogue and digital hardware, and therefore provides for: 
• parallel development of analogue and digital hardware 
• cospecification of analogue and digital hardware 
• analogue I digital hardware partitioning trade-offs 
• system level integration both prior to, and after release of a prototype implementation 
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• covalidation and coverification both prior to, and after release of a prototype implementa-
tion. 

System level design verification benefits tremendously from concurrent development, the 
number of functional design errors in both hardware and software is effectively reduced. 

The use of VHDL at module description level for both analogue and digital hardware is 
advantageous for system validation and verification. Digital hardware designers may use the 
analogue part of the module description as a functional reference for mixed level cosimula
tion. Analogue hardware designers in tum use the digital part of the module description as a 
functional reference. In addition, VHDL model simulations at module description level are 
generally fast. Recent mixed level, mixed signal simulation tools allow for analogue I digital 
cosimulation at lower design levels as well, at the expense of simulation speed. The main 
disadvantage of using VHDL for analogue module descriptions is the lack of a connection 
with the lower levels of an analogue development flow. This complicates the use of the ana
logue module description as a functional reference for analogue design. 

After an initial drop in productivity, mixed analogue I digital design has since July 1995 pro
vided for enhanced design productivity, in terms of normalized complexity per person week. 
Mixed analogue I digital design, as any form of codesign, depends on sound functional ref
erences, such as the module descriptions, which tend to simplify system level and type veri
fication. The generation of verification stimuli for example benefits from solid functional 
references. For the designs in the test set, improved co verification capabilities led to a reduc
tion in the number of design errors in both analogue and digital hardware. In combination 
with the codesign productivity gain, this resulted in a reduction of the Time-to-Market of 
mixed analogue I digital systems. 

5.1.3 Design Schedule Estimation 

The statistical correlation between the total development effort and the normalized complex
ity of a design is relatively high. This gives rise to the definition of a functional dependence 
between the two parameters. For the elapsed design time a similar dependency on the 
required development effort was found, both in literature and through quantitative analysis. 
Design schedule estimations may therefore be based on assessments of the normalized com
plexity of a device. The following algorithm for design schedule estimation may conse
quently be applied: 
1. estimate the expected complexity of a design, and express it in terms of normalized com-

plexity [mm2] 

2. calculate the required development effort from: (note: m changes with time, as a result of 

effort[person weeks] = b + m ·normalized design complexity[mm2 ] 

where: b = 27.456[person weeks] 

and: m = 1.489[person weeks/mm2] 

for July 1996 

growing design productivity) 

(43) 
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3. calculate an optimistic schedule expectation, and the corresponding person power from: 

elapsed time [weeks] 7.834 · (effort[ person weeks ])0.297 

effort[person weeks] 
and: average person power = 

1 
d . [ k ] 

e apse time wee s 

(44) 

(the estimate is based on the best in class examples in the test set) 
4. OR, calculate the average schedule expectation, and the corresponding person power 

from: 

elapsed time [weeks] = 

{

effort [person weeks] 
0.340 

9.1 · (effort [person weeks]) 

effort < 29[person weeks], or 

otherwise 

effort[person weeks] 
and: average person power = 

1 
d . [ ks] 

e apse time wee 

(45) 

The resulting design schedule presents an estimate of the required development effort, per
son power, and elapsed design time, between completion of the device specification and ver
ification that prototypes meet that specification. If deemed necessary, steps 2 through 4 can 
be executed separately for each of the consecutive design phases, to create a detailed project 
planning. 

The reliability of the schedule prediction derived with the help of the above algorithm of 
course depends entirely on the accuracy of the device complexity estimates. In practice, esti
mating design complexity accurately appears to be less than straightforward. For continued 
reliability of the algorithm, the model underlying the above algorithm must be kept up-to
date. Increases in design productivity for instance have to be accounted for. Earlier design 
schedule models presented in literature provide for pessimistic productivity and elapsed 
time estimates, mainly because they have not been updated for present day design condi
tions. 

5.2 Recommendations 
The principal recommendations for further improvement of the design productivity in 
PCALE's DVP group are outlined in section 5.2.1. Seetion 5.2.2 reviews possible enhance
ments of the supportive quality of hierarchical design methods and flows. 

5.2.1 Trends in Design Productivity 

From the analysis on the experimental results presented here, it appears that further 
improvements in elapsed design time, and therefore Time-to-Market, are possible, and 
therefore worth investigating. Studies into Time-to-Market reduction could for instance con-
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centrate on optimization of the codesign benefits, and exploitation of the hardware I soft
ware codesign and mixed analogue I digital design advantages. 

A straightforward approach to design time reduction is elimination of the need for redesigns, 
by strictly imposing design discipline for instance. Diminishing the need for redesigns 
implies that fewer design reiterations are required. Individual design iterations may however 
be improved as well, for instance with respect to the time a prototype spends in a foundry. 
With the increasing complexity of IC technologies, the prototype production time spent in a 
foundry tends to increase. In the near future, this could prove to be a serious bottleneck in 
the IC innovation process, and a major obstacle for ongoing elapsed time reduction. Fast 
prototype production lines, or so called hot lots, are therefore essentiaL 

In view of the predicted growth in semiconductor turnover, individual semiconductor com
panies must increase design capacity for them to retain market share. The increase in pro
ductivity of individual IC designers is currently barely sufficient to keep up with the growth 
in device complexity, and is therefore unlikely to support the necessary increase in sales vol
ume and turnover. 

5.2.2 Hierarchical Design Methods and Flows 

The main conclusion of the survey presented here is that design discipline is crucial for opti
mum design performance and productivity. To prevent ad hoc design approaches, it is there
fore important to impose design flow discipline and adhere to it. In addition, the advent of 
new design tools must not be allowed to interfere with the established design discipline, as 
this may lead to unreliable, ad hoc solutions. New tools may accelerate the execution of 
individual tasks in a solid design flow, not modify them. Tools must therefore be made to 
match the established design environment. It is therefore worthwhile considering to provide 
tool vendors with clear and accurate functional requirement specifications for new products. 

Continuing investments in the exploration of new and improved design methods and tools 
are vitaL In this context, aiming at making the module description the standard design entry 
level appears to be vety attractive and promising. After all, design productivity is currently 
at its maximum at the module description level of abstraction. At the same time, lower levels 
of abstraction should be hidden from the designer's view. In other words, the individual 
designer should be able to delegate low level design work to qualified tools, instead of han
dling them manually. At the moment, this is already quite common for the type database lev
els, such as transistor level and geometry descriptions. This approach may furthermore help 
keep the number of design formalisms a designer has to manage to an absolute minimum. 

Digital Hardware Design 

Several new digital IC implementation technologies, such as datapath concepts, and cell 
based arrays seem to offer interesting options for further design standardization of digital 
hardware. As such technologies resemble gate arrays rather than standard cells, the design 
productivity corresponding to type database synthesis is expected to increase accordingly. 
At the higher levels of abstraction, productivity improvements may result from the introduc
tion of automatic architecture synthesis. The application of architecture synthesis could 
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eventually lead to the concealment of the type description (register transfer level), which in 
some areas is still widely used for design entry. 

Hardware I Software Codesign 

Improved hardware I software cosimulation facilities, and higher simulation speeds may in 
the near future significantly advance coverification capabilities. This may be used to the 
advantage of software verification prior to prototype production. Larger parts of product 
software, such as rudimentary operating systems for instance, could be included. For this 
purpose it would be useful if the foreign language interfaces of present day VHDL simula
tors were improved. Foreign language interfaces, allowing C code to be included in VHDL 
models for instance, currently impose bottlenecks on simulation speed. 

For the verification of dynamic data flow aspects of hardware I software systems, explicit 
modelling of dynamic data flow behaviour may prove to be a useful solution. Dynamic data 
flow modelling was recently proposed, as an extension to existing system level design prac
tice, composing a new and higher level of design abstraction. For future design projects, it is 
therefore worth to investigate dynamic data flow modelling on the basis of, for instance, 
Khan networks or communicating sequential processes. 

Rapid Prototyping 

For rapid prototyping to be useful for system validation, its entry level must be highly 
abstract, and the required development effort may not exceed the absolute minimum. It is 
usually not necessary that rapid prototypes are capable of real time emulation. Many present 
day so called rapid prototyping systems do. not satisfy these needs, and tum out to be gate 
level simulation accelerators. 

Rapid prototyping on the basis of Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs) may 
meet the aforementioned demands. For enhanced system validation, it may therefore be use
ful to investigate the use of programmable interconnect array devices and predefined CPLDs 
boards, even though real time emulation may be out of reach. For improved rapid prototype 
board development, debugging, and (re)production testing, board test facilities may some
how have to be incorporated into the CPLDs. 

Mixed Analogue I Digital Design 

The addition of analogue modelling facilities to VHDL, in the VHDL-A standard, may sig
nificantly advance mixed analogue I digital design. VHDL-A is targeted to support straight
forward analogue modelling in VHDL, and may therefore substantially simplify analogue I 
digital cospecification. In addition, analogue I digital coverification may be improved as 
soon as fast model simulators supporting VHDL-A become available. VHDL-A may conse
quently evolve into the preferred abstract design entry formalism for analogue design, thus 
filling the apparent gap between the module description and type description levels in the 
current mixed-signal design flow. 
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5.2.3 Design Schedule Estimation 

Monitoring and recording of design results is important, in order to keep track of design per
formance and productivity. If the schedule models presented here are updated regularly, 
they may prove to be valuable and reliable project planning assistants. 
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Glossary of Definitions and 
Abbreviations 

The following definitions and abbreviations, listed in alphabetical order, are used through
out the thesis: 

•68xxx 

• a priori 

• a posteriori 

•ACD 

•ADC 

•AFC 

•AGC 

•AHW 

•AL 

• analysis 

•apcv 

•aptmv 

•aptv 

•ARA 

• ASCII 

•ATD 

•ATS 

- Motorola family of micro processors and micro controller cores 

- prior to the release of an implementation prototype 

- after the release of an implementation prototype 

- Approval for Concept Development, project milestone marking the 
start of the concept development phase 

- Analogue to Digital Converter 

- Automatic Frequency Control, demodulator frequency control loop 

- Automatic Gain Control, demodulator gain control loop 

- Analogue Hardware, designs based on continuous time, continuous 
amplitude signals 

- ALgorithm, functional description at the highest level of abstraction 

- comparison of an implementation and a specification, by any means 
necessary, manual or automatic 

- a priori concept verification, design task defined in figure 12 on 
page 31 

- a posteriori type and module verification, design task defined in 
figure 12 on page 31 

- a priori type verification, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

- Approval for Requirements Analysis, project milestone marking the 
start of the requirements analysis phase 

- American Standard Code for Information Interchange, plain text file 
format 

- Approval for Type Development, project milestone marking the start 
of the type development phase 

- Approval for Type Study, project milestone marking the start of the 
type study phase 

- binary digit, information symbol 
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•BLM 

• byte 

•C 

•CD 

•CD 

•CMOS 

•CPLD 

•CQS 

•CRlC 

•CVBS 

•CW 

•DAC 

•DBS 

•DeMIPS-CO 

Glossary of Definitions and Abbreviations 

-Behavioural Language Model, executable library model at register
transfer level 

a sequence of 8 bits 

high level programming language 

- Conditional Access, system for restricted access to broadcast 
television information 

- Compact Disc, small carrier unit for storage of digital audio, video, 
and computer information 

-Concept Description, description level defined in figure 12 on 
page 31 

- Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor [36] 

- Complex Programmable Logic Device 

- Customer Qualified Samples, project milestone marking the release 
of qualified design prototypes 

- Cable Receiver IC, mixed analogue I digital IC design for DVB 
applications 

composite signal containing Colour, Video, Blanking, Sync, in an 
analogue frequency multiplexed video format 

- PRBS descrambling Control Word 

Digital to Analogue Converter 

- Direct Broadcast Satellite 

- descrambler, demultiplexer, and micro controller combined (cut 0), 
hardware I software codesign for DVB applications 

• Demultiplexer-CO -first generation demultiplexer (cut 0), hardware I software codesign 
for DVB applications 

• Demultiplexer-Cl -second generation demult;plexer (cut 1), hardware I software 
codesign for DVB applications 

• DENC2-CO -Digital ENCoder 2 (cut 0), mixed analogue I digital IC design for 
DVB applications 

• Descrambler-CO -first generation descrambler (cut 0), hardware I software codesign for 
DVB applications 

• Descrambler-Cl -second generation descrambler (cut 1), hardware I software codesign 
for DVB applications 

• design cube - formalism used for design flow representation, see section 1.3.3 

• design flow - the practical realization of the design tasks specified in a method 
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•DHW 

•DIL 

•DVB 

•DVP 

•ECM 

•EDIF 

•EMM 

•EIT 

• emulation 

•EPG 

• evaluation 

•fd 

•FEC 

• Fortran 

Digital Hardware, designs based on discrete time, discrete amplitude 
signals 

Dual In Line, IC package type 

database synthesis, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

database verification, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

- Digital Video Broadcasting 

Digital Video Processing group of PCALE 

Entitlement Control Message, contains encrypted descrambler 
control words 

- Electronic Digital Interchange Format, format commonly used for 
representation of gate level descriptions 

- Entitlement Management Message, contains encrypted set-top box 
authorization codes 

Event Information Table, MPEG2 reference table embedded in a 
system stream 

- imitation of the functionality of a system by means of a hardware 
implementation which differs from the eventual realization 

Electronic Programme Guide, user interface and reference 
information embedded in digital television streams 

Engineering Samples, project milestone marking the release of 
prototypes for evaluation in the target system environment 

either validation, comparison with a non-formal specification, or 
verification, comparison with a formal specification 

functional decomposition, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

- Forward Error Correction, error protection allowing for fault 
tolerant broadcasting of digital information 

- high level programming language 

• foreign language interface 
simulator interface between hardware description language (HDL) 
and foreign programming language 

• FTS - Functional Target Specification, description level defined in figure 12 

•GDS II 

•HDL 

on page 31 

- Graphics Data System II, format commonly used for design geometry 
representations 

- Hardware Description Language 
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•HDTV 

• Helix 

•HW 

• I and Q 

•IEEE 

• kbits/s 

•kHz 

•LL 

• Mbits/s 

•f..LC 

•MD 

•method 

•MHz 

• mixed level 

• mixed signal 

•ML 

•f..Lmorf..L 

Glossary of Definitions and Abbreviations 

High Definition TeleVision, a television system for distribution of 
enhanced resolution images 

-proprietary Pascal-like hardware description language, one of 
VHDL's ancestors 

- High Level, functional description at an intermediate level of 
abstraction 

-HardWare 

-Hertz, unit of frequency (s-1) 

the in-phase and 90° phase shifted components in a quadrature 
modulation system such as QPSK and QAM 

Integrated Circuit, electronic circuit implemented on silicon (chip) 

- Inter Integrated Circuit bus, proprietary serial communications and 
control bus 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

- Intermediate Frequency 

- International Organization for Standardization 

1,000 bits per second, unit of transmission capacity for digital data 

1,000 Hz, unit of frequency 

Luminance Input Processor, digital IC design for HDTV 

Library Level, structural description at the lowest level of abstraction 

- 1,000,000 bits per second, unit of transmission capacity for digital 
data 

- micro controller 

- Module Description, description level defined in figure 12 on page 31 

a collection of aligned tasks that need to be fulfilled in order to 
achieve a predefined objective 

- 1,000,000 Hz, unit of frequency 

supporting multiple levels of design abstraction 

mixed analogue I digital signals 

-Medium Level, functional/ structural description at an intermediate 
level of abstraction 

- micrometer or micron, I o-6 meter, unit of IC feature size 

- square millimetre, unit of IC silicon area 
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• module 

•month 

•MPEG 

•MPEG2 

•MPLM02 

•mv 

• n.a. 

the combination of an IC (type) and its driver software, and any 
peripherals surrounding it, if any 

-a period of 3.33 weeks, or 16.67 working days 

- module partitioning, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

- Motion Pictures Expert Group, an international standardization 
committee under supervision of ISO I IEC 

- standard of the MPEG committee for broadcast quality television 
compression and multiplexing, widely used in DVB applications 

- Multi Purpose Line Memory 02, digital IC design for HDTV 

- module verification, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

not applicable 

• NAND-equivalent - logic gate performing a 2-input NAND function, in CMOS generally 
consisting of four transistors [36] 

•NTSC 

•OFDM 

•PAL 

• Pascal 

•PCALE 

•PCR 

•PES 

•PFSPD 

•PID 

• pixel 

•PLA 

•PLCC 

•PLD 

•PLL 

•ppm 

- National Television System Committee, analogue colour television 
standard 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, multiplexing technique 
proposed for terrestrial television distribution in DVB applications 

- Phase Alternating Line, analogue colour television standard 

-extension to PAL allowing for analogue widescreen (16:9) television 
broadcasts 

- high level programming language 

Philips Semiconductors' Product Concept and Application 
Laboratory Eindhoven 

-Program Clock Reference, MPEG2 time representation 

- Packetized Elementary Stream, MPEG transport format 

- Philips File Standard for Pictorial Data, stimuli file format 

MPEG2 transport packet identification word, 13 bits 

- picture element 

- Programmable Logic Array 

-Plastic j-Leaded Chip Carrier, lC package type 

- Programmable Logic Device 

- Phase-Lock Loop 

-prototype manufacturing, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

parts per million 
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•PRBS 

• product 

Glossary of Definitions and Abbreviations 

- Pseudo Random Bit Sequence, a type of bit scrambling algorithm 

an electronic system consisting of multiple (I C) types and associated 
software 

• product life cycle -the phases an (electronic)iproduct goes through during its life span 
(section 2.1) 

•PSI 

• pstar 

• pts 

•PTT 

•PWM 

•QAM 

•QAMDC 

•QDMIQDMC 

•QFP 

•QPSK 

•R3000 

Programme Specific Information, MPEG2 programme related 
information 

-SPICE-like analogue circuit simulator (s-domain) 

-,production testing I selection, design task defined in figure 12 on 
page 31 

-ProToType silicon of software, implementation level defined in 
figure 12 on page 31 

Pulse Width Modulation 

- Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, digital modulation technique 
used for television distribution via cable media, in DVB applications 

QAM Demodulator Controller, mixed analogue I digital design for 
DVB applications 

- QPSK DeModulator I QPSK DeModulator Controller, mixed 
analogue I digital design for DVB applications 

- Quad Flat Pack, IC package type 

- Quarternary Phase Shift Keying, digital modulation technique used 
for television distribution via satellite media, in DVB applications 

- member of the MIPS family of micro processors and micro controller 
cores 

• RAM - Random Access Memory' 

• rapid prototyping - emulation of digital hardware using Complex Programmable Logic 
Devices (CPLDs) to obtain (near) real time prototype 
implementations of the halrdware that is being designed 

• RF - Radio Frequency 

• RFS - Release For Supply, project milestone marking the release of a 
product for supply to customers 

• RTL - Register Transfer Level, design description based on registers and the 
transfer logic in-between 

• ROM - Read-Only Memory 

• RPP - Release for Prototype Production, project milestone marking the start 
of prototype production 
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•SD 

• set-top box 

• SI 

• simulation 

• SPICE 

•SPRINT 

• sv 

•SW 

• synthesis 

• tas 

•TD 

•TDB 

•TDFS 

•TDI 

• tool 

• tqr 

•type 

•UART 

•VOP 

• validation 

•VCO 

• verification 

• Verilog 

• Verilog (ML) 

system codification, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

System Description, description level defined in figure 12 on page 31 

stand-alone television receiver, not including a screen 

- Service Information, MPEG2 programme related information 

- the execution of a model representing the implementation of a design 

- model simulator for evaluation of analogue circuits (s-domain) 

Specification, Prototyping and Reusability INTegration, a method for 
software development 

-system validation, design task defined in figure 12 on page 31 

SoftWare 

- the creation of an implementation, on the basis of a specification, by 
any means necessary, manual or automatic 

- type architecture synthesis, design task defined in figure 12 on 
page 31 

-Type Description, description level defined in figure 12 on page 31 

-'!ype DataBase, description level defined in figure 12 on page 31 

Two Dimensional Filter Structure, digital IC design for HDTV 

- Two Dimensional Interpolator, digitallC design for HDTV 

any means that can aid the execution of individual design tasks 

type quality and reliability verification, design task defined in figure 
12 on page 31 

- TeleVision 

- an individual IC, component, or part 

- Universal Asynchronous Receiver I Transmitter, serial 
communication interface 

- Version 0 Prototypes, project milestone marking the start of prototype 
evaluation, when first silicon is available 

- functional analysis, without a formal functional reference 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

- functional comparison with a formal reference 

proprietary C-like hardware description language, at some places in 
the thesis used in conjunction with an indication in parentheses: 

a medium level, usually RTL-synthesizable Verilog subset containing 
moderate concurrency and some signals 
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• Verilog (LL) 

•VHDL 

•VHDL (HL) 

•VHDL(ML) 

•VHDL(LL) 

• video simulator 

•VLSI 

•week 

• Y-chart 

• year 

Glossary of Definitions and Abbreviations 

- a library level Verilog subset containing only concurrent statements 
and signals 

VHSIC (Very High Speed IC) Hardware Description Language 
1076.1 ), C-like description language, at some places in the 

thesis used in conjunction with an indication in parentheses: 

- a high level VHDL subset containing predominantly sequential 
statements, variables and very few signals 

- a medium level, usually RTL-synthesizable VHDL subset containing 
moderate concurrency and some signals 

a library level VHDL subset containing only concurrent statements 
and signals 

image sequence processor ISP500: a large bank of memory, capable 
of simultaneously playing back and recording several digital data 
streams at high speeds, used for measurements and testing 

- Very Scale Integration 

- a period of five working days 

formalism used for design flow representation, see section 1.3.2 

-a period of 12 months, or 40 working weeks 
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift 

Hardware I Software Codesign 
An Industrial Approach 

door 

Joris van den Hurk 

Nuenen, 30 september 1996 



1. Binnen hierarchische ontwerpmethodieken zijn validatie en verificatie twee duidelijk te 
onderscheiden analyse-taken. 

[dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken 2 en 3] 

2. Hierarchische methoden voor bet ontwerpen van digitale hardware, bet ontwikkelen van 
driver software, en bet ontwerpen van analoge hardware vertonen onderling opmerkelijk 
sterke overeenkomsten. 

[dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken 2 en 3] 

3. Als maat voor de ontwerpproductiviteit zijn, vanuit economisch oogpunt bezien, de 
aantallen vierkante millimeters of logische poorten per persoon-week in belang 
ondergeschikt aan bet aantal voltooide ontwerpen per persoon-week. 

[dit proefschrift, paragraaf 4.1.5] 

4. De doelstelling van de halfgeleiderindustrie om baar omzet voor het einde van deze 
eeuw te verdubbelen, kan aileen gehaald worden, indien bet aantal ontwerpteams wordt 
uitgebreid. 

[dit proefschrift, paragraaf 4.1.6] 

5. Het aantal logiscbe poorten of transistoren, dat een IC-ontwerp omvat, is een slechte 
maat voor de complexiteit van ontwerptaken. De genormaliseerde IC complexiteit, 
uitgedrukt in vierkante millimeters, is hiervoor meer op zijn plaats. 

[dit proefschrift, paragraaf 4.1.7] 

6. De meest effectieve manier om de ontwerpproductiviteit te verbeteren, is een reductie 
van bet aantal "redesigns" dat nodig is om een IC-ontwerp aan de specificatie-eisen te 
Iaten voldoen. 

[dit proefschrift, paragraaf 4.2.6] 

7. De door Fey (e.a.) afgeleide modellen voor ontwerpproductiviteit en ontwerpdoorloop
tijd zijn pessimistisch in vergelijking met de beden ten dage bereikte resultaten. 

[dit proefschrift, paragraaf 4.3, en referenties [27], [28], [61], en [29]] 

8. Televisie wordt pas echt een venster op de wereld, wanneer gebruikers wereldwijde 
toegang wordt verschaft, bijvoorbeeld door het informatiemodel van het Internet te 
koppelen aan televisie distributie. 

9. Het aankopen door Microsoft en gelieerde ondememingen van de rechten op onder meer 
kunstverzamelingen is een serieuze bedreiging voor de vrijheid van meningsuiting, en 
noopt een herziening van de wet op de auteursrechten. 

10. Diverse voorbeelden in de recente en hedendaagse actualiteit doen vermoeden dat het 
begrip "politieke oplossing" in de praktijk neerkomt op een contradictio in terminis. 



11. Voorvechters van multimedia maken verrassenderwij s slechts zelden gebruik van 
multimedia-faciliteiten om hun standpunten uit te dragen. 

12. Het principe: "de trap moet van bovenaan worden schoongeveegd", is niet aileen van 
toepassing op ontwerpmethodieken, maar ook op management en organisatie van 
ontwerpprojecten. 

[vrij naar Jaap Burger] 

13. De keuze voor academische onderzoeksprojecten die op korte termijn in industrieel 
verband van belang zouden kunnen zijn, kan een negatieve invloed hebben op de 
doorlooptijd van het onderzoek en de rapportage erover. 

14. "Consonanten zijn muzikale kindertaal." In vormen van gelmproviseerde muziek, zoals 
jazz, is uitbreiding van de muzikale ontwerpruimte met dissonanten daarom een 
voorwaarde voor vemieuwende klankcombinaties en muzikale concepten. 

[ vrij naar Reinbert de Leeuw, dirigent en componist] 

15. "Geen bevoegdheid zonder verantwoordelijkheid, en geen verantwoordelijkheid zonder 
verantwoording" 

[M. van Traa, voorzitter van de parlementaire enquete-commissie 
inzake opsporingsmethoden bij de politie] 

16. Rotonden en andere verkeersremrners zijn hedendaagse equivalenten van stadspoorten, 
naast verkeersregulatoren zijn het bovenal prestige-objecten. 
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